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Graciously commanding attention the campus buildings are clothed in the
spring with the finery of forsythia, dogwood, and the fresh green of growing
ivy. Fruit trees in blossom and shallow beds of crocuses and daffodils announce the arrival of the loveliest season of the year.

PRESIDEnT

DOROTHY SCHAffTfR
The senior class wishes to extend its appreciation
Miss Schaffcer for another

to

year of helpful

guidance.

Her graciousness,
her friendly

informality,
her sincere efforts to uphold

and strengthen

the high academic standards
these things we remember!

of the college

The Grea t Beginning

. . . ka-

leidoscopic first impressions
. . ,
a barren bedroom pleading for interior decoration
. . . an exchange
of nominal and geographical information

Good beginning

. , . nervous swallows of tea

in the Presidential

presence.

"Flicks"

on Friday

Off

to

the cray fish

"Oh, Daddy!"

Flotsam and jetsam

FRESHMAN YEAR ...
our first Fathers'
Day . . . we unregretfully refuse all other
comers

and reserve

our hours

for proving

to

"Daddy" why Connecticut
is the best ...
we
meet roommate's
Parent and find him to be
almost as nice as our own.
Sophomore-freshman
party: we are the first
and only night audience to the sophomore offering; be it farce or song-and-dance,
on the gym floor, love it.

Mid- Wimo..':f Formal: we throw

we, crammed

off our blue

jeans and transform
ourselves into dancing
beauties until the clock strikes at 1 :30.

Lovel y ladies

Talking it over

"Who's got the baby oil?"

Home was never like this!

History

1-2 can

But 6 8 o'clocks

best be studied accompanied by a wide beach,
the sound of waves, a coating of sun-tan oil,
and a hot sun.
The registrar's office, clearing house for every
variety of problem. This is where we come for
schedule changes, five dollar fines, report cards.
It becomes our constant place of habitation
during those hectic days when we are trying
to arrange our courses for next year.
The coffee houses of the eighteenth century
had nothing on the Snack Bar, our favorite
rendezvous.

It's nice for congenial

conversa-

tion, but bad for the waistline.
Double scoop

Chiaroscuro at eight

Hours

of class and

dinner practice

after-

help to devel-

op a smashing backhand
straight,

"Serve

"On

'em up"

the light fantastic

In direct

and a

true serve.

application

toe"

of the "all work,

no

play' theory, sports activities here on campus
arc a much a part of our life as studies. Whether ware
novices with a hockey stick or practiced champions at golf, we find pleasure and
stimulation in the exercise. Here there is opportunity for every capability. We know a satisfaction in the atmosphere of amicable competition in the interclass games, and ill the improvement that eventually comes through hours
of practice on the tennis court. As a sirnulus to

the creative

side of our nature

there is modern

dance, an outlet for self-expression.
Under the
supervision
of A.A., there are tournaments
played in many of the sports,
chance

to become a member

and there is the
of a club and to

acquire a college seal. Always open to the spirit
of progress, the Physical Education department
is continually
inducements:

varying
military

our
drill,

routine

with

soccer,

even cricket. Yes, college is complete
we include sports.

new

handball,
only

if

C. C. series

Whether it's a crisp autumn
day or a warm one in spring,
young Patty Bergs may be
seen on the campus
golf
course. Here strokes are perfected, and hooks ironed out.

•

"Fore!"

In the cage

•

Bus stop reverie ...
dent's
...

tea ...

2:00 A. M ....

Now smile ...

Freshmen chorus ...

C. C. sisters , , . Free ride

Presi-

Knowltonites

Good weekend!

October moment ...
My Sister, Eileen
Rear view ... On the steps ... Smiling sextet
..

, Stormy

Windswept

weather
...

...

Romeo! Romeo! . , .

Military moves in

Each

member

of the college

community

is

asked to dona te an hour a week of her time to
some kind of war activity,
dents are coordinated
of a faculty

if possible. The activities

offered to the stu-

under the War Service Committee,

chairman,

several faculty

members,

which consists

a student

chairman,

and the: sub-chairmen

who are in charge of the

work offered.
This year the committee offered off campus
work with the W ANS, the Nurse's Aide Corps,
the Home Service Department
of the New
London Red Cross, and the Blood Bank, as well
as with several of the nursery schools and the
Girl Scout and Girl Reserve troops.
On campus the girls collected waste paper
and tin cans for salvage, sold stamps and bonds,
rolled
crew

surgical dressings, and formed a labor
help on the grounds when they were

to

needed.

"An ounce of prevention"

"Six, please!"

"W'e keep rolling 'em"

Page nineteen

The Sevenfold A men in clear voices
floating up from below and filling the
chapel, the Christmas Vespers and the
Choir bearing whi tc flowers for the
manger arc a few of the not-to-be
forgotten

moments.

The Choir also functions as a Glee
Club when joined by the Auxiliary
Choir. The Glee Club sang for the
first time with Harvard in December,
with Yale, for the second year III succession, in March.

The

present

rehearsals

orchestra

first

started

in 1942. The original

group has enlarged

to twenty

small

enthusi-

astic musicians with plans to further
extend activities. The director is Mrs.
Cranz ; the
worth.

president,

Terry

Farns-

The purpose
to stimulate

provide

of Religious

religious

opportunities

service. The activities
Laubenstein

Council

thought

for worship

and

by Dr.

sponsored

and the Cabinet

deeper realization

is

and to

bring

a

of the need for God

and faith, and make religious service a
fundamental
part of our everyday lives.
They

include

deputations,

Sunday

school classes in the community
Seaside Sanatorium,

intercollegiate

ferences,

an International

promotion

of interfaith

and at
con-

week - end,
and interna-

tiona] work,

speakers and discussions,

and daily and Sunday evening worship
services.

Page twenty-one

Service League has a variety of activities which extend
ity to entertainment.
munity

Each fall the organization

Chest drive for the benefit

of such

from char-

sponsors

worthy

a Com-

causes as the

Red Cross.

Social activities include the Coast
Guard reception for the freshmen,
a Hallowe'en parry in conjunction
with A.A., and informal dances
throughout
the year,
Service
league's Midwinter Formal, a benefit dance, is the highlight of the
social season.

In collaboration

with New

London

agencies,

League

holds

weekly

play

children
Community
Christmas
children,

Service
supervised

periods

at

the

for

the

Catholic

Center,
donates
gifts
to
needy
and holds a Christ-

rnas parry for
House group.

the

Mission

Most

of us have learned

by experience

that

it is only through the give and take of ideas
that we can hope to iron out most of those
knotty

problems

that

are continually

courses of action to the appropriate
groups
which can make these ideas realities. And no one
underestimates

the power of suggestion.

cropping

up. Student-Faculty
Forum is the agency on
campus that serves as a clearing house for these
ideas concerning

the problems

which arise and

clamor for attention and solution. The Forum,
composed of representatives of students and faculty,

attempts

through

analyze the symptoms

informal

discussions

to

with a finger on the pulse

of college life and then prescribe possible remedies. Or it may deal with a question for the
interest

value

alone.

is useless without
has no legislative
that

as a result

then?

Talking

It is very true that it
but this doesn't mean

Student-Faculty

comes a dead letter
conclusions,

But what

action.
powers,

office. After

Forum

be-

it has drawn

it does have the power to suggest

"Information,

Please"

Page twcnty.th,·ee

Friendship, humor, and understanding

fACUlTY

The heartbeat of the college ...
an understanding
of our
problems, our aspirations.
Meaningful
speeches filled with
penetrating humor ...
an uncanny ability for attaching
the
right names to the right faces, all 750
..
a faith in the
students ...
ideals to emulate ...
We, the seniors, can never forget her.

"How

about

Ma Burt?"

next

week,

these are the Dean.

MR. ARTHUR
W. QUIMBY

DR. M. ROBERT

Music

COBBLEDICK

Socialogy

DR. JULIA BOWER
Mathematics

Choosing a major sounds like a very clear-cut
process, but, oh, the mental turmoil incurred
by the actual doing of it. "Will it prepare us
for a job Afterwards?"
we wonder, anticipating

DR. FLORENCE
M. WARNER

the fatherly point-of-view.
Or, just incidentally, can we pass those advanced courses? We

Economics

consult the catalogue; that is discouraging. The
thing to do, we decide, is to get a little advice
from the experienced

among us. So we attempt

a mature,
practically-a-sophomore
expression
and falteringly
query the department
heads.
Still searching, we make a survey of the upperclassmen for additional information.
But this
isn't a decision that can be made alone; there is
too much at stake for purely solitary contemplation. This is a matter for group discussion,
The Group,
everyone

of course.

Everyone

gives her views,

before

we straggle

mayor

courses
majoring

reached,
we

wonder

in anything

and

may

and goes
It's two

to bed, the answer

still in the form of a question.
it finally

Religion

talks at once;

which

not pertain; everyone asks questions
on without
waiting for the answers.
o'clock

DR. PAUL
LAUBENSTEIN

But the solution

as we map

why
else.

we ever

out

our

considered

DR. HANNA
HAFKESBRINK
German

DR. CHESTER
DESTLER
History

DR. DOROTHY

DR. FRANK E. MORRIS

BETHURUM

English

Philosophy, Psychology,
and Education

(

!JcY

j

DR. MARGARET S. CHANEY

DR. MARJORIE RUTH DILLEY

Home Economics

Government

DR. ROBERT I'. LOGAN
Fine Arts

DR. BESSIE BLOOM WESSEL
Social Anthropology

DR. FEDERICO
Spanish

Page twenty-six

SANCHEZ

DR. MARY C. McKEE

DR. EDWIN MINAR, JR.

Chemistry

Classics

MISS CAROLA L. ERNST
Romance Languages

DR. E. FRANCES BOTSFORD
Zoology

DR. GARABED K. DAGHLlAN
Physics

DR. RICHARD
Botany

GOODWIN

!'v!lSS RUTH
Physical

STANWOOD
Education

Page twenty-seven
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SOPHOMORE

YEAR

ond filler in the academic
autumn arrival
freshmen ...

last the

at

. . . if only the sec-

sta ture of upperclassmen

sandwich

. . . an

at the Quad, our aspiration as
then into blue jeans because we

know . . . gleeful yells across the green to
old friends in different dorms, new friendships
growing

with

our classmates

notes on summer

...

comparing

days.

That good feeling of truly belonging without too much responsibility
inspires us . . .
the rime when new fields open to us, economics,
government,
psychology
stiff introductory
courses

we wrestle with
if we feel some-

what superior to the freshmen, forgive us ...
it's always

been a sophomore

We work,

trait.

yes, but ours is a happy

balance

. . . the freshmen come with us on a Yale
week-end via the gym stage ...
the last warm
fall days are exploited on the beach . , . cadets,
stray college men, and increasingly
basers fill week-ends,

And what sophomore
glorious

freedom

popular sub-

vie with books.
will not remember

of Thames,

the

the ruina tion of

manners,
that hasty smoke before an eight
o'clock, those after-dinner
sings in the living
room ...
or who will forget
morning walks for breakfast?
rising

those cold, early
. . . the sun

in all its glory sending

stark

shafts

of

red and yellow into the waters of the sound ...
then pageant time arrives at last ...
suitcases
half-packed,
carolling

themes
with

heightening
The

formal

snappy

follow

of

dawn
candles

blues

and talent

us kowtowing

in with

plans for

. . . Knowlton

salon at

silks and satins,
..

. . . tension

Honorable

finished,
glow

high spirits.

last alive with

drama

friendly

new year is ushered

mid-winter
tails,

hurriedly

the

plays

of the final night

. . .

unearthed
...

ties and

competitive
. . . March

to the juniors

Miss?

white

sees

, . . remember

queries of does x plus y

mean the clue would be in a tree?
All of a sudden
college

spring

returns

to this our

. . . on May day we hang corsages on

our sisters' doors and have our second strawberry
breakfast
sophomore

. . , beach days begin again

. . .

year completed.

Page twenty-nine

Although

sophomore

ther transition

year witnessed

the fur-

from peace to war, nothing

could

seriously dampen our spirits. Friendships
grew
as we worked and played in twos, in threes, in
groups, and as a class. We collected

prom sou-

venirs, and banners, lined our mirrors with
pictlJres, and rejoiced as our blue jeans achieved
a really weathered
Sunday night
or records

suppers

provided

of goodies from
high point
activity.
speer for

look.

Remember

werc?

"Inner

a background

horne.

Mascot

when the whole Quad

Assuming

a temporarily

the juniors,

clues, almost demolished

what

wc madly
Fanning,

fun

Sanctum"
for

~l

feast

Hun r was a
rocked

with

increased rchUIIl.I.::d

and

.1

last found out all the secrets at the banquet.

Picnic portrait

Des mesdemoiselles

Cottons

Page thirty

On the quad

for

r long

Carolling

A knee-dy

by candlelight

situation

"But

two hundred

and eight!"

Cold hands and feet but warm hearts and
heads go with the early morning carolling of
the college by the sophomores. Few ha vc gone
to bed anyway, so it is no chore to pull polo
coats over ski pants and go into the winter
snow. Of course, suitcases are not packed nor
are all assignments done, but sophomore carolling is too good fun and too good a tradition
to miss. Finally, all are homeward bound imbued with the Xmas spirit and memories of the
chapel service, pageant
The group
mester.

"What

and song.

soon reassembles
a wonderful

for the new sething is a group,"

said Pooh, or might have, had he known of such.
But my, the troubles that arise over room-drawing. There

seems to be just a solitary

one in Miss Burton's

number

bag.

Pane thirty·one

The contemplative

life
Spring

spree

12:00

rush

Sophomore sextet

Page thirty-two

The sixth art

Caught on Campus

"Share the wealth"

Suitcase standees

Page thirty-three
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Wig and Candle, our college dramatic

society,

is one of the most active organizations
pus.

\'V'hether

you're

more interested
production,
the club

an aspiring

Bernhardt

in the technical

there's

two

three-ace

tions give an equal chance

Every year
plays. Audi-

to anyone

who feels

If you're

the call of grease-paint

and footlights.

not the glamour

there

may he a demand

for old ladies, naive

maidens,

or those who can

portray

little

type,

obnoxious

you're a make-up

sisters.

Or

perhaps

artist with a knack for apply-

ing rouge and whiskers.
interested

in set

coordinate

your

Or again,

talents

you may be

If so, you can

designing.
with

the lighting

crew

to create a set that will serve as a fitting
drop

for

atmosphere,
or sunlight
members

the

action

and

an equally

prodigious

pipe.

task of the costume

business
Any

hours

of work,

the performance
sented

to a most

appreciative

bership

in the ranks

coveted

possession,

of Wig
and

A change in scenery

the

should

the

of paper

demands

long

ingenuity,

but

is the evening

the finished

the work one contributes

Perc-ing up

and

experience
3S

as

wi th open arms,
amount

production

patience,

wha t a rewarding

And

committee

are welcomed

finished

part

a twisted

Those with a leaning

as every show entails a certain
work.

proper

committee

for a love-seat,

not be passed over lightly.
towards

the

important

or a meerschaum

back-

and suspense,

and gaiety. The property
play

candlestick,

convey

be it one of mystery

they scour the campus
The glow girls

or

angle of play

a place for you.

produces

on earn-

of

product

is pre-

audience.

Mem-

and Candle
fun

derived

is a
from

makes the business of

"May I present.
accumulating

the necessary

. "
points

an enjoy-

able one.
Besides the larger productions,
\'Vig and
Candle sponsors the Competitive Plays and presents a cup to the winning class 'midst an uproar of the victors' shouts and clapping.
In
addition, the club lends its helping hand to
every campus dramatic production.
Through
twenty-four
years of successful activity, Wig
and Candle has won a very honored place among

Lovebirds

of Lolii
"The Market

the college organizations.
Wig and Candle board

Place"

Every student at Connecticut
College is a
member of the Athletic Association.
The organization
a President,

is headed by a council
Vice-President,

er, representatives

c.c.o.c.,

and

composed

Secretary,

from each class, President
sports

managers.

The

competition

in

organizes

inter-class

basketball,

soccer, badminton,

ley ball, and an annual

Modern

tennis,
Dance

of

T reasurof

council
hockey,
and volExhibi-

tion. It provides the equipment
for informal,
spontaneous activities-Sunday
morning
baseball games in the Spring,
and skiing

in the

badminton

arboretum.

This

matches,
year

the

Council arranged a hockey game and a picnic
with Pembroke and a basketball game with the
Quonset \'Vaves. Also 0El Friday nights there has
been swimming at the "Y" in New London.

Highlight

of the season-A.

A. Coffee

"Point

Modern Dance
most fun-loving

and counterpoint"

continues as one of the
and hard working clubs

on campus. It meets each Monday night
in Knowlton Salon under the able leadership of Miss Hartshorn. A recital of original compositions is held each year as a
part of Five Arts Week End. This year
the organization
was complimented
by
an invitation
onstration

to dance in a college demin New York.

C.C.OC.
Connecticut

College

Outing

Club

sponsors beach PIClllCS, hikes, and this
winter arranged a ski week-end with the
Dartmouth
Outing Club. This association, in collaboration with A.A., brings
to the College fun and sports activities
essential

to a well-rounded

life.

C.C.O.c. Officers

Page thirty-seven

The United States Student
munity

Assembly, which works immediately

as serious, forward-looking

consists of stimulating
understanding.

student

The Connecticut

citizens,

thinking

in the com-

believes that its role in college

to a more aware political

life

and economic

College chapter seeks to fulfill this responsibility

by the action of committees that function in four spheres-political
action, labor
relations, intercultural relations, and international affairs. These groups attempt
to recognize the problems, the difficulties and challenges in the various phases of
national and community life, to study these and to work toward solving them.
USSA is thus a group which believes in action as well as in discussion
"Elephants

meet donkeys"

and panels.

c:»:
c. C.
troupe

has been proud in the past to present its
of travelling

talent

at various

"Emphatically,

democratically

inclined!"

service

camps and for the Allied Children's Fund at the
annual Fathers' Day program. Amateurs all, but
ready, willing, and able to present an evening
highlighted with entertainment, the members of
Conn teen have blended their voices in close harmony, kicked their heels to the rhythm of the
conga or can-can, and ad libbed with the ease
of veterans. All this plus colorful costumes and
plenty

of spirit made Conn teen truly a show to

be remembered.

"I'm four years old"
"Brother

Bill"
Page thirty·nine

Summer

faculty

trainees

Summer school, which started as an experiment, has become a successful addition to Connecticut
College. Regular
members
of the
and visiting professors provide Connecticut
students and temporary
transfers

with the opportunity
to concentrate

to pursue new and varied interests.

Moreover

there

is the chance

on only two Courses. But what Courses to choose? We are torn

between

the Price-\~use
training, a concentrated
program in Russian, play production,
American
philosophy,
or Oriental
geography-innumerable
COurses which
sound

\? '()\ -: te2
-;:-

intri uing to the youthful intellectual. And lest we forget, there's the recreational
S
iling, Ocean Beach picnics, and endless hours of good fun.

,,

r

side,

Miss Ocean Beach

Picnics

Scene from

i

and hayrides

The Swa1l

The helping

JUNIOR

YEAR ...

hand

looking forward to a

real crack at our majors and a year full of gay
companionship,
not yet fraught with thoughts
of generals and post-college
Juniors helping to maintain

plans . . . House
a minimum of cas-

ualties during Freshman Week by offering guidance wherever possible
juniors eagerly
seeking their freshman sisters
ductions to lasting friendships

hasty intro. . . the ball-

room at Knowlton with standing
mannikins in tailored gabardines.
and even flannel

nightshirts

room only as
exotic satins,

glide by admiring

eyes at the Fashion Show.

Laurels for the seniors

What

the well-dressed
wears

junior

The
election
campaign
conducted every year to elect
the

officers

Government

of
is on

Student
a mini-

ature national scale. Speeches
and petitions end only at the

polls.

At an impressive service in

h· Juniors
tne
who ha ve been elected by the
student body to important
cabinet positions are installed
in their new offices.
t

I.
be au dirrcnum

--'
dnauqu'caL Ctt

~i:f:f

{/

c£chattte'c

October 29, 1943-,n
auspicious moment in
the history of the college. On that afternoon,

Miss Schaffrer was inaugrated as President. Dr. Seymour of Yale addressed the audience,
and Miss Blunt was awarded the LL.D. degree. President Schaffter then delivered her
inaugural speech in which she reaffirmed the policy of Connecticut
College, defining OUf
institu tion as a liberal arts college with a 'vocational slant.

Until the first Five Arts Week End was inaugurated last year) much of the talent on
campus was undiscovered and unsung. Now) spring brings with it a time set aside for
the purpose of shoeing the products of our creative students in the five arts of music,
literature, art, drama, and the dance. For a very appreciative public, our aspiring writers
present their poetry) Our choreographers and dancers compose and interpret, our artists
exhibit their etchings or landscapes, our dramatists produce an original play or operetta,
and our composers and musicians weave a pattern of new harmonics.

Page forty-six

Music in the m a kimg

"Dust

will not gather on our mem'ries"

The night of Competitive Sing finds us arrayed in white. Tense and nervous, we await
our turn on the library steps. The hours of practice are behind us, the judges before us.
Clearly the words rise in sustained melody through

the soft twilight

air. The clatter

of

shoes as classes change positions is the only sound between performances.
An expectant
hush falls Over the crowd as the judges announce their decisions. Cheers and congratulations fill the air, and Competitive Sing is over for another year.

Eenie, meenie
minie, mo

Jnn~()'I;/lILo14untJ-

International

Life can be fun, and we don't
status

let our exalted

with our joie de vivre.

interfere

free, yes, but

Relations

we are also deeply

Care-

interested

in

the problems of the day. We read our papers
from cover to cover, funnies included, and indulge in periods of protracted
course, arc interspersed
with
into

the wee small

Mascot Hunt

finds

and vigorously
more searching
eternity, spring

hours,
LIS

study. These, of
group discussions
subjects

discreetly

withstanding

unlimited.

dropping

clues

the zeal of sopho-

parties. After what seems an
finally comes with sunbathing,

tennis after dinner, or our favorite

sport, bridge.

We gleefully

and sweaters

abandon

our skirts

and don crisp cottons.

Days

classes,

parties,

diurnal

beach

fly quickly
and

with

nocturnal

study sessions,

A handful
"Signals!"
Page !01'ty-nine

Favorite

indoor

spor-t

All too SOOnwe find our junior year drawing
Our thoughts are turned towards

to a close.

finals and the sudden
will be seniors.

realization

Hope springing

that
eternal,

soor- we
we buy

our caps and gowns. We make brave resolutions that we will study for generals during the
summer, but somehow we know we won't.

The right combination

"Oh, Blon-diee!"

i

OUf

last few days are scattered with earnest flurries
of packing when we aren't studying or desper-

nrely trying to acquire that coat of tan that will
be so admired

by our friends

a t home. As we

receive our flickering candles and take our places
on the wall we look back at our junior year, a
happy synthesis of work and good fun. Then
we rum our eyes to the future and the additional
responsibilities
and promise of happiness and
new knowledge

it holds for us.

The Group

Maidenly

\o/insome threesome

Reville

melee

Dignified

juniors,

but

we're not so

dignified that

we can't

enjoy the re-

laxing luxury

of basking

in the Sun

out on the roof, sprawling

out on the

thick carpet of grass, or sitting
fence with loafers dangling
ing feet.

Un bottled

tan

On the fence

Triple alliance

Delusions of grandeur

Still life

on a

on swing-

wax "
It is moments of relaxation and comradeship, when we harmonize

after din-

ner before
a crackling
fire, pedal
through an autumn
landscape, or sir
and

chat

by the pond,

some of the most
OUf

that

treasured

fill up
pages of

book of memories.

Junior

foursome

r

Bright

horizon

Dainty

Leapfrog

waders

on the lawn

A pile of fun
Nut-brown

maidens

Maid Marians all

Each spring and fall, feminine Robin Hoods
try their skill at archery. From various distances
they try to hit the target, perhaps the bull's eye.

Alwa ys popular among sports is the fast excitement of hockey, The inter-class games arc
impatiently awaited and are Sure to be furiously
played and cheered.

Ground

Sticks

To

recorded

«'tenSHUN,"

marches

and

shouts

of

military drill students learn

discipline and quick reaction to commands. In a spirit of amicable rivalry, the
most

proficient

of

the

pseudo-infantry

women vie to become company commanders.

In winter
often

turns

Whether

term
to

a young

thoughts

forward

girl's
of

or guard,

fancy

basketball.
she appreci-

ates the necessary agility of the team, the
clean sweep of the ball through the net.

"Hut,

two, three.

. "

Topping off the season are the class games,
guarantees

of excitement

and merriment.

Spring and fall afternoons
cer fields covered

with

find the soc-

running

figures.

Sore toes and bruised shins are forgotten
as the interclass
culmination

competitive

games, the

of the season, approach.

The athletic

touch

On the ball
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Saturday morning

..

checking assignments

. . reading mail . . . chasing stories and reporters ..
mailing in the first copy.
Monday and Tuesday nights ...
of typewriters
proofreaders
grammar rules
the telephone
writing headlines after the manner
puzzles
the ad staff looking

the clatter
remembering
ringing ...
of crossword
for one more

advertiser
writing late stories to fit space
and time
counting words ...
ash trays
rapidly being filled ...
the staff sustained by
Mrs. Anderson's wonderful lunches ...
cutting stories

. . . the N (?1lJS finally put to bed.

Wednesday
from there.

...

the student

body

takes it

Working hand in hand with the college publicity department
is a small group of students
with a flair for journalism

and an eye for news.

Informing
the nation of campus
activities,
Press Board members send out, for the most
parr, personal items about fellow students
to
home town newspapers.

A few 'specially

fied writers are paid college correspondents
interested daily newspapers.

qualifor

o

Fall, winter,
sampling

spring, and summer, the seasonal

of student

creative

late sessions before

talent

and ideas

the deadline

. . .

stories to be proofread, added, and subtracted
. . . stretching
the budget until it balances
...

trips to the Caslon Press, and, miraculous-

ly, a Quarterly in every mailbox.

One

to

a customer
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Quiz Kids

Proving

ground

The college "C", a handbook
general information about life at
College, is published annually by
Government Association. Included

which gives
Connecticut
the Student
in this book

are the COistitution
and by-laws of Student
Governmenq; college rules, regulations, and traditions; a cbmplete list of student clubs and
organiZationf; and a map Showing building location and campus boundaries. A special feature of
the "C" handbook is a detachable small "C"
which is a complete collection and clarification
of rules and regulations and helpful hints to
freshmen.
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SENIOR YEAR!
donning

. . . the excitement of

caps and gowns

for the first time and

the curious side-long glances at the underclassmen to sec if they arc as impressed with our
dignity
unity,

as we arc
clearer

. . . the feeling

now than

growing realization
of education
...
our

last

thought

sing

the

watching the other
. . . the exclusive

constant,

in May

.

gnawing

. . enviously

classes head for the beach
"seniorncss"
of melodrama

the Personnel

notices of coming

of class
. . . the

of the importance and value
our last competitive
play,

of generals

. . . eying

ever before

interviews

restless desire to graduate

bulletin
...
and start

board

for

the frequent
something

new coupled with the fear of planning our own
lives from noW on . . . and always, the desire
to hold fast
fully,

because

to this senior life of ours, live it

it will never come again.
Medical paradox

Nor

will

this group life of ours ever come

again ... reminiscences of sharin~ to t~e fullest
in the lasting quality and satlsfactlon.
Yes,
it's been fun, all of it ...

and we will never

forget!
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Madonna of Chartres

Page sixty-two

s

Dusk

and

Chartres

mystic

silence

Cathedral,

mas pageant.

filled

our setting

Then suddenly

the nave of

for the Christ-

the sound of "Ave

Maria Stella" was heard in the distance.
lantern's

light

punctuated

swelled in volume,
increased

the glow

and moved

procession

of

darkness,
As

the altar

and

and

the

music

in the cathedral

towards

peasants

down the aisle.

the

by others.

soon it was joined

A single

as the

choristers

passed

by one the worshippers,

One

hopeful and expectant,

took their places before

the altar. A crescendo

in the singing,

a blaze of

light, and then the curtains

parted

the Madonna and Child.

Below, the people

were kneeling

in adoration,

and revealed

their

lanterns

ob-

scured by the glow radiating

from

glass window.

there was breath-

For a moment

less silence as the spirit
permeated
of "Ave

and passed

out

of

the

inspiring

season
tones

rose one by one

church,

prevailing.

air the sound

end a truly

To the subdued

the peasants

silence once more
night

of the Christmas

the Cathedral.
Maria"

the stained-

darkness

Then

of carollers

and

Study in stone

in the still

brought

to an

evening.

Back-stage

artists

"Palmer Radio presents..

"

The master touch

Connecticut's
newest protege, the Palmer Radio Project,
important proportions this year even in its beginning stage.
Ray goes the credit of capable supervision,

and to Mary Elizabeth

assumed
To Mrs.
Power,

the student manager, go the laurels of successful publicity. The cooperative efforts of many of the departments
have produced programs
which included Wednesday night organ recitals, numerous discussions
on Utopias, American poets, linguistics,
historical reviews of New
London, and summaries of current day problems. With such an auspicious beginning
faculty talent.

go our hopes for more

exhibitions

of student

and

---

r
May Day!
sunlight

Alarm clocks and the first rays of

filtering

through

chintz bordered win-

dows herald another day of gay festivities. Seniors leap out of bed and eagerly open their doors
to find bright corsages left surreptitiously

by the

sophomores at the crack of dawn. All over campus there

is a bustle of activity,

even at the

phenominally
and rakishly

early hour of six. Dressed in gowns
tilted caps, seniors sally forth to

festoon

doors and lamp

the

streamers.

posts

with

gay

Even the trees take on a carnival air.

May Day special

Seven-fifteen

finds underclassmen

favored vantage
the chapel

steps.

Cameras

raised in the harmonies

snap

side", There is a hushed
Mater"

as voices

of "Tell

"Spring Song", and "High
of the "Alma

vying

for

points, as the seniors cluster on
arc

Me Why",

Upon A Sunlit Hill-

silence as the last notes
drift

away on the early

morning breeze.

"Say it with flowers"

Dawn

decorations

Then there is a migration
and

the

long-awaited

back to the dorms

strawberry

and

cream

breakfast.
Even classes fail to dampen the
holiday mood. Chapel time comes, and once
"
h
t dent
body assembles before the
agam t e s u
..'
library steps. Gratitude combines with happiices of the choir members blend
ness as t h e V01C
•
"m t h e tra dici
1 May Day hymn of p"'sc,
1 rona
"God of all Nature""

Melodramatic

mirth

Definition

of melodrama-the

seniors gone

mad before the approaching doom of comprehensives. Every May the seniors, with the
secret help of two chosen juniors, produce as a
one night stand a rooting, roaring farce. All hiss
the villain, envy the sweet heroine, and sigh
over the handsome hero. Then hallowed

Iphi-

genia (sex unknown) is tenderly handed down
to the junior class, and the show is over.

Iffy's one year lease
Slab Fork inhabitant
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To light the way

Wallgiving

is considered by many to be the

loveliest tradition of the year. It is the fitting
culmination of the monumental night of Competitive Sing and Melodrama.
men gradually

The underclass-

gather in their appointed

places

around the steps. A sudden stillness falls as the
seniors, in caps and gowns, carrying candles,
walk in twos to take their places on the steps.
The senior song leader walks out in front

and,

raising her hand, starts the first song. A feeling
of expectancy penetrates

the crowd as they wait

for the "Senior Farewell" to echo through the
star-filled night. The song ended, the juniors,
who now possess the steps, receive their candles
and the present
Alma Mater.

and

future

seniors sing the

.. . . our sad farewell"
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Back field
11en of the hour

"\Vatch me, Daddy,
from the left"

"Miss Schaffrer, may I present ... ?"

third

Our beautiful

Arboretum

days has provided
and party. From

throughout

college

the scene for many a walk
the freshman year, a senior

remembers "he colorful French bazaar in Knowlton maison. The election of honorary members
of our class and the graduation
with Mr. \'\falhcc's

of junior

sisters

address were high points in

our second year.

"For now that spring has come.

Four

honors

Ambulance

Presidential

parade

receipe

Pane seventy

Due to an unavoidable

error, the engravings

for these two pages have been mislaid. Therefore, these pages are yours to use for a private
album
of your favorite snapshots.-Editor

Page seventy-one

The range of a senior's

"spots

of time"

holds the theory of "all work and no play
The handsome

effigy of a poor

...

"

source-themcr

shows ever undampened

spirits.

recalls chilling Halloween

escapades and a Fifth

Avenue fashion show.

Winter

The

fall

snow fights

spring baseball games stand out as favorite,
Little Lulu

up-

ennial activities.

Over

morning church,

trips, and "dates"

all, thoughts

also

and
per-

of Sunday
always com-

plete many of our college memories.

Hats

and heels

Who says college girls don't work?

\,'r ee skiers

Snowbound!

Party

pose

Boo!

Brickle yers

Vogue says: "That

uncluttered

look"

Big League business

.... ,...,
BUY 1\

"Our Hearts to You,
Our Hands to You"

Speaker "Chips"

c-tb~((en
4 t
oi

C;

t

Above and beyond the concrete
.
evidence of Student Government,
such as rules in the "C" and Amalgamation meetings, we have at Connecticut a miniature edition of a national democratic system. It is based on
student responsibility, concern for the good of the whole, and the will
of the majority.

(}Vetnmen

fi

t

YJ

ta tiwe:J.

House of Representatives is
..
.,
f
the legislative orgamzatlOn 0
our democratic college government. The House, which consists of fifteen
house presidents and the speaker of the House, meets every two weeks to
discuss issues which affect the whole student body. Suggestions, problems,
and complaints received from students undergo discussion in the meetings
and are then passed on to Cabinet for further consideration. Cabinet, in
its turn, sends suggestions to the House, thus making for a well unified,
alert Student Government.

(}U:J.e ()

fI<..e pte:J.en
(J

The honor system is based upon the principle
that citizenship means acceptance of responsibility as well as enjoyment of privilege. Honor Court is the judicial
branch of our student government. To this branch each girl reports her
infringement of a rule to the Chief Justice of the court who then presents
the case to a body of six judges for impartial and impersonal consideration.

Cabinet, the executive branch of Student Government,
composed of the heads of fifteen campus organizations.
Meeting as it does once a week, its tasks are deciding policy and correlating
Student Government activities through close cooperation with the other
two branches.
IS

Chief Marge

Background
for democracy
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SHIRLEY

BRAUN ARMSTRONG
"Shirl"
420 South Spring Avenue, La Grange, Illinois
English

BETTY ANNE

ANDERSON

"Bets"
101 Union Street, East Walpole, Massachusetts
Economics
"I wanna go home."

...

aspirant to a little

white cottage with a picket fence ...
of Gilbert

and Sullivan

...

the home town and its contents
rows of ringlets
willing listener

devotee

in a trance

about

. . . endless

going up every night

. . .

. . . anxious hours waiting

that call from Honolulu.
tite hut never gains weight
generous and hospitable

•..

for

. ravenous appe. . . "Shuah" . . .
"They

can't

ex-

pect me to get that prop-it's
impossible!" ...
"Semper Paratus" and "Anchors Aweigh"which?

...

the efficient secretary

. "Vic-

tory for Walpole" . . . likes her sleep . . .
whiz at "Spit" during exams.
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La Grange citizen
late hours and last
minute papers . . . aversion to making beds
• . . dry humor . . . "Warshington and aishtray" . . . vacillating political views ...
fund of incidental facts . . . squeaky shoes,
blue jeans, and blue corduroy slacks..
stock
of candy bars ...
"My father hasn't sent my
allowance yet" . . . calm and poised . . .
«Terry and the Pirates" ...
collection of
animals and pictures ...
Shirley "musts"
crossword puzzles and needlepoint ...
"Be
sure I'm up at 7: 15" . . . Chaucer ...
Monday and Tuesday nights at the News office.

BARBARA WALDO AVERY
"Barb"
21149 Colby Road, Shaker Heights, Ohio
English
Red hair without
that red hair disposition
. . friendly
. . . "Laugh and play in the
sunshine" ...
"Igor" ...
little hands

CAROLYN MAY ARNOLDY
"Putz"
563 Neff Road, Grosse Pointe, Michigan
Sociology
Gnome No.1 with eyes on social reform and
hands on knitting needles . . . sweaters and
socks for everybody, and especially the Russians . . . rabid instigator
of parties . . .
"Come on you big Blu-u-ue!"
. . . campus
activities galore ...
December 12, 1942
.
enthusiasm plus a- top right-hand drawer
.
a C. C. Whiffenpoof with a new song per day
. . . "My assignments are all done through
next Monday!" ...
The Traveling Arnoldys

never a dull moment . . . clever ...
own
system of orthography.
. stick figures
Mr. Pitsquewy talk ...
sudden trips to the
big city . . . Nick's . . . military decorations ...
eyelash curler ...
"Gotra get to
bed early tonight"
. . . closet door always
open..
taboo on chocolate ...
coffee with
Gidge
"Let's get smart about this thing,
Avery"
editorial ability ...
"Jug-head"
. . . records . . . "Primitive Man" . . .
Thurber ...
animal collection sam egal , ..
picture gallery ...
swizzle sticks and pennants
...
autobiography on bulletin board.

...
scared to death of mystery movies, but a
terror herself on skis ...
' redecorates her room
around one picture every so often . . . a loyal
sponsor of Fathers' Week-end
...
a ready
laugh and a ready hand-that's

Putz.
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HARRIET

BABCOCK

"Hetsy"
Pine Point, Stonington,

Connecticut

English
Pen, eager-eyed. forever
upsweep

lends to her slender

active

tawny

height

im-

possible for our slow-moving
pens to capture
her wit ...
has that boundless enthusiasm
of
her sea-faring
forbears
which
adds zest to
anything
...
musical voice and lilting laughter ...
beef cubes and coffee milk shakes ...
a mind

like fly-paper:

a sparkling

of the Quadrumvirate.

exterior

combinarazor-sharp
...

one

HARLOW

43 Central

Street,

Auburndale,

Massachusetts

French
The

second

mated
things

...

enthusiasm

. . . "He's

perpetual
here

of the two Mrs. B's ...

loquacity

.

doesn't

know

...

campus

is like

graphic

mind

...
I ought

.

. French
what

...

photo-

words at her fingertips.
curly

hair

constant

effort

rooms on Beacon

Hill

, .

humor

"Do you think

to go to classes this week?"

. . . friendly

...

is spoken

a week-end on

able activator

A's without

and biographies

ani-

for the little

a good wan, heem"

perplexity

mischievously

, . , three

. . . Brahms, Braemers,

. . . gets a Bang out of life
charm.

)
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BANGS

"Betty"

to read is to remember

...
generous to the nth degree
tion of Hetsy and Harriet
mind underlining

ELIZABETH

JANE MOORE BARKSDALE
"Barky"
513 N ancy Street, Charleston,
English

West Virginia

The high-spirited
colt type . . . pungent
wit in colorful style . . . from Leigh, that
perennial tan sweater and those Argyle socks
· . . "Bliss supreme" and "'Sblood"
. . .
southern poise and graciousness ...
self-contained
comfortably
furnished
carrel
among the poets . . . Chaucer's own child
· .. has the niceties plus the substance of
good conversation . . . she'll never make the
Met ...
Lady Jane with a devilish streak ...
co-custodian of Iphigenia .. , for her, thinking is not a painful process . . , imaginative
· . . "Oh, those West Virginia hills" . . .
she's a rare combination.

1

_

NATALIE BIGELOW BARLOW
"Nat"
26 Holden Road, West Newton, Massachusetts
Child Development
The first of the two Mrs. B's ...
a mischievous Danny Demon with that innocent expression ...
insatiably curious with a yen for
higher plane discussions . . . amateur psychoanalyst ...
a practical one with vision ...
life CAN be beautiful ...
"Let's go to California"
that scrubbed look ...
eloquent
gestures
dotes on dinghy-dunking
...
six A. M. phone calls ...
talented jitterbug,
private performances
only . . . features bar
pins ...
Sibelius and "Something To Remember You By" ...
creator of startling striped
sox ...
tonight,"

"And

I was going to go to bed early
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CONSTANCE

BARNES

"Con"
161 Hamilton

Road, Lancaster,

Pennsylvania

English
A definite
cussions

personality

..

empty

BARNARD

"Betty"
Harroun

Road, Sylvania,

Yorker

Ohio

...

Child Development
Braun's
wrinkler

bridesmaid
and button

got the measles"

...

and

buddy

eyes ...

.
"Tell

.

.

teacher and an athlete with athlete's

nose

him I've

Toledo-c-parriesl!

last minute week-ends
and a clothes
...
"No one will see my room" ...

...

dilemma
toddlers'
foot

...

one of Conn teen's chorus girls . . . "Kids,
that's not cleaning fluid; it's soap to make my
hair grow"

...

December

12, 1942

...

sees the "Bright" side of everyone-lovablelivable.
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ash trays

it can't

"Nothing

get .worse"

sonnets

objective:

by Millay
shocking

count' our

blessings"

. . . rejection

...

pink

humor

...

that family walk
dress!

. . . "Let's

. . . vocabulary

all her

slips . . . "Kismetian"

. . . lives in the world
unique

is so bad that

the New
. . . "Please pass the black pepper"
that

myn

two A. M. dis-

at 7: 59 ...

This is
. . . mania for closed doors and

My Beloved
BETTY BRIGHT

...

breakfast

"It's

legs

of A. A. Milne . , .
the Dreamer in Me."

BARBARA LEE BAUDOUIN
"Baudy"

R.F.D. 2, Harmony Hill Road,
Torrington, Connecticut
Botany

ANN CLAIRE BARNETT
"A.eo"
390 River Road, Beaver, Pennsylvania
Chemistry
Buzzer belle.
. . the eyes have "it" . . .
aptitude for week-end complication ...
tiny
and terrific ...
imported bed and mattrcssthe envy of the college ...
vivacity with a
serious foundation ...
"But I just can't give
up butterscotch sundaes!" ...
keeps Railway
Express busy between Beaver and New London
...
past brought to present via "Dear Diary"
...
A.e.-not
for alternating current, but for
always considerate ...
gremlin addition to
Dance Group ...
weekly date with stretcher
after Wednesday labs ...
"Chemistry's my
major, but, honestly, I'm not a brain,"

A big coat on Gnome No. 2-"No,
I'm not
a freshman, I'm a senior" ..
buzzed at 8:30
A. M. but "we're just buddies" ...
Brown?
-that's
a different story! . . . quiet when
awake but her nightmares are corridor-upsetters
. . . rosy checks and big thinks . . . solo
laughter from her room . . . "I'll get you
some fertilizer"
.. independent, lovable ...
stories told but seldom heard because of her own
histrionics and laughter ...
December 12,
1942 ...
a kitten-curler
when she cat naps
but a kitty without claws!
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SARAH

ELIZABETH BAUERNSCHMIDT
"Seb"

Foretop

Farm, Monkton,
European

Maryland

History

"Come in if you can get in" ...

the Snack

Bar of Jane Addams

. . . passion for German

, ..

drawl,

that

Southern

slow walk ...
...

"Patty,

l'aruour

subtle

humor,

and

"I'll put my hair up next week"
let's go see Kicker"

...

Navy's

propaganda

...

CHARLOTTE L. BEERS
"Polly'}

toujours
agent

...

910 Gist Avenue,

letters c/o F.p.a ....
"Who broke my iron?"
write the last few lines in class" ...

... -ru

stubbornness

counteracted

generosity.

by willingness

Full of maternal consideration for babymice

and

..

mammoth

tions

of famous

keeps getting

scrapbook

filled with reproduc-

paintings

. . . her collection

out of hand, or should we say,

out of scrapbook?
in her room,
.

.

.

Snake",
ibald",

if you can't find Polly

pets include

affectionately

mold it ...

amazingly
as Polly's

"Slinky Slue the

known as Sue, and "Arch-

the perfume-christened

real beauty
greeting

...

try the stacks or the histology lab

favorite

of plasticine
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Silver Spring, Maryland
Zoology

dog ..

, a lump

grows into an object of
hands quickly and deftly

red hair, conscientious, a cheerful

and a helping

hand.

DORIS BERGMANN
"Debbie"
Rydal, Pennsylvania
Economics
"Come sec my pictures of Sandra" ...
our
tall one . . . composed . . . "This week my
measurements
are . . !' . . . sophisticated
first impression
. . . daily memorandums
to
herself . . . those legs . . . "Do you know-"
...
tries to get to bed early, but a phone next
door complicates matters ...
"Wel1?" ...
"Gee I'm hungry and it's only ten minutes after
lunch" ...
perfectionist ...
"Wish my hair
would grow" ...
conscientious ...
overseas
mail . . . always ready ahead of time . . .
mints and chocolate bars ...
pretty drawings
a la Debbie ...
always knitting another pair
of Argyle socks.

RUTH BLANCHARD
"Ruthie"
14 Ardsley Road, Scarsdale, New York

Physical Education
Tennis queen ...
sympathetic understandmg . . . never-ceasing energy . . . "But I
could never marry him!" ...
"Wel1, dear"
. . . immaculate
. . . shoulders everyone's
troubles . . . "But Phys. Ed. is not a snap!"
. .. squeaky shoes
"I feel stuffed" ...
brilliant smile
'Pup' says" ...
when
she walks she dashes . . . custard pie .
Junior League dances ...
"Oh, kids!"
"I want to hear all about it."
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BETTY SUE BLOCH
"Susie"
946 Redway

Avenue,

Cincinnati,

Ohio

Sociology

Sprightly
piXIe

•

•

•

Times from
NANCY

million

MAYERS BLITZER

262 Central

Park West, New York, New York
Sociology

An immaculate
person . . . nightly library
resident-first
level, stacks ...
that convulsive giggle

...

undulating

eyes of \Vedgewood
ice cream
cation

...

into

carried

Club

she goes"

...

the floor's provider
calm,
came!

cool. and
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dark

graceful

coiffure

and

passion for coffee

acceleration

marriage.

music wherever
Month

blue ...

. "She

from edushall

have

. . . Fruit-of-theand dainty

...

of edibles from home
collected-then

the

. . .

"Blitz"

..

quietly conscientious
beginning
to end ..

..
the
"Half a

from Pithecanthropus"

cigarettes,

"Nanny"

gal with an elfin gnn

addicted

ice cream

. . . "But watch"

is next to Godliness" . . .

perpetual

motion

want it"

.. '. casual in tweeds ...

skeptical

...

"Lots
...
awaits

...

egg day

ting up?"

...

"I'll eat it, if you don't

everyday

of laughs"
favorite

Egyptian

. . . piano concertos ...

to abbreviations

. . . "Cleanliness

...

the

pleasantly

is blue jean day . , .

. . . Susie and Schiaparelli

location-sun
...

"What

deck.

, . eagerly

time are you get-

likes people and vice versa.

VIRGINIA ANN BOWMAN
"Jinny"
94 Fifth Street, Stamford, Connecticut
American History

BEVERLY BAYER BONFlG
"Bev"
Indian Hill Road, Winnetka,
Government
"Wake

me up in ten minutes"-

Illinois
...

"Does

the Air Corps ever get out of Texas?" ...
her buzzer rings: "Is it Ma Burt or Miss Harris?" ...
she does more work in less time ...
quick comprehensive grasp ...
finishing touch
with the last bell . . . stories of her "You
Can't Take It With You" family
mimic
par excellence
duck walk
innumerable talents
fundamentally aesthetic ...
original sense of humor
sparkling laughter
and sweetheart smile
Dilley's best assignment headed her way: Codification of student
government law . . . unassurningly capable
...
"OUf hear-ts and hands to you."

Symphonies and song ...
"I simply can't
tell you!" ...
naive sophistication
...
always upstairs . . . slender, willowy grace . . .
a charming hostess ...
Dr. Quimby's gal Sunday ...
which one is she dating this week-end?
...
zoom...
enthusiasm and vivacity
. . . penchant for napping ...
industrious
president of the choir ...
the long fingers of
a musician . . . stubborn
, . . dreamer at
any place, anywhere, anytime . . . "She's
lovely to look at, delightful

to know."
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MARY IRENE BRILLHART
"Molly"
Bath Road, Bethlehem,

Pennsylvania

Government
Su-bu . . . furry,
bonnet rain hat ...

heeled slippers and sunthat startled-fawn
look

· .. late morning leisure ...
"I won't think
about it today, I'll think about it tomorrow"
· .. much work done in little time ...
pletely feminine ...
frills and furbelows

com...

Dutchess

voice

of Indecision

...

compelling

· ..
infectious laughter and personality
. . .
"I was so flussed" ...
Pennsylvania Dutchman

CHARLOTTE

ELIZABETH BROWN
"Brownie"

24 Greenridge

Avenue,

White Plains, New York

Botany
Pert

blonde

belle from

Westchester

county

with Irish eyes: "She's so pretty by the face. is
she married?"
. . . independent
thinker
..

. . an academic enigma . . . aversion to
guinea grinders, movies, and milk . . . the

a good government

clock should have a governor

easy going

major

. . . lovable

. . . cool head and warm

. .

"Class started

heart.
hurry"

to suit her needs

five minutes ago. I must

. . . "Oh, my buzzer just rang and I

still have to take a shower"-but
appearance
rush

. . . judged

thetic

and interested
birth

belies the

by the gym department as

4-F; by us as a good I-A friend
has given

the smooth

of the finished product
...

sympa-

. . . her botany major

to "Decorative

Flowers, Inc."

...
"Girls, I fear God is saving me for something greater than marriage!"
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CHARLOTTE
175 Round

FRANCES BURR

"Charlie"
Hill Road, Fairfield, Connecticut
Zoology

Cholly!
genuine ...
Fairfield hospitality ..
zoological operations with medical
aspiration
..
a blaring radio . . . peanut
butter and crackers . . . music lover from
Beethoven to boogie-woogie ...
generous ...
warm ..
excitable hives . . . horses and
horseshows . . . "Oh, brother"
. . . kumquats and orange blossoms.
inexpressible
enthusiasm
...
starry-eyed.
. Ipana smile
...
vivid first impressions ...
Topsy-Turvy
doll ...
watch on the Thames ...
the eternal napper ...
"Look at my fingernails"
deep in the heart.

ELIZABETH BEVANS CASSIDY
"Bets"
165 Fiske Street, Waterbury, Connecticut
Business Economics
There are many facets to her character
she eludes us . . . conservative,
high ideals,
fresh air, vitamins, and vices ...
tall, laughing gaiety ...
well-groomed to the bottom of
her snappily rolled blue jeans . . . adept in
the transformation
from collegiate out-door girl
to city-bred sophisticate
...
known for her,
"Oh, kids, I haven't a thing to wear" ...
a
multiplicity
of clothes and a galaxy of gallants
...
swivel chair concentration
behind closed
doors . . . exuberant
conversationalist
...
designs her week-ends to include tdte-a-tetes
at numerous stops between here and Kentucky
. . . has a rightful claim to the combination
of beauty, brains, and personality.
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VIRGINIA

H. CLIFFE

"Ginny"
222 East Granada

Ave., Hershey, Pennsylvania
Music

Holmes,
my
war"

445 Hart

morning

Street, New Britain, Connecticut

The

potentialities

of the perfect

wife

and

mother
. . . a one woman rebellion against
superficiality
. . . frugality of tastes with
glaring
...

exceptions

strength

predictable
with

the

. . . still waters

of character

temperament
disarming

stimulating
of

being

wit

able

to

. reserved exterior
that
nature . . . "I'm not

skinny, I'm sylphlike!"
on the eternal triangle
did this have to happen

the eternal point
"Why, oh why,
to me?

But it's been

sweet!" . . . never too busy to help
ever loyal.
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deep

coupled with an un...

ability

laugh at herself
. .
belies her affectionate

run

. . .

.

. "After the

showers

.

chocolate

her

an American

and poise .

gets them, too
. . a symphony

. . . dentist's

Child Development

"If I get a call,

. . . tact

beauty-she
dreamer
.

CAROL LOUISE CHANDLER
"Chan"

.

on my desk"

Sweet Holmes

schedule's

. misty.eyed
in music . . .

and exercises

chair desk lamp

enviable

blue suit

. . . Sunday

. . . excitable
...

earrings

. . . Hershey

Philharmonic

concerts

. . . aesthetic.

five letters a day bring

the mails her way

. A-men.

JANET COMTOIS
1834 Caton

PRISCILLA GRACE COBB
"Pris"

The Wychwood, Great Neck, Long Island,
New York
Chemistry
"But I don't want my hair cut, I like it this
way!" ...
ardent New Yorker fan .
Nellie, her horse, and that future farm in Vermont . . . ''I'll go, but not by bus" . . .
those blue-jeans with red patches!
camp
all summer, chem labs all winter
Boston
trips because it's such a nice place!
"But
I am pointing my toe" . . . sense of humor

"Jan"
Avenue, Brooklyn,
Psychology

New York

Old-fashioned
gal with a modern twist
dulcet-toned
demoiselle ...
a Northern belle,
Southern style ...
last minute dilemmas ...
"Do you really think so?" . , . captivating
giggle ...
sympathy and insight ...
minks,
dimples, and Chane] No.5.
. . scatterbrain
with viewpoints
that count . . . au Canada
...
"But you're the one!" ...
partial to
parties . . . trains and timetables . . . better
late than not at' all!
coif-snipping
...
sweater collecting
stories from nurseryschool . . . memory for memories . . . the
little things . . . daffodil yellow and pussywillow grey ...
psychology is everyday living
...
"It's just a little fixation!"
...
"What
A Difference A Day Makes".

...
"I've locked myself out of my room, can
I go through yours?" ...
skiing at Woodstock every February.
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MABEL CUNNINGHAM
"Mahe"
Street, Washington, D. C.

3903 Jocelyn

French

"I know you'll kill me, but five spades"...
enviable
any

ELSIE MAcMILLAN

ashtrays"

CONNELL.
New Jersey

Art
Crossword
hearts

and

puzzled

.

diamonds

.

.

. .

double

solitaire:

. "Aren't

Jimmys

wonderful?"

. . . "My Man"

able redhead:

an artist's

Michigan

commuter

(usually late):
mania

...

.

October
pin-up

trips to the Garde

will to succeed-result:
and interesting

...

.

.

registration

unlimited

smile
...

. . . remark-

dream come true

...

...

success

...

ready and willing

sport:
...

the

interested
for any-

thing doing . . . Windham
Art Studio
An A.B. and a M-r-s. in one week.
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date
poster-

favorite

A's as in art

...

. . . the punch line for
. . . "But 1 {ike to empty

. . . sixty-six

three hundred

"Scottie"
4 Duryea Road, Upper Montclair,

disposition

conversation

reluctant linguist

. . . apple-picking
my mind"
and

...

unassuming

kind heart
peacemaker.

pages of notes on a

page book

"I think I'm losing

eternally

unruffled,

. quiet

but full of surprises.

and willing

hand

...

,a

always the

MARY ELLEN CURME
"Curmic"

4 Hotel Drive, White Plains, New York
Home Economics
"The Herald Tribune is a better paper than
the N. Y. Times" ...
the Vineyard ...
those blonde locks and blue eyes ... Ornithology Club ...

a real fresh air fiend ...

"I'm

going to let my nails grow" ...
"Now a good
diet would cure that" . . . her Vinylite Cup
, .. Memory 23-24 ...
"I gave it to the
Russians"
those ballet slippers!
long
walks
Mission House's delight
"I'm
going to live in Alaska"
pride and joyher Hudson Bay blankets
those frequently
planned ski trips .
Angus and Mac . . .
her correspondence ...
that even disposition.

MARY CUSATI
"Renee"
Poquonnock

Road, Groton, Connecticut
French

Mademoiselle Petite ...
unruly auburn locks
. . hidden talents-violin
and piano . . .
enviable quality-never
gains weight and adores
hot fudge sundaes.
, , already an accomplished
teacher ...
should carry a trunk around instead of a hand bag ...
is she ever on time?
(even with her own car) . , . small in size
but mighty in intellect.
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ELIZABETH

/

1337 West Wayne

Life is an outline
tooth

SEISSEN DAHLGREN

127 South Broadway,

possibly,

White Plains, New York

Social Anthropology
Gullible

listeners

Wally

are her meat

...

. . . superb

Wally, Wally, and more

. . . snappy

repartee

member of "The Club" ...
...
"That's my husband"

. . .

charter

perennial jokester
...
original can-

can girl . . . passion for costume jewelry
from

blue jeans

"Wally's in!!"

...

to a Vogue

trousseau

"Who wants to go to the movies?"
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.
.

refreshing frankness.

what on the sentimental
generous, genuine.

brush

side ...

...

some-

affectionate,

. . . safety in numbers

brown eyes . . . indispensable

. . . "My name is Beedle" , . ,

social worker

"Seis"

eyebrow shooter

Street, Fort Wayne, Indiana
Sociology

. . persuasive

ELIZABETH

ANN DALE

"Betsy"

in embryonic

stage

I have a test on Tuesday"

Met missed

...

, . . "Can't
...

what the

the lass with the delicate air

· . . sardines and saltines ...
complete personality, wardrobe to match
., "My sweetie"
· . . mirthful

mimic

· ..

girl look ...

that

slow-at
cap

...

little
meals

...

. . . Daddy's darling
unforgettable

sophistication,

alive to life.

affection,

slowest of the
in a shower
charm

JOANNA
63 Church

Street,

B. DIMOCK

"Jo"
New London,

Connecticut

English

PATRICIA MADDEN DEMPSEY
Old Church

"Pat"
Road, Greenwich,
Child Development

Connecticut

Soft spoken blonde with those big blue eyes
. . three years' collection of e.G.A. dance
programs
...
Joe's and Dante's with Jack
. . . Blue Grass and Dr. Dentons ...
inveterate hair twister ...
one of those March sun
worshippers
...
"Only H days until June
8th!" ...
that red sock and Vick's ...
it is
rumored there is a bed under those animals . . .
"Hey, Seb, soup or Peps tonight?"
. . . reserved, generous, helpful.

That wistful smile . . . "Still waters run
deep" was written for her . . . c.eo's John
Kiernan . . . excels in writing anything from
poetry to prose with a flair for facile phrasing
...
"How shall I wear my hair this week?"
...
A Quarterly regular ...
that daily bottle
of milk ...
a week-end commuter ...
wonderful sense of humor ...
her "life in these
United States" keeps us laughing ...
10 has
a tendency to scatter her belongings to the four
winds ...
realist with ideals .
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GEORGINE CATHERINE DOWNS
"Gidge
H

160 Stafford

Avenue,

Forestville,

Connecticutt

English
That pounding when she walks ...
works
hard and plays hard . . . G. Fox's blue jean

kid .
galore

hair twister . . . telephone calls
. . . "Don't
do any work while I'm

gone" . . . duets with Barb . . . bathtub
magazine reader ...
"Laughing-Ears"
. . .
"Reeley" ...
asset for electric light company
· . . perfume
. . . clothes and more clothes
· .. fresh air fiend ...
"Judas Priest"
double-jointed

knee,

, ..

calamine

lotion

VIRGINIA
1120 Forrest

WlNKLER DUNN
"Wink"
Road,

Lakewood,

Ohio

Child Development
Charming,
.

Roomie"

...

loveable and laughable ...

"Hey,

the gal with a passion for paint-

bridge p1aYff at horne but not at school
.
Baby and Scottie ...
"Time for water team"

ing . . ," trips to California
. . . Mills then
"B".
. "I'd rather hear Lohengrin than

· ..
plus

study all those books" ...
morning music and
exercises ...
"My diet starts tomorrow" .

ashtray emptier supreme ...
efficiency
...
"Don't you read the News?"

"Hey, Toads, which room is my closet in?"
black suit, Tabu, sequins-for

all occasions,

''I'm saving for when Spike and Lily come" .
"But I like this color combination"
men tal idealist.
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...

senti-

RUTH

ELIASBURG
"Ruthie"

275 Central

Park West, New York, New York

Art
A source of innocent merriment
. SO in
earnest ...
insatiable storyteller
. "ImiTA Y-shun"
bridge convert: "Why
SHOULDN'T I open with four clubs?" ...
designs for a living ...
"Will it fit into the
schedule?" ...
"I'm going to THE city" ..
geographically
goofy . . . effervescent
. . .
all-out enthusiasms ...
artistic sensitivity ...
diets in between meals ...
inveterate knitter
. . . clothes sense and common sense . . . pert
and persistent ...
righteous indignation ...
"For the simple reason" ...
sandpaper soundtrack ...
that indefinable "it" ... would-be
warbler . . . picturesque speech and patter
...
shocked incredulity
...
"As soon as I
finish this letter" . . . ideas, ideals, and ingenuity.

CONSTANCE
404 North

FAIRLEY

"Connie'
High Street, Hillsboro,

Ohio

Auerbach
Midnight oil: noonday nap.
, . a broad grin,
a flash of blue eyes, and a coffee pot in hand
, . economic genius via keen penetrating
thought ...
chief cook and bottle washer of
3rd floor Jane Addams ...
forever les chevaux!
...
great sympathy for other peoples' troubles
...
nails progressively darker each week . , .
thoughtful
acts that will always be remembered
and appreciated
...
ice cream, ice cream, and
even more ice cream! ...
that air of authority_UWell,
Mr. Cross says" ...
1944 guiding star of Dance Group-1954
star of International Ballet . . . "Long distance calling Miss
Fairley"
. . . sparkle, sparkle, and perennial
blush.
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MARCIA

FAUST

"Jo"

817 Madison

Avenue,
Home

"It's

a waste of time"

Josie" ...
conscientious

HELEN ELIZABETH

I

FARRELL

"I've

go

far in advance
of Wig
graceful,

"Helen"

Shore R~ad' Old Greenwich,
Auerbach

Connecticut

the worst schedule"

. . . R. G.

and the bo~s ...
"I'll fight you with one paw
behind my back" ...
"Still haven't received
L.»
Iarge repertoire
. 0 f stones
.
my aIIowa,ce
...
. . . poisqn ivy every spring . . . "He was
positively skonked" ...
beautiful hands
.
"What

will I

"That I did".
plus dictionary

be, an aunt or an uncle?"

.

Daily Tribune crossword,
and atlas

Eli, Eli, EI1 Yale ...
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...

jilted again

sophisticated

...

on occasion.

..

process
jewelry

...

"Don't

easy-going

. . . consignee
knitting

galore

...

call me

slow and
...
plans
co-worrier

responsibilities
. . .
. . . desk pad lined

conservative...

assuming

New York

meticulous
dresser ..
habitat:
library

and Candle prop
expressive hands

wi th reminders
home

Albany,

Economics

of goodies from
quiet and un-

is a slow and painful

ka-lop, kalop down the haIl ...
...
"It takes me so long to do

things!"

wide awake

the hay
pected.

sense of humor

as soon as she hits
when least ex-

PATRICIA JANE FELDMAN
"Pat"
31 Chesterfield

NANCY

RANDALL FAVORITE

"Nance"
4 Cabot Court, Newtonville, Massachusetts
History
Curly hair ...
to bed with the birds ...
early morning cheer . . . real old "Boston
bean" ...
"In the evening by the moonlight"
...
history major ...
faultless rendition of
cleft-pallet stories guaranteed to cure the blues
. . . golfing and bicycling . . . the voice of
the Thames . . . temperamental radio . . .
"To be perfectly frank" ...
Itsky ...
that
old plaid shirt . . . newspaper clippings , . .
"I've got to write it up for Press Board" ...
Robespierre
"Estrellira"
. . . "Hey,
kids" ...
liberal ...
"Don't be medieval."

Road, Scarsdale, New York
English

Quotes from the realms of poetry for every
occasion . . . Mrs. Malaprop . . . some call
it procrastination-we
call it vivid imagination
...
looking for a cup of Lipton's tea at 4 a. m.,
you'll find Pat a gracious hostess ...
innate
idealist . . . "But Eric's not a tea-tasted"
...
December 12, 1942
..
moments of
inspiration interrupted by "How am I going to
fill my aching void?" ...
schoolgirl complexion enhanced by bubbling enthusiasm and
naivete personified . . . "My trip west and
still no Lochinvar!" ...
ars gratia artis
from Hoboken to Altman's.
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II

EDITH FENN
"Dedie"
Concord, Massachusetts
Chemistry

Carr Road,

"Tigger, how do YO~ spell ..
?" ...
that
naturally curly hair ...
usually found in the
lab ...
those nlUmerous relatives ...
Madame
Curie, junior
even attempt

...
that room that nobody can
to get into
with the friend

LOIS BATES FENTON
"Toni"

that makes blue cookies
"I've got schedule trouble again-no lunch-no nothing" ...

Crest Road, Middlebury, Connecticut
English

dare you to try to get her up . . . those holey
blue jeans and her brother's

shirts

..

"He's

Infectious

twinkle

countable
ending

source of cigarettes

ambition

papers

due by Friday

is to see an electron

"I want to live in New York."

microscope

males

. . . uncountable,

a fish" . . . that pretty profile . . . those
flea bites that last all winter
. . . her main

. . . Bangi

...

Pooh

seminar

and gum

. head wiggler
curious

as a bug"

...

/

1
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poet
. . .

The Turtle

combination

of sunshine

accent on youth ...
beautittWho has a bathrobe?" .
...

that

green flannel shirt

"Shall I put my hair up?"
...

disnever

. . . fifty

. . . understanding

Tender

"Cute

...

. . . philosophical

confident.
and ebony
ful dreamer

sitter

a gentle whisper

...

...

the constant

"Danger"
nymph.

BARBARA ANN FIELDING
Ross Court,

"Bobbie"
Loudonville,
Economics

New York

St. Agnes' original lamb . . . brown-eyed
blonde ...
"Up at Lake George we-" , ..
dogs and Benny Goodman's sextet ...
time
out for a Florida tan . . . Reader's Digest,
Herald Tribune devotee ...
"We, the Republicans"
. . . twenty-first birthday party
...
"I want to go home and see Susie" ...
Malapropisms
. . . passions for glitters and
Easter egg color . . . cork tip cigarettes . . .
"I was just sitting in my room giggling to myself".
small and feminine . . . "T ootsie
pIC"
specials every Sunday . . . radio
fiend
. medicine for every ailmen t
"Just came in

to

say goodnight."

RITA ROSE FITZGERALD
"Rear"
127 Hinsdale Avenue, Winsted, Connecticut
Nutrition
"What's
life without sleep?" . . , needs
home ec. building next-door ...
sweater jewelry . , . "Well, anyway it's a balanced meal"
. . . generously cooperative
. . . bulletinboard-"They'rc
my sisters" ...
all-American
girl ...
"Going to the Officer's Club?" ...
exuberant
...
pearly truth .. , white radio
to be found anywhere but in her room ...
"The present's' what counts" .. , kitchen philosophy . . . not Hartford, please-West
Hartford ...
to be or not to be a student dietitian
...
the peacemaker . , . good to look at,
good to know.
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LETTY FRIEDLANDER
"Letty"
560 Sinclair

Terrace,

South Orange,

New Jersey

Art
Artistic,

intense,

and loves it ...
in the

wastebasket

DRUSILLA NETTLETON FORD
29 New to

the hall

Psychology
.
.

"Hey, grou " . . /. fast becoming a library
tradition ...
"We had the most fascinating
case in psy h today{' . . . writing that was
never mea t to be fcad . . . sparkling
blue
eyes and a hearty laJgh . . . airmail letters and
another ordhid.
home with Mops and "specials" from Twaddle
. . . "the salt, please"
.1 for
ni
. d
. . . passion
or pc~za
. .. "W ou Id you min

if I had just one?"
ance of her voice ...
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. mysterious disappear.,
"O'da Baby:'

. . . dances well
to sunbathing,

. . . remembered
fire that

left lasting

. . . we'll never

know

even

for midnight
impression on
how she man-

ages to arrive on time-races
from place to place
at tortoise pace . . . plaid coat among polos

Tcrrac~ Waterbury, Connecticut

A woman s privile1e CO change her mind
periodic att rnpes cd finish that sweater

snow

colorful
addicted

. . . no glassware safe in immediate vicinity
. .. couldn't pass a test without Teddy crowning her coiffure ...
ear and a convincing
up anybody
ivy

...

but
mental

sympathy
laugh

herself
telepathy

with a listening
"Doc" can fix
it wasn't

with

Clara.

poison

SHIRLEY ELIZABETH FUNK
"Chiaro Form"
114 Squire Street, New London, Connecticut
Chemistry

GERTRUDE

PROSSER FULLER
"Gerry"

306 Lydecker Street, Englewood, New Jersey
Child Development
Ash blonde hair and bubbling laugh ...
Wednesday, Saturday, and Sunday reserved for
Bill . . . favorite cextbooks-Cosmopolilan
and Redbook . . . dinnerless diets . . . "And
I had to eat every bit of the spinach at the
nursery school" ...
big earrings and eccentric
hats ...
date bureau ...
pops out in poncho
in downpours ...
fine taste in clothes ...
enthusiastic
wedding preparations
. , . seven
subject accelerarer but always with time for
the amenities of life ...
Semper Paratus, her
guide through college and now "Coast Guard

Dark, petite, charming ...
the true scientific mind ...
always ready with technological explanations ...
an enthusiastic chemist
...
will burst into German or Russian most
unexpectedly ...
"Don't forget, we're going
skating this winter}!" ...
an archery expert
. . . a passion for new stationery-especially
red . . . "Did you hear Inner Sanctum?" . . .
"Come, the gruesome details"
.,
reads extensively . . . nothing but a bright future
can be in store for her.

fore'er".

I.
I
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KATHRYN
\

ELIZABETH GANDER
"Kak;"

3314 159th Street, Flushing,

New York

Chemistry
"Flushing does top have sidewalks"
chern lab calamities . . . butterfingers
"Come in my room, but bring your own ashtray" ...
peanut butter ...
"My nephew"

SARAH GILBERT
"Jill"

. . . "I don't get that joke about the eagles,
Barb" ...
generous ...
solitaire and bridge
table contortionist
cissus bulbs ...
Browning's
"Love
long sweaters

61 Meadowbrook

. . . strawberries and nar"Is that a buzzer?"
.
Among the Ruins"
. . .

. . . wide-eyed

from Long Island"
things for Ricky

. . . "I come

always knitting
Dr. Dentons ...

luck with new nylons ...
"Want
operation?" ...
"Chahwotte"
...
for every breakfast.

little
bad

to see my
a dream

Longmeadow,

Road,

Massachusetts

Economics
"For Whom
fectious
spring

smile

the Bell Tolls" hair-do with in. . . sun worshiper

to late September

from early

with glorious tan as a

result ...
can do wonders with a broom, dust
cloth, and wet rag . . . "Why are all the men
I meet characters?"

...

along"

. . . conscientious

lectual

curiosity

determination

"Someday he'll come
student

. . . "Hartley
that

reaches

with intelsays"

fulfillment

"Are you feeling like a little snack?"

.
tea

and double solitaire ...
sympathetic, sincere,
stimulating,
sophisticated,
systematic
. . .
"Mercy."
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CAROLYN GILES
"Gilesy"
29 Crescent Road, Longmeadow,
Economics

Massachusetts

Long distance phone calls from New York
. . cold showers every morning and then a
mad dash for 8 o'clock breakfast ...
"My toes
arc curling"
. . . "short" week-ends home,
wouldn't think of coming back before Monday!
...
in bed at nine-thirty 'til senior year, then
what a change ...
sloppy red slippers admired
only by the wearer . . . theme song-c-YManhattan Serenade" ...
Harvard banner covers
her wall . . . bridesmaid's
dress and saddle
shoes ...
true to rhe Army Air Corps ..
pep, vim, and vigor - and vitamin B ..
Argyle socks knitter ...
spirit and sparkle.

BETTY JANE GILPIN
"Penny"
122 Middle Road, Hamden, Connecticut
Sociology
Pet aversions:

blind dates and foreign accents
. . . for
her - sun, sea, and sailboats ...
subsists on
Herno and human alarm clocks . . . eternal
seminar trotter
...
"Let's vote on it" .
extensive wardrobe-s-group's
fashion plate ...
impulsive Bohemian streak tempered with Conservatism
...
if you want it, Penny has it
. . . dry wit at unexpected moments
. . .
exam period: manic depressive tendencies . . .
where there's a song, there's Penny
"Once

. . Town and Country specialty

over lightly"
...
notes to herself
legal
precision about everything
. . . always has
time to help everyone.
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ETHEL SCHALL GOOCH
"Eth"
293 Filler

I

r
J

"Happy Harbor"

I

251 Kelhourne

Avenue,

elected

Philipse Manor,

North/Tarrytown, New York
English
•

s for e'[ery occasion

ter SP/ead thin' ...

peanut but-

doin', hey?"
· . . nothing can stop the Army Air Corps
·
. "People who eat eggs at breakfast ought
to be shot" ...
light-footed
...
"If I expect i1 letter. I won't get 1[; If I don't, I will"

"Whatcha

· . . annotater
. . . Glenn Miller and Glen
Island, the good old days . . , "I used to be
able to do one-handed cartwheels"
. . . good
humbr woman ...
"He is a gooood man" ...
hysrericallaughter
...
"Is it not true thar-"
aesthete with a bent for a baogey beat

"I'm cold-berr"
terminer

Newton,

Massachusetts

"Do you really think I look all right?"
blue jeans and formaldehyde
...
Warne and

MARGUERITE ELAINE GOE
"Peg"

· ..

West

Chemistry

I

\Xli

Street,

...

. . . mailbox, powerful de-

of moods.
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after

...

twelve

Santa Claus
high tension

...
wire

Jacobs

nothing

have

box look ...
"Look,
he's
daughter

"That's my fella" ...
primaries

on her

"Let's review
from Newton"

headed

. . . Seaside's

inexhaustible
energy-like a
...
Sonja Henie and Helen

for Penn.

...

med

anybody want to go to Westerly?"
tionate,

lovable,

and generous.

that band-

the bidding" .. ,
..
doctor's
"Doesn't
affec-

LORRAINE

AGNES HALL

"Lorraine"
33 Morse Avenue, Groton, Connecticut
English

JEAN MARION

GRAY

"Pooh"
7 Rayfield, Westport, Connecticut
Philosophy
A real liberal . . . considerate,
ready to
help . . . Religious Council
. . . quotes
reams of poetry ...
"Mickey's my dog" ...
"I'Il get you a cup of coffee" ...
"HeavenSent" ...
P. M. . ..
search for the truth
· .. "I really am going to give up smoking"
· .. humanitarian to the nth degree ...
her
famous ghost story ...
community radio-vic,
the only one that works . . . "Shall I crawl
back in my shell now?" ...
proud wearer of
the cap and gown . . . "But I'm not from
Brooklyn now" . . . her gray flannel slacks
· .. "The point of the matter is-"
...
long
live Christopher Robin!

Dresden china fragility ...
born to be depended upon (what would we do without her
class notes?)
curly black hair with matching eyelashes
crisp neatness that reflects
her orderly mind
"Guess who called me
last night?".
the gal can cook-oh,
that
chocolate cake
as lovable as the little boy
she talks about
"My brother Ronnie" ...
in a nutshell, system-with
a dash of Bluegrass
...
one of the Quadrumvirate
...
the constant nymph, the constant friend.
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PA TRICIA LOUISE HANCOCK
"Patty"
26 Chaun

y Street, Cambridge,

Massachusetts

Chemistry
OUf Mr. Anthony
...
open house in room
403 . . . accent on A.A. . . . the brown
eyed maiden with the pearly teeth . . . forever
feminine . . . "Don't you think I look thin
this morning?"
...
late lights ...
chemistry
whiz ...
week-end metamorphosis
Little Steele Formula.
that
curiosity.

GERALDINE HANNING
"Jerry"-

...
her
insatiable

3150 A ttleboro

Road,

Shaker Heights, Ohio

English

Budding Bernhardt
ow"-7

times

each hour
...

"Anybody

the theater

got a nickel?"

.

bars

hours

. . . individualist

a week

...
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7 rogues

...

typewriter

rat-

. . . a drawer full

piano by the hour for relaxation
Ing to and fro

...

. . . "Anybody got

. . borrowed

tling in the wee-small

-7 nights

itinerary for

"I'm in love again!" ...

is her world

food?"

of candy

"The Merry Wid-

. . . "Can I bum another cigarette?"

in her gallery ...
some

...

. . . split-second

plays
rehearsals

light, quick steps rush-

. . . lover of classical music

. wears snuggies on a damp head to bed
heart and soul in everything she does.

,

"
ALISON CLEVELAND

HASTINGS

"Tigger"
Hampton, Connecticut
Child Development
The human

alarm clock

. . . "I didn't

sec

it" ...
"Oh, those green socks-if my laundry doesn't come!"
outlines-twice
as
long as the text
"He's absolutely right"
. her immaculate room ...
"He's Just
My Bill" ...
her amazing vote in the 1944
election despite parental pressure.
. a frequent habitue of the nursery school
"Music
sends me!" ...
anti-gym fiend
her
hysterical humor . . . those medical theories,
i.e., the dangers of smoking before breakfast
. . . those alluring hands . . . wha t a naive
freshman!

MARGOT

ELIZABETH

HAY

"Margot"
1315 Blue Avenue, Zanesville,
Economics

Ohio

"Anybody
want their mail?"
. Bob
Hope's most ardent fan ...
"Hurt yourself,
Margot?"
. . . perpetual good humor . . .
loves to read aloud . . . Conn. branch of
Zanesville Chamber of Commerce . . . naive
curiosity
. . . enthusiastic student of Adam
Smith with a liberal dash of Culbertson and
Faith Baldwin . . . group's business manager
...
"Was I on tune that time, Penny?" .
will do anything
sincerity

for anybody

anytime

. . .

and laughter.
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ANN

LELIEVRE HERMANN
"Mrs. H,"
Chadbourne Road, Shaker Heights, Ohio

JJ2J

Home
Wondrous

N NCY

IW~~~~:"

HEMPTON

c.c ..

.
I
. d
time
ever,
ever, ever " '"
cxcrce
sm .. /_ a dark-haired
vision with a
uture .•.
refreshing . , . minimum

jst

time fo~ maxim1ill results
ings:
hou~ on the hour
husband"
...
whimsical

eicer

bi

. trousseau show. . . "Meet my
the person you

always/like to
with
Pounce Champion
of Windham ...
the girl who made Milwaukee
famous ...
natural perfection.

Pfl,ge one hundred

ten

of concentration
...

Wisconsin

dates:rWcdncsday,
Saturday, Sunday,
and Al ays-cLmax:
chapel wedding, June '44
...
B stan bou1nd-chaperone?
husband
...

enthusi
bright

.

. .

"OUf

apartment

In

New Yark" . . . Mission House mamma , ..
blueprin t for success . . . phenomenal powers

2623 NJorth Terrr~~:reb~~lwaUkee,

"Th e b

eyes

Economics

"P.S. I love you, Annie"

PHILosophical

uniform

of the day;

Home Ec. knee-length
whites ...
most famous
rendition,
"Let's Bring New Glory To Old
Glory"
a reality

that diet, always a thought, never
home-made

Billy Mitchell ...
A.M. examination
versus butter
fourth?"
...
and sensitivity.

travel routes for the

six A. M. preparation, eight
...
complete data on oleo
"Does anyone want a

friendly

frankness

...

sense

ETHELYN
4637 Midland

HEINRICH

"Lynne"
Avenue, Syracuse, New York
Psychology

ANNE ELIZABETH

HESTER

"Annie"
Lake Road, Morristown,
Philosophy

New Jersey

A neat, cheery, artistic room ...
perpetual
band-box appearance ...
a most faithful correspondent ...
true proponent of pragmatism
. . . her musical powder box . . . Annie
Laurie duet ...
schedule made and adhered
to (?)
the Dartmouth green still holds
its own
"As a matter of fact" ...
little
green plants . . . stacks of airmails . . .
insatiable curiosity: who? what? where? . . .
her "little" brother ...
"Let's get organized"

The hair we dream about
independent
miss ...
sparkles and glitters
the suntan
that stays tan ...
party girl with depth besides . . . definite and decisive . . . "But I
wore that one last month!"
...
Psychology
papers at dawn ...
calory counter ...
door
banger ...
"But Mr. McGillicuddy,
you're so
unassuming!"
...
"Blithe Spirit" ...
passion for poetry and perfume-sniffing
. . . nailpolish allergy . . . "But now I feel secure!"
· ideas with ideals ...
loyal to the group
. amazing constitution,
endless resistance
· showers and stingers
bouncing walk
· generals in September
now a fullfledged New Yorker ...
lovely to look at.

. , , system, shiny shoes, earrings with a sparkle,
and early morning riser . . . never known to
be late ...
with senior year came blue jeans
-occasionally.

r
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EDNA HILL
154 Puritan

"Iggy"
Avenue, Forest Hills,

Long Island, New York
Economics
Perennial party planner.
. shaved hair
. . ever searching . . : J. F.'s girl . . .
"But that's too definite" ...
a new shade of
black this year ...
"All In Fun" ...
conservative

with

opinions

. . . bottle

of brew

. . . "Define your terms" . . . dark lipstick
-by request! . . . peruser of periodicals . . .
Forest Hills lingo ...
party beliefs"-oh
no!
spectacular spectacles

"But I have no definite
breads ticks . . .
a reluctant

fourth

. . post-war plans-week-ends
in Paris ...
a corps of "good friends"
. . . spontaneity

ELIZABETH

WELD HILL

"B"
17 Pelham

Road,

West

Hartford,

Connecticut

Zoology
Early
..

morning

brother

zoo major ...
the "Y" ..
outdoor
ant

girl

tasks

showers

booster

...

...

"Petits sabots"

West Hartford

.. ,

swimming on Friday nights at
friend to under-classmen
.
...

speedy dispatch

. . . dry-humor

..

of unpleasattractive,

. . . the "Hill" Committee
. . . variations
on "There's a Shanty" ...
optometrist of the

artistic

Champs Elysees . . . the Raggedy Anne
pearance
. . . nonchalant
generosity.

morning
at Lawrence Memorial
"Sam"
...
"Hold that pose" ...
her Lanz suit.

ap-

room;

home

decorator

Saturday

zoo exhibit on her desk . . . frantic phone
calls from the News office ...
poetical gems
from

Bev

maple-nut
Nightingale.
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. . . long

bicycle

trips

cup

.

future

cakes

.

.

. . . Iz's
Florence

BARBARA HOEHN
"Barb"
25 Jefferson Road, Scarsdale,
Art

New York

Mispronunciations of "Hoehn" are the bane
of her existence ... sheaves of advice from the
mater ...
supplies the scrap drive when writing a theme ...
E. A.'s artist paramount ...
"Chalk it up to artistic temperament"
. . .
"The world is closing in on me" ...
"Just
one bridge hand before K. P.-Oh
well, just one
more" ... "0h for time to digest a meal" ...
"There are a few good men in the world" . . .
acid sense of humor . . . stoic exterior, inner
turmoil ...
sympathy and understanding
that hair-wet it and watch it swirl.

NANCY

DEAN JUDSON

"Jud"
The Sandpile, Holland Patent, New York
Economics
T ransfer from Bradford J unior College sophomore year ...
girl with the infectious grin
...
letters with air mail stamps ...
"But
he's just a good friend" , .. Coffee at midnight
...
Habla espanol ...
editorial and financial
section-Times expert . . . intellect and fun
combined ...
"We call it the Sandpile-it's
just outside of Utica" . . . "Marie, I've got
another idea for the apartment."
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SUSETTE

SILVESTER KIRKPATRICK
"Sue"
3140 Kling!e Road, N. W., Washington, D. C.
French
Mrs. Alan Kirkpatrick
be me?"

...

at the South Station

CHARLOTTE

FRENCH
"Char!"

KAVANAGH

96 Woodlawn Avenue,
ellesley Hills, Massachusetts
Chemistry

and purli

' . . ./ acid be-spattered

· ..
"5 meday lim going south to New Jersey" . . . crossword puzzles and Russian Bank
· . . an ual nep~ews and nieces . . . might
as well Ii e in Ncr london Hall
"Someone mus be tak.iJ~g my mail"
winter red
. I1[, I ' ve got a
nose . '1' "I canI,t go out raDlg
tesc-c-whac'Il I wear?"
calm and happy
except in the movies
"\\7herc's Terry?"
· ..
"But he's legally here this time" . . . a
nice person to know.
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you want

to buy a ticket

sparkling
...

quietly

( ..

Like We Know

Suzy-"

times
always
daze:

. . • calm,

. . . friendship
time
white

a smile for break...

from Southern

"If You Knew Suzy,
...

exhilerared ac-

cool, and collected-at
with

to help someone
house with

of Sigma

. , . "Don't

to a French movie?"

amazing
belle ...

this really
reading period

Francaise

EVEN

belle to wedding
celeration

...

«Sweetheart

Mademoiselle

fast

blue jeans

...

Chi" ...
...

New E rgland's child . . , Kaki's pugilistic
opponent ...
Counts class ducats ...
knit.tin'

III-"Can

Kirk-hearted

a capital F ...
else ...

a picket

fence.

future

AMY ARMSTRONG LANG
"Amos"
118 g Lowell Road, Schenectady,

New York

Mathematics

SHIRLEY LYNN KRASNE
"Kras"
1016 West 58th Street, Kansas City, Missouri
Sociology
A disarming blend of sophistication and little
girl enthusiasm
...
fund of misinformation
...
never at a loss for words ...
a wealth
of common sense behind that scatter-brain exterior
effervescent spontaneity
..
. . . warmth and friendliness that prove irresistible to all she meets
flirtatious brown
eyes ...
femme fatale
"Cooperate with
the inevitable" ...
inveterate night-owl ...
those famous grapefruit diets ...
dependence

From early breakfast to midnight math
an inveterate organizer . . . plans future on
ouija board . . . childhood on: Schenectady,
the G. E., and her red plaid skirt ...
willingness to do for others ...
neatness personified
. . . ''I'll put my glasses on and scare him
away" ...
the room with gold curtains, Merwin the intoxicated "wabble", and that comfy
chaise lounge . . . "Any extra ice cream?"
. . wash hair nights . . . full scrapbooks
... "It's a nephew!" ...
"Is that my buzzer?"

personified . . . inexhaustible supply of sympathy ...
candidness tempered by tact ...
passion for ketchup and eggplant ...
"Carol,
who? when? where?" ..
generolls to a fault.
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MARJORIE JANE LAWRENCE
"Marjie"
Oakdale Road, Glenbrook,

Connecticut

American History
"There goes my Jbuzzer-wonder

who wants

to break campus now" ...
conscientious justice of Supreme Court calibre . . . "Me 'n
Ches Des and eleven books a week"

...

per-

petual appointment with the "Good Dean" ...
Mcndie's ap test German pupil"Ve gates,
corpse"

..

pet peeve: "Is it an honor

offense?"

. . . midnight'

boisterous

affability

ment from Desrler
is growing lenient"
philos"

...

...

glutton

demons
...

athlete,

soup parties

court

Morris

"Beat my mother in
big business on campus,

the switchboard
. . . good humor,
tured, good friend.

"Loa"
283 South Center

Street,

good na-

Orange, New Jersey

Sociology

...

for punish-

. . . "Dr.

LUCILE LEBOWICH

"My brother
tall tales

Max"

the fights"

"Gena

52 Marines

and sauerkraut
dream

sense of humor.

hiccups

52 ...

PM

"Oooh, what a

I had last night!"

hot jazz enthusi-

ast . . . nervous stomach
. . . contagious
laughter
. . . "Gatta
call my parents"
the Chesterfield

kid

. . . bedroom eyes . . .

thirty-nine

cent athletic

boy shirts

. . . "When

ing"

...

day"

. . . V.S.S.A.
"These

socks ...

eleven o'clock

satin cow-

Irish Eyes Are Smilnews

...

"Tecus-

. . . six pieces of liver

are m'boys"

...

"Oh-c-Louisc Labensrein!"
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listen to
spareribs

likes 'em virile

MARY RATHBUN

LEWIS

"Mary"
17 New London Road, Mystic, Connecticut
English
Tall, dark, and Irish . . . eyes which reflect
the blue of Irish skies, Irish charm and warmth
of heart, Irish imagination tempered with New
England Yankee ...
she goes down to the sea
in ships . . , Angel, her rowboat
gets
bronzed on the swimming rock
the optimist-"Everything
happens for the best" ...
a poet whose poetry reveals Celtic imagination,
New England strength, and a breath of something more . . . one of the Quadrumvirate
. home-held by her New England village
but the Mystic River broadens to the sea.

HANNA

RUTH LOWE

"Hanna"
10 Park Terrace East, New York, New York
Psychology
Idealist . . . great interest in psychology
with government a close second ...
analyzer
of people and ideas . , . independent thinker
, , , firm believer in the merits of "quiet hour"
. .. a whiz at languages et at ...
friendly,
cooperative, and thoughtful
. . . "Neat as a
pin" ...
hobbies: interior decorating and collecting cathedral
prints.
. cosmopolitan
education in England and Switzerland
• . .
plays recorder to chase the blues ...
favorite
authors: Pearl Buck, Freud, Galsworthy
an active believer in the golden rule.
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JOAN

ALEXANDER
"Mag"

3016 Fairfield

Avenue,

MAGNUS

Cincinnati,

Ohio

Sociology
Comes winter,
comes
one raccoon coat
Jane

CARYL MARGARET

MAESEL

City,
I
Long I~land, New York

33 Locust

Street,

Garden

Economics
One of he two lspeediest accelerators
of the
class of '4 , scampering
through in three years
and havin

a lot

01 fun

elation Wh~en headline

'.1.

doing it ...

extreme

appears in News just as it

left her en ;
conste:nati~n
at finding
Henry th Cat S ribbon on his upnght tail ...
beaten pakh to ehA ec. seminar room . . . a
grapefrui
for the f teacher
herself b creating where
solve-a
'ross-word puzzle

JCOP!CS'

. . . distinguished
others struggled
to
rises heroically

to other
erergencies
ture and past from palm-readings
missed h
senior year.
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reveals fu. . . we

tennis
charter

Addams
trophies
member

the prized antiqueroom with a view-

doorsteps

..

to line future
of Cincy's

collection

mantelpiece
Chamber

of

...

of Com-

merce ...
salt and pepper addict ...
weekend fascination
for New York . . . "Who'll
go to the movies tonight?"
...
blue jeans to
Vogue's latest adorn a lovely figure.
, . whatmakes-a-sociology_major

-

stamina

and

four

flights of Fanning
...
her highest aspirationwith sincere hope from all-to
keep a rune
winning

smile with flashing

dark eyes.

MARGARET

ELIZABETH MARION

"Peggy"
504 Whitney Avenue, New Haven, Connecticut
Zoology

PATRICIA

JANE MANNING
"Pat"

1920 Market Street, Camp Hill, Pennsylvania
Physical Education
Conservative liberal . . . short blue jeans
..
Ipana cures all! ...
multi-colored
bicycle . . . an orchid lei from Hawaii . . .
records. records, and morc . . . "Who'll come
to the S. B.?" . . . sandals . . . icebox room
...
"Think I'd better go wash my hair-what
there is of it?" ...
physical arguments ...
do-nuts ...
P. E. Department ...
"Martin,
you look gbastly!" . . . night-hawk
. . .
"Habla usted Espanol?" ...
April Fool's Day
pranks
. . . sun-beam smile . . . "It's a
fryin.g pan!" ...
booster and devotee of all

Strictly superior
ability unlimited
Peggy can do it
subtle with a smile
evolved from puns to witticisms ...
procrastinates but produces . . . note Phi Beta key
carefully concealed ...
infectious laugh ...
<tAw, kids!" ...
coffee served for crammers
. gently persistent.
. gal with a goal
· . . bull sessions, typewriters,
and Gershwin
· .. a practical idealist ...
has a facility for
integrating
diverse capabilities
scalpels,
skel-etons, and paint brushes
"Sleep that
knits the ravel'd sleeve of care" .. '. "Peggy's
at a meeting"
. . . surprisingly mischievous
· ..

versatile

...

vitality.

college functions.
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MARY CAROL YN MARTIN
«Martin"
6323 Meadow

Lane, Chevy Chase, Maryland
Home Economics

Super practical

...

systematic

ing for the sake of argument

...

...

argu-

arm swinger

· . . miscellaneous store of knowledge . . .
home economist, dietician superb . . . future
housing authority
corduroy slacks ...
lover of pop-corn
prayer

rug

"But Patty"

. . . she's stronger

· .. unwilling night-hawk
Donald-Nelson
Eddy fan!
and everything
· ..
names

...

...

pink

she looks

Jeanette Macsaves anything

"It may come in handy"

the Purple Zombie
...

than

...

numerous

nick-

Pop's post cards from everywhere

· .. just a little absent-minded
est in submarines.

....

an inter-

ROBERTA MORROW MARTIN
"Bobby"
657

Morewaod

The lass with
eyes

...

the delicate

living

can go together

proof
...

Pennsylvania

fusion

. . . true

. ..

jumps

for chocolate
oil
shy ...

lems

"Come

"

mer"

I have"
tion.

...

...

the lingerie

the favorite

horse ...

milk-shakes

while burning

. . . modest

maiden who is

psychology

solves all prob-

work on the farm this sum-

unobtrusively

"As a matter

beauty and brains

. . . compound Con-

those mouse-like

peration

air and the wistful

blue including

with Julia,

deceptively

that

naive sophistication

tonqcurs les difficultes

the midnight
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Pittsburgh,

French

yearns

!

Ave.,

of fact,
gentle

screams mean desconscientious

..

you can borrow anything
manner

cloaks determina-

MARY ELIZABETH MAYNARD
"M"
15967 Avon Road, Detroit,
History

Michigan

Portrait of a lady . . . petite miss or the
short of the short and the long of it , .. all
over smile and a laugh heard 'round the world
· .. perpetual cleaner-upper .. , cat fancier:
"Dolores had kittens again!" ...
pert femininity
. . . passing fancies . . . favorite
sport-bridge
...
"Sure I'm the athletic type"
· .. sentiment sans sentimentality.
. voice
to fit the occasion
...
sachets and "Shocking"
· ..
an affinity for "little creatures"
superstitions without end
washday blues
· . . time waits for no one
bustles and
bobby pins . . . a "Mary" charm and grace.

\
ANNE DERLE McCARTHY
20 Hampstead

"McCarth"
Circle, Wynnewood,

Pennsylvania

Mathematics
Freshman year in a senior dorm . . . "Oh
bang!"
.. perennial knitter ...
"Wherc's
my newspaper?"
...
weekly letters for morale
...
snappy repartee ...
knows the words to
every song
at her best in a crowd ...
"Naturally"
math papers again ...
those
Branford days . . . "I haven't the faintest"
...
with a flower in her hair
characteristic way of expressing herself
efficiency
plus . . . the cookie jar . . . just ask her
about those summers spent waitressing
...
studies to music . . . originator of the bluegreen room.
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NANCY

McKEWEN
"Mac"

138 Edgemont

Road,
Home

Scarsdale,

New York

Economics

The home ee. department
and the many and
various uses for cooking sherry ...
everything

MARJORIE

I

was

McCLELLAN

"Marge"
Fos er Street, Littleton, Massachusetts

. .I

Mathematics

Those midnight

~

goat,

rrve

Connie, the

the sister-in-law,

eternally

confusin~ ...
got to do my math" ...
cigarctt1s and Gj Washington-morning,
noon,
and night
''I'll Get By" ...
those snazzy
nightshtt~
1:30 bept,mes

. . . "fOW can

feet ...
appent

"My

always wearing blue-jeans
...
always at early breakfast

ou stand history?"
. . . bare
ice cream by the quart ...
blrd-hke
'"
those notes nobody can read

d

w n ow

. I·de open, yet

IS WI

I t IS

ina rra fan and Bing Crosby
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hot in here"
fiend.

in

write?"
pair

home,

...

schedule-those

afterof older

to ...

and the group's
12, 1942
knowledge

of words and a

the fascination

men and how to be cosmopolitan
godmother,

don't they

. . . "Oh, those Aegean

. . . a mixed

December

the Boarding

suits and all I need is a

. . . coiner

sense of humor
in the lab

that's
. "Why

. . . "Tweed

Stables"
noons

at

Scarsdale.

of beagles"

subtle

phone calls ...

a d Connie,

confused

House

...

...

our first

social secretary ...
always there to turn

at her finger tips.

JEANNE

CONSTANCE

MENDLER

"Men die"
1826 E. Jefferson Blvd., South Bend, Indiana
German

SHIRLEY MADELINE MELLOR
"Shirl"
1094 Pine Street, Winnetka,

Illinois

Sociology
Come-on eyes that invite confidence . . .
one girl in a million who can burn the candle
at both ends . . . Dean's list plus submarine
duty ...
ability to make the most commonplace humorous ...
true sentimentalise ...
passion for the little things in life . . . well
groomed appearance that belies that daily search
for the other moccasin
,- the perfect confidante ...
a solution for everyone's problems bue her own . . . incongruous mixture
of intelligence, superstition, and emotion ...
nightly epistles to the Pacific ...
an engaging
sparkle that competes with her third finger, left
hand ..
to know is to love and trust.

!

Cosmopolite from Indiana . . . speaks in
many tongues ...
incomparable rendition of
evolution
. . . "Du bist so klug" ...
not
Olympic team material ...
the queen of jacks
-some
day she'll get to twosies ...
Connie's
proud godmother
. . . famous last words:
"Hope we didn't wreck da joint" ...
a typical
Phi Bete ...
black in summer, tan in winter
. .. pet peeves: the medieval mind ...
group
instructor
in zany German folk dances and
songs ..
"That's life"
peace plans and
postwar reconstruction
goals
exam-time
peddle-pushers
..
"Vnid a minute"
...
ready, willing, able, and always full of laughter.

J
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LEAH MEYER
"Flower"
915 Bank Street, New London, Connecticut
Music
Star boarder at Holmes Hall ...
not quite
I
five feet with astounding heights reached with
her pompadours
weakness
shoes
whims

. . . "Dear

Harvey"

. . .

for bangle bracelets, earrings, purses,
good little actress
..
lady of
hot fudge sundaes

. . "Don't Fence Me In"
...
the nightingale of C. C.

..

CAROLYN MILLER
"Cal"
Twin Lakes, Kent, Ohio

energetic

. ready wit

Botany
From

Ladies' Home Journal to expert cable-

stitching
wrong
roomie's

...

35 miles from Cleveland

with Akron-only
service:

. . . two

alarm

favorite

clock

majors,

and buttered roll
father

and botany

. . . blue-rimmed

harlequins,

frequent order ...
I make tornorrowPj'

"What color sweater should
...
wrought nerves from

five identical

spiral notebooks

plus ...
morale builder
letter-writing
department
position

prescription on

...

enthusiasm

par excellence in the
. doubled-up

on floor means art in the making ..

"Even if I can't
r~ise petunias!"
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(what's

10 miles away?) ...

raise children,

I can always

i.
I

MARJORY

GLADYS MILLER

"Mardi"
121 Farmington Avenue,
Longmeadow. Massachusetts
Auerbach
Dramatic ability
enthusiastic ...
"Oh.
oh-e-my diction!"
Wig and Candle
.
gracious ...
"Kids, I'll be up all night!"
.
competition for Dietrich
Broadway bound
· .. "My sister and 1-"
the eyes have it
"Got any food, anybody?" ...
"Dear,
what shall I wear?" ...
last minute papers
· . . "Back in Duluth, Minnesota-" . . .
dashing colors, "Danger" perfume ...
"OUf
Waltz" ...
"What will I do about this room!"
· . . proverbial

Hunker

with

a Dean's

average . . . accent on sincerity.

List

FLORENCE MARY MURPHY
"Murph"
79 Bank Street, Attleboro, Massachusetts
Economics and Sociology
A stabilizing influence and a superlative sense
of humor . . . father-daughter
team . . .
busy accelerator-c-"] just sent Avis, my private
secretary, to the library to work on my seminar
report" ...
summer school Stu. G. president
. .. "Natch, Mrs. Woodhouse, everybody knows
that" ... walking into Miss Bower's closet ...
December 12, 1942 ...
ice cream masher and
stealer of the biggest desserts ... "I'm SO mad!"
... hop scotch at Ocean Beach ... "Any fool
can drive a car frontwards but it takes a darn
good driver to drive one backwards"
. . . a
fourteen carat Great Auk with an irresistible
giggle!
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NANCE

FUNSTON

NEILL

"Nance"
105 Clarewill

Avenue,

Upper Montclair, New Jersey
Psychology
Lovable-natured
..

GLADYS MURRAY
"Glad"
32 Johnson Avenue, Binghamton,

I

more of Les and Les ...
New York

Sociology

psychological
congenial

"LetI, s get out che tape measure"
mares . ..
...
sctriousnes, that breaks into smile
.
old ...

magazine fiend

r.

ciency ~luS ...
it mun ps? . . . vitamin
listener

Sunday"
dentist'

.

"'\-Vhy

oh, that hair!

it prunes or was
pills . . . good

Was

can't

we have cereal on

. thnughtful

, . . "Who's the

town?"

...

hearty laughter.
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for

the

Lehigh

.

watch s opper.
Humphrey ...
Elizabeth
Arden t 8:00 Jt.J.. M....
Bingbamton Press

.. «s" (Irish setrer ) ...

deeeeeer boy"

. , . more and

"Shh, it's Make Be-

school . . . sunshine and guinea grinders
long hours for shorthand
. . . "What's

.f ' ..

. "

"That

at the altar

lieve Ballroom time"
. '. . star-dusted ...
cheerful,
unruffled
disposition
. . . summer

Abrn~ clock resistance
. "Lisscn" ...
"Ir's co crete"
aversion to letter writing
.. , fa r year Knitter ...
girl scout night-

uY'knot"

...

Neill-ing

. ..

conflict?"

cha tter
group

.

and wartime

...

)'0111'

that giggle! ..

and a cozy room made home
. . pre-war

houseparties at

calls from all points West

prize possession: one hunchbacked hassock
time out for marriage: one semester.

JANE ELAINE OBERG
"jane-o"
274 \'\fest End Road, South Orange, New Jersey
American History
"Isn't

LOUISE LE FEBER NORTON
«Phoebe"
2608 East Wood

Place, Milwaukee,
Philosophy

Wisconsin

"How about a little game?"
..
a knack
for snacks . . . the kindly PX of Windham
House . . . if her husband retires, they can
live off her cribbage winnings ...
four star
movie belle..
liburied ...
monthly cables
. . . "I'm going to hang my diploma next to
Uncle Billy" ...
no ceiling on her generosity
...
thoughtfulness
and friendliness ...
the
five-year college plan, with honeymoon incorporated ...
the coffee cook at 2400 ...
red
roses from the North Atlantic
. . . glad to

life wonderful!"

...

contagious

hap-

piness . . . onc-man Rogues Gallery (spelled
Rodgers)
..
pigtails, overalls, and a C. G.
middie . . . flashbulbs and poetry for every
party . . . volatile, vehement, and vivacious
. . . "Quiet hour" . . . big Don and little
Don . . . practical dreamer . . . rapid-fire
chatter ...
"Let's open a window" ...
dried
flies for turtle Gildenstern ...
the fun of four
years caught on film .. life, love, and laughter-never

to be captured

on paper.

have had you aboard, Phoebe.
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ANNE LOUISE OXNARD
"Annie"
15 I Mystic Street, West Medford,
Child Development

Massachusetts

Kewpie doll r . . big blue eyes and rosy
cheeks ...
ahyays knitting
...
comet skipper . . . Superman!
. . . "I'll start dieting
tomorrow"
...
sapphire ring ...
the Army

LOIS PARISETTE

Engineers . . . reading in Spurts . . . no socks
'til long after snow falls ... "Tell me about it"
...

"ldears"

...

"We'll meet again"

"I have another paper due"

...

.

little feet

sympathetic
. . . "I'm so sleepy"

voluminous
. . . Miss

Fixit

the inappropriate-who?

what? at

the end of a story
"Let's do" ...

a new watch strap
taneous laughter.

...

...

badly in need of

new hairdos

...

spon-

Advance
gentleman
...

"Have

notice

to Army

farmer

in paint-daubed

unintelligible
cloth

...

insatiable

pie, and chewing

blue Jeans

Hills dialogue with

in green

and white terry

zest for lobster, pumpkin

gum

. . . hostess par excel-

those gala parties at the farm ..
Parker

devotee

. . . charter member

of the all-night

watch

my oats"

power on the tennis court

...

never in a hurry,
droll humor ...
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Forest

. . . fantasy

Dorothy

Nurse Corps

you heard the new Infantry song?"

Iggy

lence ...

)
I

Forest Hills, New York
Botany

. . . nursery school . . .

generous

Street,

.

calm .
nightgowns
...

"Laic"
10 Whitsam

...

"Well, got to sow

but the spirit is willing
sincerity.

LOUISE PARKER
<tWeeze"
140 Main Street, Gorham, Maine

Philosophy
Maine drawl with a knack for story telling
. . ethereal expression . . . feminine . . .
coffee at three ...
braids and page boy glamour ...
"Wait 'til you see my moron makeup! . . . fountain of knowledge, from Aristotle to card tricks ...
a liquid diet for today
. . . burning the candle at both ends . . .
room trotter ...
gin rummy after dinner ...
Formosa Houseparties
. . . make Hay while
the sun shines . . . "This is an idear" . . .
"But, don't you see?" ...
genuine, generous.

ELAINE PARSONS
"Laine"
17 Conant Road, Marblehead, Massachusetts
Auerbach
The perennial optimist . . . ardor for the
unusual ...
"Stunning!"
...
excited superlatives plus animated enthusiasm
. , . passion
for poetry, best-seller prophet ...
would-be
expert knitter
. . . charter member of the
around-the-clock Coffee Club ...
brush-made
lips . . . the drama's biggest booster-Cole
Porter's biggest rival ..
"Will you cue me?"
...
coiffeur character ...
seven day schedules
torch-song Tess
fa bath tub ...
"jools"
tomorrow's one-woman radio sta-

a

tion
Whiff records ...
ingenuity, spontaneity, efficiency . . . a spring tonic for a
friend in need.
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WILDA CLAIR PECK
"Billie"
3242 38th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Economics
An abundance
infinite
liberal

I

I

"J:P."

Ave., Glen Ridge, New Jersey

A~undred
strokes a night, and those gleaming t esses shdw it . . . ever faithful
fourth

I

war
inge
lette

...
Maine

chief pub. . . post

lans for ~orry days and forty nights
ous credeor of those ski sweaters
writer

!extraordinaire

crac ers ever~ hour on the hour-still
ceca

in poundage . . . animated
slender, [tender, and small ...

...
..

milk

and

no inblue eyes
an addi-

tion to any wedding.
ever-willing,
the
mere mention of a wish and it's done for you
...
golden girl.
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leftist

of enthusiasm
.

.

.

leanings

, ..

life has

broad-minded
...

and

SOCIAL-iscic

. . . does the Lindy-Hop

southern

style . . . "cutest man I've ever met!" . ,
exercise and diets . . . ''I'm not eating this
week"

Government

and
rsistent!solitaire_pJayer
licity agent for Five Islands,

with

tendencies

JEAN PATTON
187 Ridgewood

possibilities

. . . vocabulary

. . . would

Sun bathe

limited

to superlatives

in the snow ...

un-

predictable
...
amazing results from sporadic
concentration
. . . sincere friendliness , ..
blonde

beau-catcher

...

never a dull moment.

MARGARET PIPER
314 Court

ALISON PIERRE
"Allie"
157 School Street, Keene, New Hampshire
English
''I'se a IiI' girl" ...
wears knee-length night
shirts ...
most used vic in the vicinity ...
"What's your first name, honey?" ...
always
getting
poems and etchings from Auntie
Blanche . . . a passion for cream puffs . . .
"Something's going to happen, I've got excitement bumps again-must be for me this time"
. . . "Gotta write my acquaintance in the
soivice" . . . collector of "Back Home for
Keeps" . . . "This is total war, things are
tough everywhere"
. sympathetic listener
...
effervescent.
enthusiasm plus.

"Peggy"
Street, Keene, New Hampshire
Art

Bulldozer needed to blaze a trail in to her
room ...
a "Goodman" on the clarinet ...
if she isn't falling off her bike, she's painting it
· . . "It must be in my closet someplace" . . .
those A.P.O. letters ...
a hollow leg for food
· . . famous fire fighter . . . palette, paint,
and portraits ...
botanical research as a side
line ...
conglomeration of records from Spike
Jones and Dixieland jive to Sibelius ...
cute
nose . . . hair, blonde and unruly . . . shirt
tails and patched-up shoes ...
absent-minded
A student ...
Keene about New Hampshire
· .. "My intentions are good."
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MARY ELIZABETH

POWER

«Mep"
2735 \V. Sixth Street,

Wilmington,

Delaware

English
Tireless
..

booster) of Palmer

last movement

little rascals
theory-daily
"louder

Programs

of Brahm's First

many

...
portrait hands
favorite
vitamins for vim and vigor ...

more

bell-like".

Orson Welles ...

penchant

midnight

freckles and sultry voice ...
Vincent

Radio

Benet

typist

...

friendly

2126 Connecticut

collector of Stephen

. . . mania

for coffee

.

help you" to bewildered theme writers

. . .

wine and gold pajamas

. three handsome brothers
and generosity unlimited.

. . . kindness

D. C.

History
"Everything's
, . casual
symphony

up
with
..

enchanting

innate

"What's
duress

in jest"
rhythm

"Canned
ambler

. . , radio as an aid to

at the flicks?"
...

.

"Many

, "Another

face is the index
silver.

effi-

belongs

, , .laun-

a true word is

. , . burnished
and harmony

, . . her heart

...

machine-age

, , . in tune with the

peas are much
.

Unknown"

with

, . . "Keen"

Times ...

Kansas City"

III

. , . devotee of

, "Address

femininity

dress under
spoken

to date

conviction

and swing

concentration
ciency
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Avenue, N. W"

Washington,

. .

four years and still no blue jeans . . . "Sure I'll
Esquire specialty-those

SARAH RAPEL YE
"Sal"

for

blonde , . .

made-to-order

better"
day,

another

to daddy

of the soul"

...

, , . reluctant
dollar"
. "The

. . . sterling

ESTELLE RAYMOND
"Ethyl Idcnc"
66 Maennetchor

Avenue, Taftville, Connecticut
Chemistry

A ready smile and shining brown hair ...
easy on the eyes . . . quiet charm and poise
...
equal to any occasion.
. "Let's find a
third and fourth for bridge"
"How about
a game of double solitaire?"
mathematical
wizard and chemical wonder . . . eager for
fun and a good time ...
never lets you down
...
"How about skating today, Chloro?" .. ,
"Please spare me the gory details!" ...
remarkably even-tempered

and calm.

BERNICE ANN RIESNER
"Bunny"
553 Highbrook

Ave., Pelham Manor, New York
Auerbach

"It's simply TERR~ific!" . , . whirlwind existence ..
boundless energy ...
"Make me
go work" ...
talent and originality unlimited
. . . fashion copy. cerise suits, and deadlines
...
"Won't somebody be a fourth?"
...
"Yippee! That's so good!" ...
favorite food
-mushy
ice cream . . . telegrams, flowers,
and swizzle sticks ...
vivid, alive sophistication ...
"Save me a date, Bunny" ...
Thursday week-ends to New York
.. kitten on the
keys, piano and typewriter
. . . thoughtful
awareness of others
friends, friends,
friends . . . ideals hanging
"Most likely to succeed."

from a star . . .
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MARGARET
703 Coverdale

ELIZABETH
"Peg"

Road,

SACHS

Wilmington,

Delaware

English
Bombshell from Bradford
and energy

MARGERY DIANA

I

I I

1615 Sheridan

"Midge"

inars

ROGERS
.

OhIO

French

Storyteller
personified with volumes of amusing, fan asric yams on the unpredictable
Rogers
family ...
"Mt Day" by Margery Diana ...
keen inti rest in rusie, books, and art ...
"If
\Vinsron Church'ill can paint, so can I
a
H

•••

super planner ...
.meticulous-numerous
suite
cleaning char-ts } .. early to bed and early to

fr

'"
can do thirty back bends an
rise (?
hour"
"
December 12, 1942
don't
forget those "Miss America" teeth
a sab.,
batica year purluing the arts in Colorado
next y ar a rna emoiselle of Mexico!
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versatility

...

. . .

enthusiasm

from hockey to sem-

. . . verses for every occasion

on the tip of her tongue

.

Road, South Euclid,

...

...

...

quotes

"I'm-in-a-snir"

. . . "Who's
going to cut my hair?" ...
bridge whiz . . . penguin parade . . . passion
for hot fudge sundaes
. . . beloved brown
shirt . -.. specialist in imitations
smoke
rings

...

questionable

humor

the golfer

. . . infectious
laugh . . . talks a language
all her Own ...
coun tless correspondences
complete extrovert
. . . a ball of fire.

HELEN BEATRIX SAVACOOL
"Savie"
63 Prospect Hill, Summit, New Jersey
Government

PHYLLIS SACK
"Pat"

1100 Park Avenue, New York, New York
Psychology
Cynical witticisms
quick sense of
humor . . . "I'm going into my depressive
state" ...
cosmopolitan ingenue ...
mathematical mind, psychologically
speaking
. . .
technical terms for every occasion . . . doesn't
miss a trick ...
community clippers ...
"We went to Theatre" ...
Plato had the idea
first . . . perverted appetite . . . talented
mimic and story teller . . . casually candid
. . . Webster as a frame of reference . . .
"Sorry" . . . mail confusion . . . the skeptical
soul ...
"0 sleep, it is a gentle thing" ...
sudden enthusiasms
...
black olives and bicycles ...
minors in magazines ...
"Let's
go to Marrom's"
...
uniquely refreshing
originality

Inveterate theater-goer . , . the "eyes" have
it ...
"But that's not Parliamentary law!"
. . . conscientious executive . . . "Pliz to
wake me" . . . Kan t, Laski, and W innie the
Pooh ...
"But you need the Times to supplement PM" . . . pre-war prom-trotter
.
wartime correspondent . . . capable . . .
"Just talked to my family" ...
career girl
appearanc.e ...
New York air
.. original
owner of traveling fascinators
.. bound for
success.

and personality.
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JUNE CLAIRE SAWHILL
1039 Highland

"June"
Road, Sharon, Pennsylvania

French
Genius with a Joan Davis twist . . . that
shrill Valkyrie yodbl rippling through the hall
. . . "Give us the pitch, June"
laughter ...
long fingernails
aren't as thin as hers, are they?"

. . . silent
"My legs
the best

BETTIE SCHEIN
"Shiner"

dressed feet on campus . . . "Sharon is in
Pennsylvania"
. . . "Now when I have my
apartment

in Paris"

leader ...

on Norwich lawn
December 12, 1942
concentration

. . . long limbs

The Biltmore

...

5727 Sheridan

Road, Chicago,
Sociology

. . . a

and the flying tackle

the athletic type? ...
neatness ...
utter
card player and all-inclusive

raconteur of novel novels ...
class president
. . . well-known and well worth it.

"Qu'esc-cc

que cess pool"

to the French
coat

...

smile with

one man Whiff'n
.

. . serious

knits,

a

and scarves

impish

studies,

Mercer
fan with

...

with no apologies
for sawed-off rain-

Ia Carmen

Miranda

halo of black hair ..

, .
, the

spoof club meets in 102 J. A.

sincerity

. . . polydexrerously

chews gum, and listens to Johnny
"Natch"

...

incurable baseball

emphasis on that slide into second base

. . . tinkle

of silver bracelets

. . . "Does any-

body want my dessert?"
slacks on dreary days

. . . violent plaid
. unforgetable con-

certs on the 88 keys

thanks, Pine Manor.

I
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famous

Illinois

...

NANCY

SCHULTE

"Schulte"
701 Clinton Avenue, Newark. New Jersey
Social Anthropology
That determined walk ...
"Docs anybody
know where Schulte is? - at another meeting?" ...
"It's a matter of making up your
mind to it" ...
her interesting train trips ...
June, '44-"What
am I going to major in?"
...
those mid-week holidays.
. "It's crummy" ...
"Don't be a dope"
that hard
cider that never did harden
"I'm twentyone" ...
orchids ...
"I can't fix my schedule till I see when vacations come" ...
The
New Rep1t,blic.
what arc those things she
says in her sleep? ...
that passion for Princeton.

MARJORIE SCHULTZ
"Marjie"
328 South Harrison Street,
East Orange, New Jersey
Psychology
"I just have to go to the library"
most
good-natured
...
"But I am 21"
have
you ever heard her sing?
eyes that dance
"My father said"
usually heard settling the affairs of the world ...
curly hair
the girl who says, ttl just know I'm going
to flunk"-but
never does ...
"Listen, kid"
...
if you hear a crash, it's another glass ...
vivacious personality ...
continually searching for a subject whom she can psychoanalyze
...
"It's got yellow tile."
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HEDI SELIGSOHN
"Hed"
590 Fort Washington

A venue,

New York, New York
Government
Rabble

LOUISE GORDER

SCHWARZ

predicted

"Muggsy"
J 12 East Kensington

Boulevard,

her teeth
"Write

Economics

perpetual

party girl sophomore year to

perper al :6.delifY senior year . . . the neverending cry-c-t'Look! a P-47!" ...
"I'm exhausre • only n~ne hours sleep last night!"
that

nd-box

Vogu
West

oint

...

look, straight from the pages of
Iraunchy hats, silver wings, and
a surprising amount of intel-

ligen c and efficiency behind those flirtatious
blue eyes . . . can always he counted on for
her fr&nk opinijon ...
consideration
plus ...
pOise,' sophistication,
and a never-ending
Source
of f n . . . a place for everything
thin in its place.
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...

D-Day!"

profoundly

Mi(WaUkee, Wisconsin
Fro

rouser

"He's

a Fascist!"

. , .

heavy heels . . . "Dilley says" ..
, nai'~e
sophisticate
with brown velvet eyes . . . I

and every-

. . . nicotine

philosophical

..

...

"Comrade!"

..

your

congressman"

..

. intellectual
. . . "Loooo!"
on a pedestal

USSA chapter

vocabulary,
..

mirror

. . . vigilant

...
Freudian
and I are writing a book."

stains ,

whistles through
spartan.

, .

genius chad

earthy profanity
wa tcher . . . Laski
organizer of CC's
...

"Rcsenstiel

ANN SIMPSON
"Ann"

350 Jefferson

Drive, Mr. Lebanon,

Pennsylvania

History

JULIA AGNES SHEA
"Julic"
114 Newton Street, Hartford,
Home Economics

Connecticut

Dimpled colleen ...
forceful, independent
.. dual nature-imp
and student ...
don't
let Julia fool ya! ...
avid reader of anything
from Ladies Home Journal to Thomas Mann
· .. forty winks almost any time ...
rushing
for eight o'clocks
"Who's got some food?"
· .. hourly snacks
Women's Land Army

Piquantly feminine with an antipathy for the
word sweet . . . president of S. C. C.
"But Libby, it's a function!"
...
"What's
Competitive Sing?" ...
pounce addict and an
actress with a mania for grinders ...
our little
ballerina 'though a tank bears her name ...
conscientious student with strange study habits
. . . no manpower shortage where she's concerned ...
December 12, 1942 ...
a gullible
pixie with an even temper ...
our thanks to
Stoneleigh!

· .. "Which sister shall I have down this weekend?" ...
red-plaid shirt and well-worn jeans
· ..
group singer and off-key whistler
. . .
"From now on I'm going to let my hair grow."
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CLARA RICHARDSON

SINNOTT

"Clara"
459 Prospect Street, New Haven, Connecticut
English
Coast Guard forever
. . . Elmer eternally
.. "No, I'm not engaged: I'm just engaged
to be engaged" ...
Peter, the panda ...
desk
piled high

with

books of poetry

. . . Dean's

BETTIE

list devotee
. . . midnight
and ad infinitum
sporadic sieges of study . . . child prodigy of
class of '45
started it yet"
above

all,

every

"Bets"
Belle Haven,

"What theme?-Oh,

I haven't
mystery books, novels, and,

variety

of

crossword

puzzle

ELSWOR TH STARBUCK
Greenwich,

Connecticut

Social Anthropology
Sweet,

shy charm

. . . "Which

. . . Ray

. . . argues mostly to hear the other side, which
is usually her side too . . . mental telepathy

shall I wear?"

with Letty
Robin ...

· .. needed: a private phone ...
"Shall Igo
or work?"
. . . haphazard curlers ...
our

. . . her own little
fun to know.

Christopher

that

ticket

famous

· ..
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papers ...

pajama

combination

. . . whisper of a voice .. ,

over on Monday

sun-soaking

ter-skelrer
formals

last minute

night-shirt

to Pequot

week-ends
· ..

...

neatness

results
.

...

Rosemary Hall

in freckles ...

bel-

. . those Coast Guard

. . . sliding socks
goodluck pennies ...
Coach Guard fore'er!

. .'.

red moccasins

holiday wedding

JOYCE PARK STODDARD
"Joyce"
Rocky Hill, Connecticut
Social Anthropology
"Come on, kids, cooperate"

"We've got

to think of a name for the suite"
appointment with Paul ...
if it's not a meeting, it's
a survey . . . that well-groomed
look . . .
every blind date is a sociological problem!
...
"one -thing after another" . . . woman
with a purpose ...
active knowledge, but she
was never meant for eight o'c locks . . . delightful sense of humor ...
tact, humility,
and graciousness
kindnesses.

numerous

unknown

SHIRLEY STRANGW ARD
"Slappy"
1059 Homewood Drive, Lakewood, Ohio
Zoology
Slap-happy
with
C. G. handbook.

a serious side . . . she's a
. her favorite poem:

"James, James ... " ...
Semper Paratus with
a suitcase and a train schedule ... Plant House
Infirmary
Blues . . . a prankish pixy with
never a dull moment for The Group ...
C. G.
blue eyes
poise and tact always fitting the
occasion
poetically inclined ...
fantasia
. . . domestically
minded with an eye to the
future ...
see Strangward for household hints
and recipes ...
perpetual worry: NC1.t!s ads
. . . pink socks with green sweaters-or,
the
dilemma of the laundry bag ...
fourteen carat
personality
is graciously

...

guiding

light

...

her time

for others.
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JANE

KYLE TAYLOR
"Jane"

2 I Greenmount

Boulevard,

Dayton, Ohio

Economics

ELEANORE

Tenue,

STROHM

I

Montclair,

New

Jersey

well Suit-ed ...
. . . "Greetings"

. . . a/Icard for every occasion . . . perennial
optimis
"
happiest when helping
. . .
stolen snoozes . . . "Will you wake me in the
morning?"
./.

Garden ...
solitair

...
.

aims to please

. . . loves to

to"?orrow's editor of House anrl
"Has anyone seen my notebook?"

11 around enthusiast
. . . serials
...
a sound ear for a sorry tale.
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possession:
surprisingly

Interfted
in everybody and everything
...
efficienc expert . . . phenomenal memory for
details
..
"That's so good-looking"
. . .

lend

.

without

. . . discriminating

Botany

unending list of ~riends ...
studies Iby rule of tongue

.

gets lots of letters
dry sense of humor

"Strohrnie"

229 Midland

Shining hair . . . a Perfect Size Nine
"There are cities west of New York!"

and

...

writing any

"It's got yellow tile"

in her tastes ...

prize

one pair of preserved" nylons ...
intelligent

...

"In eight months

I'll be home" ...
greatest desire: to sleep 'til
noon every day . . ." bathsl! ...
she says
what

she means

...

train travel the confused

way . . . conception
of the library: a place
to read the la test magazines and books.

HANNAH

G. TILL

"Gerry"

145 Edgehill

JEAN CAROLYN

THOMAS

"Tommie"
117 Edgerton Road, Akron, Ohio
Economics
A little miss but a big hit!
week-cod-never a black buzzer

never a dull
. . . anti-

thesis of the "poor old senior" ...
"I am too
a senior!" ...
a bundle of exclamations
...
hand-y at table talk ...
"Oh, dear! What'll
I do?" ...
exuberance; generosity; sympathetic listener . . . a little bit independent
...
"Whose buzzer is that?" ...
pursuit of
happiness-live,
ways something
hand that hath

Road, East Baintree, Massachusetts
Sociology

The chosen one . . . terse sayings by Till
.. "Don't make generalizations, Mary" .
"She's a hard woman" ...
"It gripes me" ...
"If there is one thing I can't stand!"
Li'I
Arthur with the sheared beaver head
"Got
a letter from my boy"
"You can't depend
on the fly-fly boys"
-oi, the nub. Ay,
there's the rub" ...
keeps the wheels of E.A.
rolling . . . P.O. consternation-c-t'Don'r
ask
if the X's are out!" ...
careening on iceelastic ankles ...
aversion to the given name
Roman nose, stubborn
chin, mirthful
eyes ...
unaffected and a good gal to know.

laugh and be merry . . . alnew up her sleeve ...
"The
made you fair hath made you

good."
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CHARLOTTE

L. TOMLINSON
"Tommie"

25 Curtis Avenue, Wallingford,
Zoology
Melody magic.
pressive eyes .

J. .

. patrician
philosophic

Connecticut
type ...
exundercurrents

. . . selflessness . . . flair for the artistic
. . .
"Hello, Mr. Chips" ...
"But they're not tadpoles, they're salamanders"
. . . "Take me
back to Mary's"
him"

. . . "Let's

CLARA COMEY TRACY
"Tracy"

. . . "Oh, I can't describe
have a hot fudge

...
Tomlinson Typing Inc ....
cerity ...
sense and sensibility.

2906 Weybridge

sundae"

Road, Shaker He;ghts, Ohio
Zoology

quiet sinThat

giggle----;--unmistakable

...

that smile-

continual
. . '. "Now, Clara?" , .. bed by
IO:30-hasn't
missed breakfast yet, .. first
24 hours a day "

"If

that censor doesn't seal those letters-!"

floor telephone

duty

, ..

"Now,

when

, ..

skating

lessons

I had my appendix
.

.

. hasn't

out"

carried a rorch

since she was 13 . . . one eye in the microscope
...

"There's

a country

"If only English
nounced!"

...

...

date bureau

blind

tions between
academy
...

anything

from jazz to opera

to further

better rela-

the college and ye good olde
friendly good humor.

I
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called Greenland" ...

were spelled the way it's pro-

PATRICIA BARBARA TURCHON
"Patty"
59 Wachusett Rd., Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts

Psychology
Constant good humor and contagious laughter readily apparent in her sparkling eyes and
winning smile ...
master of nonsensical buffoonery ...
originator of the "green banana"
club . . . Chanel No. 5 and cashmere shirts
...
sailing cups and tennis rackets ...
conscientious worker . . . "Two weeks 'til the
test and I've only begun" . . . an inveterate
hair twirler . . . "Don't sit down, I have to
'draw out' my shorthand"
. . . perplexing
room with an alcove ...
the question: to install a life size portrait of the "black one" or
make it a clothes hamper . . . everyone's
friend ...
here's one time a "black" future

looks bright!

MARGERY VALLAR
"Marge"
8550 Forest Parkway, Woodhaven,
Economics

New York

Weekly letters from the army ...
a couch
of Brooklyn in her talk ...
cheerful disposition ...
circulates the News around madly
...
speed-demon of shorthand
happy-golucky ...
ardent gum cracker
without
her hands and legs, she couldn't talk .. . ''I'm
bored-I
have all my work done for next
week"
ec. is her field , .. ready, willing,
and able
early to bed and early to rise ...
tray balancer in Thames . . . "Now, really"
...
sympathetic
and understanding.
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BARBARA

CORY WADSWORTH
"Barby"

161 Woodward

Road, Providence,

Rhode Island

Chemistry
"Oh for a life on the ocean wave, a home on
the rolli~g blue" ...
"Come sail at the Point"
. . . breathless

JOANNE

strong

LOUISE VIALL

order

"Jo"
28

E. Menlo Boulevard,

1

Milwaukee,

Ie

day week-ends

I. .

squirming
blushes
. painting at midThursday to Monnew-found

interest

in

me1icine .
the thinker . . . inveterate
guJP cracker ... the town and country wardI..
.
. ides
to e ...
sarcasrrc
WIt
•.•
uruque
tram-ri

!

.
. determination
. . . on hand when the
ho selights ~im . . . tall stories . . . "Let's
be frank" . . . a letter a day . . . the two
mInutes befrre eight o'clock egg-demander
fa

ous purple hat ...
split second hair-cutter
cable-stitch Sweaters . . . independent
. always a bit of perfection.
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personified

benefits
ing

Att

eaned on Schlitz ..
..
"This dan't be me"
nig
. r t •••
I tic
I U 10 U s •

'

Wisconsin

and happy

New England

...

expediter

accounts

"We'll

see you"

genuine

person

more

...

...

neatness and

. . . the scientific method as

a chem major

...

systematic think-

for numerous

ties . . . rhymes
ous

excitability

heritage

campus activi-

for every party

of Iron

Rail

...

humor-

experiences

. . . ever dependable
and true

for you than

you

friend

will

...

...
, , . a

she does

ever know.

MARY WATKINS
"Mabel"
665 Greenleaf Avenue, Glencoe, Illinois
Economics

WINIFRED

Unobtrusive efficiency ..
passion for short
naps-any
time, any place.
. member of the
"Johnny One Note" group ...
hair by Titian
...
procrastination
...
four needles X five
balls X confusion = enviable Argyles ...
what the businessman is looking for ...
A.A.'s
greatest loss ...
wit, sustained and subtle ...

WASSER

"\Vinnie"
4600 Liv.ings~on Avenue, Fieldston,

New York, New York
Government
The group doctor

...

annual remark: "I'm

not coming back next year" ...
those pajamas
. . . that peppy walk-you
push your feet
ahead and come after them . . . "That has
sixty million connotations!"
"Don't generalize!"
red nail polish
"I think I'll
have soup"
those corners of the bed never
saw a hospital
"I resent that" ...
those

perennial polished appearance ...
bread and
gravy madness ...
droopy drawer Doctor
Dentous ...
those eyebrows ...
tranquility
with unexpected depths ...
quietest radio on
the floor (no tubes)
Harris Tweed coat
with large safety pin ...
lovable lass.

lovely stories for the gullible ...
"I think I'll
sleep tomorrow"
. . . "The NEW magazines
arc on my closet floor" . . . "Obviously"
. . .
from a reactionary

to a liberal in four

short

years.
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DOROTHY

FRANCES WEBSTER
"Skip"

3200 Porter Street, N. W., Washington,
Mathematics

D. C.

Math major who counts on her fingers
burns the midnight

oil in Fanning

to correct

math books . . . milkshakes and double helpings of energy ...
favorite equation: record
changing
letter writing:::::: one full mail box

PATRICIA M. WELLS

+

"Pat"

stable personality
. . . soulful brown
eyes ...
allergy to sweaters results in jumper
craze . . . "Ohhhh, roomie, how do you spell
-?" . . . Semper Paratus . . . "But my
father

is a graduate!"

...

to Dance Group.

graceful

addition

2229 Center

Bay City, Michigan

Auerbach
Vivacious
enthusiasm

. . . contagious
personified

laughter

absolutely

split

...

in Wonderland"

week-ends

to fill the demands

...

· .. "Who's
respondence

got a match?"
. . . always

...

...

"But

loyal ...
friends forever
the great white legs
.

show-queen

neat

F. P.

no seconds topped by a banana

"Patter

not enough

...

. . . before-coffee pep

· . . here, there, and everywhere ...
· ..

gully, rilly!"
and for always
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Avenue,

September

ski-trip

.

organizer

...
fabulous cora new song ...

easy to know, and to know is to love.

F

,

KATHERINE

WENK

"Kay"
Kane, Pennsylvania
Economics
Song leader who broke the jinx ...
photogenic and what a smile ...
boxes of food for
every occasion ...
never caught studying but
managed to accelerate . . . versatile hairdos
...
always writing letters .
Snack Bar every afternoon
.
Pennsylvania".
record
Danny Kaye to Shostakovirch

trips to Norwich Golf Course ...
hollow leg
...
"What 'cha doin'P" ...
health personified . . . obsession for movies and crossword
puzzles

. . . whiz

at the

guinea grinder advocate
best-dressed.

...

MARIECHEN

typewriter

.

. .

our vote for the

LAWRENCE

WILDER

"Marie"

. . seen at the
. . "Kane is in
collection from
. . . frequent

Binney

to

Lane, Old Greenwich,
Auerbach

Connecticut

Her college week-five days ...
Nassau Hall ...
cosmopolitan,

going back
sophistica-

tion with twinkling
brown eyes ...
"But I
just love hats" ...
an hour behind schedule
. "Please wait, just one more letter before
the 7:30 mail" ...
hockey team every year
. . . acceleration-that's
for her
Chief
Justice during Summer School
busy executive in New York now ...
never too busy
to

listen

...

The Constant

Nymph.
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GRACE WILSON

"Doll"

128 Curtis

Street,

Meriden,

Connecticut

Sociology

If you can't
feather-bobbing
reen line

"WIII;e"
oad, So~thport,

Connecticut

ZOjlOgy
Sailboats, sk
nality ... blu
good-natured

and P 47's ...

5

1

artistic

origi-

eyes, fieckles, and glamour ...
.. life of the party ...
quick,

J'

capable and c ever.
her disposition is the
envy of all h r friend
. . . "Will somebody
feed my polliwogs this week-end?" ...
"I'm
just mischurable"
..
unlimited nights a nec-

the

essity

. . .

water

hospitality unlimited
. . , camera-wise
perpetual motion . . . when bubbling
runs deep . . . a friend in deed .

"She shall hal

giggle that no one can resist

music wherever she goes:'
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. . . nothing

uncertain

about Doll

...
"Doesn't anyone want to go to the Snack
Bar?" ...
library fidgets ...
blue eyes with

JEAN WILLARD
Sasco Hill

do it yourself, ask Doll ..
...
the girl behind the Conn-

sweaters
Meriden?"

to match
...

...

"You haven't

even her roommate

heard of
can't keep

track of her-meetings,
meetings, meetings
inexhaustible
...
famous table talk ...

all

Doll-ed up at the sub base ...
Rip Van Wilson: early to bed and late to rrse ...
"I do
NOT walk in my sleep!"
heart of Connecticut.

. . . deep in the

MARGARET LARNER WOTHERSPOON
"Skiddy"
Jamestown, Rhode Island
Sociology

ELIZABETH CLOUGH WOODRUFF
"Libby"
18100 South Park Boulevard,

Shaker Heights, Ohio
Auerbach
A Golliwog with chronic

worries

and snappy

repartee . . . Room 305, Castle of Perseverance ...
Wesleyan and Cornell but in the
future "my international reputation" ...
con-

"Oh, look at my buzzerl-it's
black" .
antipathy:
blind dates . . . "I've lost my
glasses again" ...
"Where's my pen?" .
Navy blue and gold ...
champagne laughter
...
"Take my picture in my cap and gown
NOW"
...
"Oh, mercy" ...
priceless remarks . . . mischief in lamb's clothing ...
merry madness . . . Fleurs-"just
because"
...
artistic flings ...
capricious ...
"It's
amBUlance,
y01l
all just say it wrong" . . .
10070 real ...
faithful forever ...
she does
unto others as they would wish done.

stant. mugging and laughter that warms the
cockles ...
golfer ...
stage manager
...
the winner of Iphegenia and the skier's purple
heart ...
"I'm going to have the most divine
figure, you'll all be jealous!"
vice-president: E. Dewey Woodruff
government
. . . "I'm the dumbest girl in this college"
. Fox's and the Heublein
"But Mother likes my hair
Erie and sock problems
on December 12, 1942 ...

Hideaway

, . .

long"
. . . the
chasing Germans
"Meetcha kids!"
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CAROL SCHAEFFER WYNNE
"Tink"
2 551 Military
A Iirrle bit
Wynne

Road, Pore Huron.
Home Economics
independent.

Michigan

Will

with

. . . up at the crack every mornlllg

. . . <tWhoo~s-e-doodle"

. . . pre-marriage

ourfit-dungarres
an~ striped shirt ...
versatile pianist . . . petite feet, classic legs . . .
''I'll Get By" . . . domestic dynamo
. . .
"Have you seen thcawarCh my husband gave
me?"
mire-y fa hion plate
walking
S.P.C.A
"Shoe ing" always
"Now,
Oliver"

.

.

.

truschr pearl-handled

I...

revolver

..
Impish lhumor
Arkansas advocate
. . magical results jWlth a needle and thread
pleasing ~ixture of frivolity and efficiency.
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Armstrong, Jane.
Bailey, Nancy J.
Baldwin, Jane P.
Bamberger, Betsy A.

Bard, Marilyn D.
(Mrs. Robert Riecks)
Bates, Mary
Becker, Lois
(Mrs. Samuel Laurence)
Bissell, Betsy F.
(Mrs. Dexter Coffin, Jr.)
Braun, Miriam K.
(Mrs. Donaldson Lambert,

Jr.)

Breck wold t, J ane
Brisley, Alean R.
(Mrs. Lester Kress)
Brown, Margaret
Clarke, Winifred

House, Ann
(Mrs. Edward Brouse)
Hufford, Clara L.
Jamar, Shirley C.

Rihlet, Helen B.
Richter, Betty B.
Riegel, Mary A.
(Mrs. James Lockbart, Jr.)

James, Joan
Jenkins, Joanne
Jones, Marion L.
(Mrs. Richard Eddy)
Kennedy, Frances L.
(Mrs. Randolph Sharp)

Riggs, Barbara L.
(Mrs. Jobn Clement)
Royce, Dorothy L.
(Mrs. Wesley Hadden)
Ruwitch, Elizabeth R.
(Mrs. Murray Waxman)

Klau, Lucille
(Mrs. Robert Stern)

Saalfield, Ann L.
Sayre, Harriet E.
(Mrs. Richard Noyes)
Schwalbe, Marjory A.
(Mrs. Sigmund Freund)
Scudder, M. Almy
(Mrs. Samuel Wharton)

Koenig, Eleanor C.
Kruidenier, Sue C.
Levy, Margery H.
(Mrs. 1\lfred (iross)
Lockwood, Polly E.
Markley, Louise
Mathes, Ruth J.
(Mrs. Frank Gerrity)

P.
M.

Colby, Janet W.
Conner, Ann
Conover, Frances
(Mrs. Ricbard Gagney)

McCarty, Joan D.
(Mrs. Robert McNulty)

Corson, Antoinette C.
(Mrs. William Rothfuss)

McCullough, Jean C.
(Mrs. William Geddes)

Danaher, Mary E.
Dilworth, Patricia

McEvoy, Doris
McEwan, Alice F.
(Mrs.1\llan Perkins)

Dirickson, Betty L.
Dowling, Clara H.
Eastland, Bertha H.
(Mrs. Forrest Hayden,

Jr.)

Eaton, Farlee
(Mrs. David Hume)
Evans, R. Jean
Ferguson, H. Jeffrey
Fischer, Winifred W.

Gilbert, Anne

Grede, Betty M.
Hansen, Nancy J.
Hartley, Margaret A.
(Mrs. Frederick Schaefer)
Haskell, Helena Z.
Heller, Joy
Horton, Inez S.
Hosack, Sara I.

Thompson, Mary A.
Trimble, Elizabeth L.
(Mrs. Dorland Crosman)

Neidirz,
Nichols,
Norris,
Palmer,

Geib, Barbara A.

Goldstein, Adele F.

Milton, Lois P.
Miner, Jeanette E.
(Mrs. Thomas Dyer)
jr.)

Musch, Winifred
Myers, Corinne L.
(Mrs. Theodore Ruwitch)

Ann L.

(Mrs. George Gundersdorf,

McGuire, Jean A.
Mercur, Anne N.
(Mrs. John McComb, jr.)

Steffen, Suzanne R.
(Mrs.1\lvin Jordan)
Srifel, Elizabeth S.
Swift, Barbara P.
Temple, Jean A.
(Mrs. William Davis)

Murphy, Catherine
(Mrs. Samuel Kreutzer,

Foley, Norma M.
Ford, N aney B.
(Mrs. Charles Martin, Jr.)
Fruehauf,

Service, Charlotte E.
Shore, Elizabeth L.
Smith, Helen H.
Smith, Suzanne
Srabins, Jeanne P.
Staley, Mary
(Mrs. Walter Gilbert)

Jr.)

Ruby J.
Margaret H.
Eugenia B.
Barbara A.

Park, Janice
Parke, Jane E.
(Mrs. William Carpenter)
Payne, Elizabeth W. S.
Pierson, Virginia C.
(Mrs. John Hallack)
Porter, Suzanne
(Mrs. Earle Wilkins, Jr.)
Ratner, Audrey J.
Rau, Catherine C.
(Mrs. Robert Mareneck)

Veevers, Ruth D.
(Mrs. Clarence Mathieu)
\Vagner, Margaret F.
Wales, Cornelia
Weckler, Sally L.
(Mrs. Daniel Johnson)
Whi te, Marion
(Mrs. Herbert Weber)
White, Mary E.
Wiant, Ruth J.
(Mrs. William McCarty, Jr.)
Wilbur, Patience W.
Williams, Ernalyn C.
(Mrs. Louis Wright)
Williams, Katherine N.
(Mrs. Richard Flannery)
Wilson, Jane
(Mrs. Daniel Scully)
Wolfe, Lucille M.

-

Jane Parke Carpenter
Sue Steffen

Jordan

David

and \Villiam, Jr.
and "Skipper"

Hume,

Jr.
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Lynn Jones Eddy
Harriet
Alrrry Scudder

Sayre Noyes and Molly
Wharton,

Joe Sam and Barclay

•

F

Honorable

Christopher

LAvery

.

..

Dr. Esther L. Batchelder
Mary

.

Bulkley ..

F. Valentine Chappell
Margaret H. Compton

(Mrs. Karl T.)

How

(Mrs. Burton

L)

Louise C. Howe
Charlotte

Anne

D. C.

Hartford,

Conn.

.......... Watcrford,

Conn.

....Cambridge,

Mass.

. Cleveland, Ohio

A. C. Ernst.
Janet Crawford

..Washington,

New Haven, Conn.

L. Cross.

Honorable Wilbur

Groton. Conn.

..West Hartford,

Conn.

.. Norwich,

Conn.

.... New York, N. Y.

Keefe ..

Frank N. Kelly (Mayor of New London)

....New London, Conn.
.Washington,

Bernhard Knollenberg

D. C.

... Old Lyme, Conn.
Katharine Ludington.
Dorothea

Baldwin

McColicster

(Mrs. Parker)

... New York, N. Y.
. Groton, Conn .

Mary Foulke Morrisson
Mary M. Partridge

(Mrs. JamesW.)
..West Hartford,

Conn.

..Hartford,

Conn.

(Honorary).

William H. Putnam,

Chairman ..
....New London, Conn.

Dorothy

Schatfter,

ex officio.
...New London, Conn.

Earle W. Stamm.
..Stepney, Conn.
Anna Lord Strauss.
..Washington,

D. C.

....Norfolk,

Conn.

..Glastonbury,

Conn.

Jean A. Vanderbilt ..
Honorable Frederic C. Walcott ...
Frances Scudder Williams

(Mrs. S. H.) ..
...Cambridge, Mass.

Benjamin F. Wright.
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Schafftc), Dorothy, Ph.D ..

President

Ahern, Dorothy, R.N.
Anderson,

Ingegerd,

.

A.B ... Assistant

in Reference

Supervisor

and Circulation

Departments

Batchelder, Muriel G., A.B., B.S.

Bennett,

Secretary

Claire Berger, A.B.

.

Secretary,

.

. Van Eps ..

urdick,

. Alverna, A.B. ..

urton,

_.."Secretary

.... Assistant

to the Deans

Louise ..

Chatfield,

Barbara ..

to the Director

..Assistant
..Assistan

t

to the Dean of Students

to the Director
Manager

..Secretary

Cobblediok, M. Robert, Ph.D ...

of College Bookshop

Director

.... Mental

Cruise, Isabel A ...
to the Director

eGange'IMary C., A.B .
unn, Jenny K., A.B.l

.

Secretary

Part Time
to the Bursar

of the Summer
Assistant

.

of Admissions

Hygienist,
.Assistant

Secretary

of Admissions

in the Office of the President
.

Couch, Mildred W., M.D ...

Emily Murray

of Residence

..Dean of Students

oro thea, A.M.

Chase, N

Relations

Staff Nurse

~arpente , Edith P...

dummins,

Professional

ororhy Weeks, R.N ...

urdick,

1 Actin
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M., A.B., B.S

Director,

jijty-sirJ;

1944-1945.

Assistant

in the Personnel

Cataloguer

Session

to the Bursar

... Publicity
ilkes, Thelma

Librarian

in the Office of the Registrar

Inscrtute of Women's

Virginia M...

orgcs,

of Library

Reserve

Bemis, Jean Louise, A.B ..
Benenson,

of the Infirmary

Bureau
Bureau

in the Library

=

.

Haddad, Margaret, A.B..

Mimeographing
.

Hamil. Margaret, RS ..
.

Harris, Elizabeth H ...

Director
...Circulation

Hersey, Rowene E., A.B., B.S...

Assistant
of Residence
Department

of the Library
...Librarian

Senior Surgeon, Lawrence and Memorial Associated Hospitals,
Consultant in Surgery

Kaufman, Charles, M.D ..

,

'J

'-J

Alfred,

Lambdin,

Allen Bennett

Lee, Dorothy

M.D.

Chapin,

.... Chief of Staff, Lawrence

A.B.. .

Beatrice

S.) A.B.

Leonard,

Marion

B., M.D...

Losacano,

Alberta

Loughlin,

Anne,

and Memorial
Consultant

.

Associated Hospitals,
in General Medicine

Assistant

Secretary

in the Office of Admissions
... Secretary

.

Catalogue

Department

B.S...
.. Manager

MacCallum,

Jessie, A.B...

MacDonald,

Gertrude

Judson,

Manning,

Katherine

Physician

of the Library
Dietitian

of College Infirmary
..... .Informa tion Office

B.S.

..,Order

Deparrment

of the Library
...Staff Nurse

A., B.S...

· H A B
., .. ...
M asIen, J u"I
2

M ateer, D orotf h y, A .M ..
McLaughlin,

the President

... Assistant

Lowi, Mary

Doris, R.N...

to

....Resident

Reed, A.B. .

Mallalieu,

Librarian

.... Business Manager

Leonard,

2

. ..Reference

Frances Jacobs, A.B ...

Labensky,

Dietitian

and Dietitian

Johnson, Hazel A., A.B., B.L.S.

Kirschenbaum,

Office

Eileen, A.M. .

.... Assistant
... Secretary

Director

of Residence

to the Board of Trustees
.. Dean

..... Secretary

of Sophomores
in Infirmary

On leave, first semester.
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Misrerly,

Elena ..

Assistant

Moore, John Frederic, Ph.D .._

Director

Morgan, Elizabeth S., A.B ...

.......... Assistant

Nelson, May A., A.B.

Potter,

Secretary, Office of the President
and War Service Committee

....Dean of Freshmen and Chairman of Freshman Advisors

Hunter ..

..Registrar

Louise, A.B ..

...Assistant

Ramsay, Lucy Alice, A.M.3 ..
ay, Josephine

R berrs, 'leanor

.. Director

A.M ...

Hunter,

.... Secretary

TJte,

.

r:

ChTotte

W. rren,

A.B

Ere w.

W bster, Edna H., A.B
W llingtJ,

Assistant

of Residence

in the Personnel Bureau

.

... Treasurer
..Secretary

.

.
.

Harold W., M.D .

Orthopedist,

I

W yte, Flora H., A.B ...
\ '\. Widemayer;, Mary-Jane

Staff Nurse

to the Director

Secretary

Margaret
5., B.S.

to the Business Manager
.

........ Secretary

Stamm,

Director of Radio

L., R.N.

Seldon, Ja e Potter,

to the President

of the Personnel Bureau

.

J.

RIChardsof, Ru th

of the Summer Session

............ Secretary in the Office of Admissions

Park, Rosemary, Ph.D ...
Peugh, Katherine

Dietitian

.
Walker ..

.

'

in the Library

Assistant

Dietitian

...Assistant

Dietitian

Lawrence and Memorial Associated
Hospitals, Consultant in Orthopedics
Catalogue
Secretary

Department

of the Library

in the Office of the Bursar
.Bursar
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Assistant Professor of English

Aiken, Pauline, Ph.D ...
Alter, Martha,

.

A.M., Mus.M ...

Assistant Professor of Music
.

v Barctte, Marthe M., M.A ..

v

.Instructor

in French

Barnard, Rita H., M.B.A.

. Assistant

Professor of Secretarial Studies

Beebe, Leslie P., M.A ...

Part-time

Visiting Lecturer in Economics

Bethurum,

Professor of English

Frances D., Ph.D.

Assistant Professor of Spanish

Biaggi, Zelmira, A.M.

...... Part-time

Blek, Libby, A.B ..

Assistant in Psychology

Botsford, E. Frances, Ph.D ..

Associate Professor of Zoology

Bouvier, Arthur

Associate Professor of English

P., Ph.D ..

Associate Professor of Mathematics

Bower, Julia W., Ph.D.

.Assistant Professor of Physical Education

Brett, Frances S., B.S.

.....Part-time

Li t t.D ...

Brooke, C. F. Tucker,

Brown, Beatrice D. (Mrs. Carleton),

Brown,

Ph.D ....

........ Assistant Professor of English
.... Visiting Lecturer in Psychology

J. F., Ph.D. .

...Assistant

Burdett, Mildred, A.M ..
Burdick, E. Alverna,

Visiting Professor of English

Professor of Home Economics

. Professor of Physical Education

A.B ....

.....Associate Professor of Education

Butler, Vera M., Ed.D ...

...... .Lecturer in Fine Arts
Cannon, Irving, A.M ....
..... Professor of French

Cary, Esther C. T., Ph.D

.

Chaney, Margaret

.

.Professor of Home Economics
5., Ph.D

... Professor of Sociology

Cobbledick, M. Robert, Ph.D ....
.Instrucror

in History

"Cochran, John Knight, Ph.D.
...Assistant
Cole, Nancy,

Professor of Mathematics

Ph.D ..
....Instrucror

\J

Contini,

in Italian

Bianca M. C., M.A ..

» On leave, U. S. Maritime

Service.
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.......... Part-time Visiting Lecturer in Economics

Cook, Alice R., M.A ...
. E ve 1yn, B..S ,.
C ralg,

Instructor

Cranz, Eleanor S. (Mrs. F. Edward),

A.M....

....Instructor in Music

"Cranz, F. Edward, Ph.D...

.

Cross, Hartley W., Ph.D...
Curtis-Guajardo,

..

.

Instructor in Spanish

Professor of PHysics a~d Astronomy

Ph.D. .

Professor of History

Dilley, Marjorie R., Ph.D...

..

Ely, Margaret H. (Mrs. Richard T.), B.S.

Associate Professor of Government

.

Assistant Professor of Economics

Ernst, Carola L., A.M...

Professor of French

Falk, Marguerite M., A.B...

..... .Instructor in Physics

Fasolino, Estelle M., A.B...

....Assistant in Chemistry

Finney, Katherine, Ph.D ...

.

Frick, Grace, A.M ...

Assistant Professor of Economics
.Part-time Visiting Instructor in English

.

"Gagne, Robert Mills, A.B.

.Instructor in Psychology

Gamboa de Camino, Mrs. Berta, A.M ...

..... .Instructor in Spanish

Goodwin, Richard H., Ph.D ...

...... Professor of Botany

Gould, Ruth E., B.S...
\I

Visiting Professor of Economics
.

Daghlian, Garabed K., Ph.D.

-.l

.Instructcr in History

Elisa, A.M...

Destler, Chester McArthur,

in Home Econom,'cs

Grodnick, Joyce B., A.B ...

Hafkesbrink,

Hanna, Ph.D ...

Haines, George, IV, Ph.D ...

::.On leave, U. S. Army.
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......Assistant in Home Economics
.... Part-time

Assistant in Social Anthropology

.

Professor of German

. ..... " ...Assistant Professor in History

Hanson,

Marguerite,

Hartshorn,

Associate Professor of Fine Arts

Elizabeth, A.M ...

Hausman,
Hertzog,

A.M
.

Sybil A., A.M ...
Mary

c.,

.

.

Associate Professor of French
.

Zosia ..

._...Instrucror

Jensen, Gerard E., Ph.D ...
Johnston,

in Zoology

.. Assistant in Chemistry

Glen A., A.B ...

J acynowicz,

.Inscructor

A.B ...

Hier, Florence, Ph.D ...
Holland,

Assistant Professor of Physical Education

Instructor

in Music and Part-time Assistant in
Physical Education
.

Jean Vance, Ph.D ...

in Psychology

Professor of English
..... Assistant Professor in Chemistry

Jones, Malcolm B., Ph.D.

.

Assistant Professor of Romance Languages

Jones, Sarah R. (Mrs. Edward M.), A.M ..

. ...Assistant in Zoology

Kelly, Margaret

W., Ph.D ...

....Associate Professor of Chemistry

Kip, Nona M. (Mrs. Herbert Z.), A.B

Kirschenbaum,

Leo, Ph.D ...

Part-time

. Assistant Professor of ~aniSh

':'Lanza di Trabia, Angelo C., D.P.S.S ...
Laubenstein,

Paul F., S.T.M

_

Associate Professor of Religion and College Preacher
Part-time

Lewis, Helen E. H. (Mrs. E. S.), A.M

Assistant Professor of Music

Assistant Professor of Physics and Astronomy

Audrey M., A.B.,.

... Assistant in Zoology

Logan, Richard F., M.A...
Logan, Robert F...

Part-time

..

Logan, Rosamond C. (Mrs. Robert F.)
Long, Katherine

C,; B.S...

and Portuguese

.Assistant Professor of French and Italian

Leslie, Grace ..

Lindgren,

Assistant in Secretarial Training
and Reader in Mathematics

Lecturer in Geography
.Professor of Fine Arts

.

Assistant in Fine Arts
........ Nursery School Teacher

,~On leave.
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Mack,

Robert

D., Ph.D

...... Assistant

.

McKee, Mary C, Ph.D
Merwin,

Ruth

M., Ph.D

Miller,

Helena,

M.S ...

Minar,

Edwin

Mitchell,

.

... Part-time

Newlin,

Visiting

Noyes,

Gertrude

Oakes,

Ca cherine,

Park,

Rosemary,

Penniman,

Pond,

Doris

.

.

Ph.D ....
.... Part-time

Porrorf,

\Valter,

Record,

T., Ph.D...

Richardson,

Dorothy,
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and Philosophy

of Chemistry
of English

of English

Associate

Professor

of German

Instructor

in Government

.Instructor in English
in Physical Education

Research

.

W., A.B ..

Beatrice,

of English

....Instructor in History

H., A.M

Reynolds,

Professor

Professor

..Instructor

Ray, Josephine
Mason

of Government

Assistant

A.M ..

Arthur

of Classics

in Mathematics

Professor

.

E., Ph.D ...

Louise C., A.B. ..

Quimby,

in Botany

of Psychology

Visiting

Lois, A.B ...

Porges,

_.Instructor

.i.Associate Professor

A.M ....

R., Ph.D.

in Zoology

Professor

. Assistant

E., Ph.D .....

Howard

Peterson,

.... Professor

R., Ph.D" ..

Mildred

Instructor

.Assistanr

E., Ph.D ....

Frank

of Chemistry

....Instructor

Moore, John F., Ph.D ..
Morris,

.Professor

. Associa re Professor

M., Ph.D ..

Mitchell, Matthew C, Ph.D ..

of Philosophy

.

.

L., Jr., Vh.D ..

Josephine

Professor

Ph.D ...
Ph.D ...

Assistant

Professor
.

Assistant

in Botany

Professor of Music

of Speech and Director
Assistant

Professor
.

.Associate

of Radio

of Sociology

Professor

of History

Professor

of Zoology

Roach, Hannah

G., Ph.D...

.

Sanchez y Escribano, Federico, Ph.D...

Professor of History

.

Associate Professor of Spanish

Seward, Georgene H. (Mrs. John P.), Ph.D..

.

Assistant Professor of Psychology

':'Seward, John P., Ph.D...

Assistant Professor of Psychology

Smyser, Hamilton

._

M., Ph.D..

Snider, Hyla M., A.M...

Assistant

Stanwood,

.

Ruth, A.B...

Storck, Martha,

Thomas,

Ruth,

Thomson,
Tupper,

A.B...

Warner,

.

.

.Insrructor

.
.

Wolkonsky,

Catherine,

Woodhouse,

Chase Going, A.M...

Worthington,

.

Jane, A.M ...

Professor of Economics

Professor of Sociology

._

Associate Professor of Government

A.M...

Wood, Ruth H., A.B. .

in Home Economics

Assistant Professor of Sociology

Wessel, Bessie Bloom, Ph.D...
W. Hardy, A.M...

in Botany

... Associate Professor of English

Florence M., Ph.D.

':'Wickwar,

in German

in Physical Education
.Insrructor

Ph.D...

Weiss, Hilda R., Ph.D...

.Insrrucror

"

Martha 5., M.S.

Tuve, Rosemond,

Professor of Secretarial Studies

Research Assistant

A.M...
.

Professor of English

Professor of Physical Education

.

Betty F., Ph.D..

_

.
.

Assistant Professor of Russian
Assistant Professor in Physical Education
. '. Professor of Economics
... .Instructor

in English

::-On leave.
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/946
..... 21 Jay St., New London, Conn.

Aitner, Helen K ...

.....30 Clinton Ave., Montclair, N. J.

Alling, Joan ..
Alpri n, Gloria

1350 E. 27rh St., Brooklyn,N, Y.

J. ..

.

Andrews, Lois ..

...... 139 Sunset Lane, Tenafly, N.

Angus, Louisa 0..
Armstrong,

Pine St., Westfield, Mass.

.80 Chestnut

Nancy S..

J.

s-; Englewood, N. J.

....98 Riverside Drive, New York, N. Y.

Austin, Deane S...

...18 3 Wildwood Ave., Upper Montclair, N. J.

Bachman, Marjory 1...

...... 35 Alger Place, New London, Conn.

Barcher, Betty L..

1810 Whitney Ave., Hamden, Conn.

Bassett, Mary C.

25 Scarborough St., Hartford, Conn.

Beecher, Ann L...

..1629 S. Sixth St., Terre Haute, Ind.

Black, Evelyn S..
Block, Lucy D...

2112 Eastern Parkway, Louisville,Ky .

Blocker, Margaret E ...

.. . 71 Kendall Ave., Maplewood,N, J.
....21 Crestmont Road, Binghamton, N. Y.

Bloomer, Marie A ...
Bolton, Marjorie L. ..

..2310 W. II th St., Wilmington, Dtl.

Buchanan, Eleonora R.o.

...... 166 Palisado Ave., Windsor, Conn.
. Parsonage Road, Greenwich, Conn.

Bushman, Barbara.
Butler, Marguerite ...

.

.41 Arlington Road, West Hartford, Conn.
..... 21 Quincy St., Methuen, Mass.

Caplan, Barbara C.

... ..312 S. Fifth St., Geneva,Ill.

Carpenter, Mary C ...

21 Garthwaite Terrace, Maplewood,N.

Carr, Leila M ...

..... 15 Kilburn Road, Belmont, Mass.

Caskey, Sara M.

. 17829 Fernway Road, Shaker Heights, 0,

Caylor, Marguerite A.

.

Chandler, Anne H ...
.

Clinchy, Jean ..

200 N. Beacon St., Hartford, Conn.
.

Cole, Margaret C.
.

239 Parmelee Place, Elizaheth, N, J.
. .552 Charles Sc., Kingston, Pa.

Coughlin, Marilyn H ...

Cruikshank,

.

294 Lawrence St., New Haven, Conn.
.Taft School, Watertown, Conn.

Janet F.

Crumb, Frances E ...
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Round Hill Road, Greenwich, Conn.
111 Memorial Drive, Cambridge, Mass.

Cooder, Mary E ..

Crawford, Joan B...

34 Thames St., New London, Conn.
950 Park Ave., New York, N. Y,

Clark, Phebe W ..

Compton, Jean C.

J.

.

65 Garden St., Forestville,Conn.

Davies, Dana A ...
Duenewald,

.

5040 Warwick

Muriel
.

93 Merriweather

Dultz, Adele B.

Road, Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich.

129 Mayhew Drive, South Orange, N.

Dwyer, Virginia J ..
.

1120 Radcliffe St., Bristol, Pa.

.

284 N. Oxford St., Hartford,

Eggerss, Joan C .

.

740 S. Washington

Evans, G. Muriel
.

.

Fast, Elizabeth J ...

.

Faulkner,

.

Nancy ..

212 21 st Place, La Crosse, Wis.
145 Clinton Ave., Hillsdale, N.

1232 Harvard

Finn, Betty H ...
.

Fisher, Frances R.

.
.

.

908 Edgewood Ave., Pelham Manor, N. Y.
.117 S. Park Ave., Hinsdale, Ill.

Fry, Barbara A.

.43 Fifth Sc., Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

.

M. Jane ..

.

Galindo, Anita ..

P. O. Box 1761, San Juan, Puerto Rico

.

Oswegatchie
.

Gates, Mary H .
...

Geiger, Ceres W .
Gold, Sarah

c...

Gross, Norma A ..
Hanson,

Evelyn A ...

Harris, Betty L...
Hawthorne,

1. June ..

Road, Waterford,

Conn.

339 White St., Waterville,

N. Y.

Bellefonte, Ashland, Ky.
.

....

Greene, Martha B.
Grimes, Barbeur L. .

96 Curtis St., Meriden, Conn.

111-05 Martel Place, Forest Hills, N. Y.

Frost, Gloria ..

Phebie F ...

Blvd., Dayton, O.

890 Post Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.

.

de Freitas, Lygia A ...

J.

18 Circle Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.

Flagg, Mary ..
Frank, Anne K ...

J.

194 \Vest Sc., Keene, N. H.

...... 246 Underhill Road, South Orange, N.

Ferry, C. Joanne

Gardner,

St., Van Wert, Ohio

365 West End Ave., New York, N. Y.

Frances ..

Fullerton,

Conn.

32 Cushing Ave., Nashua, N. H.

Exsrein, Theza H ..
Farnam,

J.

955 Walton Ave., New York, N. Y.

Mary.

Eaton, Lucy B .

Pa.

........ 180 W. 58th St., New York, N. Y.

Duffield, Sally..

-Eastburn,

Terrace, Pittsburgh,

140 Eighth Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
.. 58 Walnut

.

St., Bristol, Conn.

513 Sedgwick Drive, Syracuse, N. Y.
.

36 Harding Drive, South Orange, N.
3424 Quebec St., N. W., Washington,

J.

D. C.

. . 95 Longfellow Road, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
. ..2019 Eye Sr., N. W., Washington,

D. C.

Hayssen, Mary-Nairn

...... 3487 N. Lake Drive, Milwaukee, Wis.

Healy, Elizabeth.v....

............ 25 Apawamin Ave., Rye, N. Y.

Healy, Margaret L...

...... 2421 Heliotrope Drive, Santa Ana, Calif.

Heath,

Suzanne Bates ..

.

923 Kearsley Sr., East Flint, Mich.
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........

Herzfeld, Carol A ...

3541 N. Lake Drive, Milwaukee, \Vis.
.

HlI, Joyce A ...

..

Hopkins, Constance ..
Imber, ~iriam

.

J acobsoh, J oa n

M .

Conn.

Hill Court,

15 Runnemede

F•..

Ave., Lansdowne, Pa.

1236 Maple Ave., Evanston, Ill.
...74 Baldwin Ave., Newark,

N.

The Georgian, Evanston,

Patri ia E.

Kuhn, Harriet

Stamford,

3309 Daleford Road, Shaker Heights, O.

.

Ina

J.

... 50 Strawberry

Kitchell, Ellis ...

Kreutlr,

180 Maple Sr., Englewood, N.

Conn.

Kennedy, Janeti H ...

IM"

N. ].

. ... .Ludlow Manor Road, East Norwalk,

....

Kempsmich, Eleanor T ..

K raemer,

Lakes, Trenton,

..... 12 35 Eckert Ave., Reading, Pa.

L. .....

Ireland, roan H

Hillwood

..........................................

...._..

Lambd n, BarbLa B

J.
Ill.

181 Ely Road, Akron, O.

Box 1230, New London, Conn .

Lawrence, Ethel W.

......

156 Linden Ave., Englewood,

Lent, Nancy R ...

.

Levenson, Sara A .

N.

J.

1821 Second St., Peru, Ill.

..... 4203 38th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Levin, Suzanne R .

763 Harvard

St., Rochester,

N. Y.

Lincoln, Lorraine H ..

.279 Russell St, Middletown,

Conn.

Lovett, Dorris 1. .

..... 233 S. Broadway, Nyack, N. Y.

Lyman) Catherine E ..
Lyman

.Middlefield, Conn .

Jane E ...

.... 1756 E. 23rd Sr., Brooklyn, N. Y.

MaCFafyen, Jessie E
MacFafand,

.

Elizabeth Tait

R. D. 2, Dalton,

.

Marshall, Lois R

104 Shoreham

.

...15 Mohegan Place, New Rochelle, N. Y.

McCallip, Sarah A...

Mead, rary

.

50 N. Main Sr., Essex, Conn.

Janet R.....

.710 N. 58th St., Omaha, Neb.

R..................

Mellmrn, Doris

Mountain

J.....

.

Milleri Barbara M.........

.

Minte}, Mary 1........

.

.
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Conn.

300 Fayette

New London, Conn.
St., Conshohocken,

Ave., West Hartford,

Pa.

Conn.

...... 505 W. Eighth St., Plainfield, N.
.

-

21 Staples Place, West Hartford,
-

Muir, M. Anne
Murphy, Louise A ...

Fort Trumbull,

706 Farmington

Moodt, M. Aileen..
Mount, Jean ..

Road, West Hartford,

.. 17120 S. Woodland Road, Shaker Heights, O.

MiddlJton, Norah 5.......

MorrJ. Barbara 1..

N. Y.

.... 12 Woods Lane, Scarsdale, N. Y,

Martin, Helen H .

McDorugh,

Drive, Rochester,

Pa.

.

10 Chatham
-

Road, Longmeadow,

J.

Conn.
Mass.

.400 E. 52nd St., New York, N. Y.
Weiner Ave., Harrington,

Del.

Needham,

Nathalie ..

Nelson, Margaret

Coughlin

Neville,

Barbara ..

Nichols,

Sarah

Niedecken,

343 Highland

.

Kate ..

..

Old Black Point Road, Niantic,

Conn.

................ 80 Dean Sc., Taunton,

Mass.

2757 N. Lake Drive, Milwaukee, Wis.
....... 9 Fcrncliff Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.

Mary E ...

.

130 5 E. 13 5th St., East Cleveland, O.

Paul, Joan G ...

94 Whiting

Pearson, Virginia E ..

..

Nancy ... _ .

.Taylor St., Hinsdale, Mass.

.

6159 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.

Pollard, Virginia E ...

64 Atlantic
..

.

.... 11 W. 95th St., New York, N. Y.

Mary
.....................

64 Colburn Road, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
.835 McCoy Road, Huntington,

Rogers, Susanne Long.

.. ..93 Manhattan

Barbara A ...

J.

Anchorage

..Williamson

Sears, Eleanor P.

Drive, Bridgeport,

..

Simes, Rosamond

Smith, Patricia

Miriam

Conn.

.
.

Pa.

...Rock Ridge Drive, South Norwalk,

Sunset Ridge Road, Northbrook,

Marian L. ..

Teipel, Lillian H ..

Me.

Conn.

Marion ..

A.

28 Bowdoin St., Portland,

J.

.. .... 14 Seymour St., Watertown,

H .

Taylor, Elizabeth

Road, Box 184, Ardmore, Pa.

....Ronks, Lancaster County,

.

Stokes, Priscilla S..

J.

107 Revere Road, Manhasset, N. Y.

Simpson, Earline D ..
Smi th, Barbara F

J.

Conn.

...Argyle Road, Essex Fells, N.

Seaver, Jane M ..

Sternrich,

N.

.......... 1S0 Park Ave., Leonia, N.

Seal, Ruth ..

Stephenson,

Ave., Crestwood, N. Y.

..... 38 Beaumont Ave., \X!allingford, Conn.

St. John, Elinor C.
Samuels, Bryna

v«

W.

. .... 671 Barrymore Sr., Phillipsburg,

Jane M ...

Steinberg,

O.

.. .. .45 Popham Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.

Reemer, Mary F ..

Rutter,

Mass.

124 N. Lincoln Ave., Hinsdale, Ill.

Reiffel, Betty A ...

Rubenoff,

s-., Lynn,

2152 Grandin Road, E. W. H., Cincinnati,

Reeves, Valmere B...

Robinson,

Conn.

31 High Se., Exeter, N. H .

...

Ramsey, Anne E ...

Lane, \X!est Hartford,

.

Pierce, Janet S..
Platt,

Mass.

........ 267 Prospect Sr., \X!ethersfield, Conn.

Niles, Caruth
O'Brien,

Sr., West Newton,

53 Plymouth

Ill.

Ave., Maplewood, N.

J.

3 Maplewood Terrace, Haverhill,

Mass.

.... 5457 Nebraska Ave., N. W., Washington,

D. C.

215 White Plains Road, Tuckahoe,

N. Y.
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____

~.J

r..

.

..... 2613 E. Shorewood Blvd., Milwaukee, Wis.

lenr' Elizabeth H

.

Camp Meeting Road, R. D. 2, Sewickley, Pa.

Tefer' Cynthia

.

.... 33 Dean Sr., Braintree, Mass.

TeiJrcn, Bernice

Thorpson, Marion
Tidejnan,

...6 Henry Sr., Bellows Falls, Vr.

"

Catherine

......... 13 8 Abingdon Ave., Kenilworth, Ill.

.

. '..Park Ave., Woolrich, Pa.

Tobias, M. Eleanor ..
Tompkins,

Woodley Road, N. W., Washington, D. C.

.2800

E. Claire ..

... 127 Stone St., Peoria, Ill.

Topping, Mary M...
Tudisca,

... _53 Liberty

Rosalie E .
.

Turner, Helen G .

V1iI, EIOiStN. H..
Voorhees,

wfgner,

Frances E

'hite,

.
.

L........ ..

.

.

.

.

c.

Road, Newtonville,

.

55 Fernwood

.
.
.

ilson, 1dela K...

K .
R .
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Road,

New Haven,

Conn.
Wis.

Blvd., Portland,

West

Hartford,

Me.
Conn.

1230 Spruce St., Winnetka, Ill.

.

i1son, Shirley E...

O.
Mass.

Ave., Milwaukee,

.... 102 Baxter

'Ii illiamson, M. Lynn....

c

Lane, Cincinnati,

10 Vista Terrace,

W illiamsof' Ann M

,Anne
l
right,
riscilla

Conn .

4,259 Hazel St., Chicago, Ill.

.

W'j'Ugoes, Alice E.....

oodma

Ave., New London,

.... 2230 E. Bradford

17.iscilla

illner, tudith

N. Y.

814 E. Phil-Ellena St., Philadelphia, Pa.

S,:ynnc

'lkins,

39 Whitney

O.

Ave., Ossining,

3 Rural

.

.

beth ]

Weissman. Joan

.405 Mohegan

.

W il, Mar~. rie A......
~eiss, Eli

.

.

Conn.

1862 Selma Ave., Youngstown,

..... 22 Eastern

uth Goodhue

W tson, 1rgery

Sr., Pawcatuck,

.

1419 Bath Ave., Ashland, Ky.

267 McKinley

Se., Binghamton,

.41 Pleasant
.

Conn.

2355 E. Hill Ave., Cincinnati,
9 Vincent

.

Ave .• New Haven,

N. Y.

Sr., Springfield,
Centerbrook,

O.

Vt.

Conn.

CLaM o-t
Abernethy,
Albrecht,

Jean

......... .401 Monmouth

Joan ..

434 Harvey

Baird, Priscilla
.
.

Batt, Mary A .

.

R ...

..

1063 Metropolitan

.
.

..I067
.

Elizabeth

C..

.

81 Tenafly Road, Englewood,

.

Browne, Cynthia

E...
... "Overbrook",

Budds, Phyllis A...

.

365 Stewart

Bunyan, Ann A. .

Barbara

Julia

Cope, Jane M ...

Cornwall,

Mary E ...
E. Paige .....

Cosh, Marjorie.

Ave., Garden City, L. 1., N. Y,

Conn.

Road, DeWitt,

N. Y.

764 Lake St., Newark,
.4 Quincy
.

O.

Sr., Middletown,

101 Beverly Road, West Hartford,

.

Janice ..

1...

Corning,

Conn.

N ...

Cole, Catherine
Cooper,

Tom's Road, Stamford,

2895 Sedgewick Road, Shaker Heights,
.

Lois ..

A ..

J.

Conn.

..7 Morton

B...

Ruth

J.

N.

Conn.

. ..... Rowayton,

...... 110 Mt. Vernon

A ...

Chana lis, Mildred

Conn.

... 13415 Shaker Blvd., Cleveland,

0..

Patricia

Sr., Groton,

N. Y.

..... 9 Watkins Place, New Rochelle, N. Y .

Maren

Margaret

Colcord,

J.

6 Warren Sr., Winchester, Mass.

Phyllis A...

Cohen,

Wis.

286 Warwick Ave., West Englewood, N.

Brown, Margaret T

Cavanaugh,

Ivve., Bridgeport,

. .. 110 Mitchell

Brower, Joan P..

Carlisle,

Ave., Milton, Mass.

E. 26th St., Brooklyn,

999 Maplewood

Bolz, Mary M...

Campbell,

Pa.

40 E. 88th Sr., New York, N. Y.

J.

Bodie, Shirley E..

Camp,

J.
J.

.22 Colt Road, Summit, N.

Blank, Phoebe

Burmester,

Mass.

5730 N. Bay Ridge Ave., Milwaukee,

Barbara R ...

Browne,

N. Y.

.472 Vine Sr. Bethlehem,

Blades, Nancy.

Bogert,

Road, Braintree,

Pa.

158 S. Mountain Ave., Montclair, N.

G ...

Belik, Winona L. ..
Bernstein,

Philadelphia,

115 Virginia Ave., Westmont, N.

.

Claudia

Beebe, Nancy

St., Germantown,

193 Hawthorn

Barry, Ruth E .

J.

Ave., Spring Lake, N.

......... _ 1 Dundee Road, Larchmont,

J...

Barrie, Marjorie

Beardslee,

/947

Road, Chestnut

O.

Conn.
N.

J.

Hill, Mass.

1105 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

.

15 Columbus
..

Ave., Montclair,

146 Lincoln Road, Brooklyn,

425 Ridgewood

N.].
N. Y.

Ave., Glen Ridge, N.

...... 90 Peck St., Norwich,
.

Southport,

1116 Washington

J.

Conn.
Conn.

Ave., Alton, Ill.
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.Ba y View, South Dartmouth,

Co~ltcr, Jane E ....
Co ,Frances

......... .490 Whitney

R ..

Crim, Priscilla M

Conn,

. Box 815, Storrs, Conn.

.

398 Broad St., New London, Conn.

Cuddy, Mary A ..
Culbertson,

Ave., New Haven,

Mass.

.... 2101 Connecticut

J. ..

Mary

Ave., Washington,

D. C.

Dalton, Marion E...

96 Chadbourne

Road, Rochester,

N. Y.

Damery, Janice F ..

... 199 Woodbury

St., Watertown,

Conn.

. Quarters

Dance, Tulah S...

Dimpsey,

Louise W. A

Dismukes,

Dorothy

Dorrance,

A

D~charmC'IL.

Dr

J.

, E. Terry.v....

.

Conn.

32 Lc May St., West Hartford,

Conn.

.

Route 6, Box 3l-F, South Jacksonville, Fla.

.

Fa zone, Nfarie T......
Anne

Hudson View Gardens,

'I

..

.. ... 50 Stratford
.

G ntsch, iartha
Giraud, Btbara

D

244 Wheeler Ave., Bridgeport,

Conn.

N. Y.

65 Clark St., Belmont,

Mass.

.

.

reenblatJ, Jacquelyn
.

874 Carroll

St., Brooklyn,

!

St., New London, Conn.
St., Hartford,

Managua,

Conn.

Nicaragua

175 Ashley St., Hartford,

352 N. Ridgewood
·······

N. Y.

895 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
.

Susanne H
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Place, St. Louis, Mo.

392 Sigourney
.

Hanley, Muriel F

N. ].

94 Arundel

51 Summer

J uani ta ..

Harold, Jeanne E

Ave., Upper Montclair,

.4293 Vireo Ave., New York, N. Y.

.

umport, Jean M.

Center, L. 1., N. Y.

17860 Lake Ave., Lakewood, O.
.

race, Margo!...........

riffin, Marilyn A ...

Road, Rockville

.

.

Ave., New York, N. Y.

. ..... 63 Elm Ave., Larchmont,

..... 423 Upper Mountain

..

A

cl,ldman, (my

Hannoch,

Conn.

E... .

G rdner, ~riscilla

Gurucera,

162 Collins Sc., Hartford,

183rd and Pinehurst

F ster, Hafriet L....

F mm Anne J.

Conn.

31 Brookside Blvd., West Hartford,

1f............

F nning, rary

J.

825 York St., Denver, Colo.

.

FaiLlk, Ehzrbeth H

Ftguson,

Pa.

11 Emerson St., Sanford, Me.

Farrel, Ma1iorie L...

Fa ,Jean

126 Clifford St., Hamden,

.

Evens, Jac ueline 0
Fa~nswort

.

_.

Road, Pittsburgh,

Euclid Ave., Maplewood, N.

..........54

.

Elaine

ton, EIZObeth

1422 Browning

.

facquelme

o.

..29 Pleasant St., New London, Conn.

.

.

Conn.

3330 Gallatin Road, Toledo,

.

Delaplane, Jane A ...

I

West Point, N. Y.

....Woodstock,

G ...

Davis, Elizabeth

I

117, U.S.M.A.,

Conn.

Road, South Orange, N,

339 St. Ronan St., New Haven,

J.

Conn.

Hart,

Margaret

Hart,

Muriel

R ..

.

932 Tower Road, Winnetka,

Ill.

........

50 Freeman Ave., Norwich,

Conn.

Hasson,

Ellen G ...

..

208 W. Town St., Norwich,

Conn.

Hasson,

Mary T ..

..

208 W. Town Sr., Norwich,

Conn.

Hawn,

Joan E.

Hemmerly,
Henry,

Gloria R.

Hickey,

D. Joan

Hickey,

Grace M.

Hoadley,

Lucinda

Hollerith,

..

J ..

Barbara

S .

Hulst,

Margaret

G.

Humphrey,

.
'

..

Nancy

Inglis, Margaret

5 ...

Lois R ...

Johnson,

Susannah

Maxine ].

Kappel,

Joyce B..

Ky.

554 Forest Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

..

.

O.

J.

N.

N. Y .

Glendale, L I., N. Y.
St., East Orange, N.

Pelham Biltmore,
.

4 Parkway

J.

Pelham Manor, N. Y.

1904 Dorothy

Ave., Louisville, Ky.

Circle, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

. 965 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
802 Foxdale Ave., Winnetka,

Ill.

802 Foxdale Ave., Winnetka,

Ill.

9 Prospect

M ..
..

J. ..
.

Lane, Doris A ....

A ..

Ave., Huntington,

111 Harrison

..

Gretchen

Ave., \Vestfield,

85-19 Union Turnpike,

.

Rosemary

Drive, Lakewood,

..... 230 Madison Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.

J. ..

Leech, Nancy ..

N. J.

.................

King, Mary E.

Edith

Pa.

13823 Edgewater

..... 13 Grandview

B ..

Kaplan,

Lechner,

Drive, Pittsburgh,

.617 Lawrence

..

Johnson,

Laurman,

Conn.

..

Joan L...

Kunhardt,

N. Y.

1401 Bath Ave., Ashland,

M ...

Marjorie

Rochester,

35 Caris brooke Road, Wellesley Hills, Mass.

N ...

Jezek, Vera A.

Koster,

Road, Baltimore, Md.

8 Coolidge Ave., White Plains, N. Y.

Joanne ..

King, Nora

Conn.

19 Berkeley Place, Montclair,

.

Jones, Elizabeth

Pond Hill, Naugatuck,

125 Filbert St., Hamden,

.

Helene ..

]eno, Elfrieda

Conn.

.. . 51 Woodland

Susan R.

Immerman,

O.

Drive, West Hartford,

5 Englewood

.

Janet 5 ...

Hutchinson,

Conn.

Ave., Lakewood,

............... .78 Oak Lane, Brighton,

Huber,

Jensen,

St., Lakeville,

.46 Griswold

Doris G .

Hurley,

Montgomery
1069 Nicholson

.

Alice B.

Hostage,

Hunt,

Ave., Ravena, N. Y.

...... 1J0 E. 67th St., New York, N. Y.

Lucia B.

Holmes,

... 12 Western

Jean H.

Park West, Brooklyn,

231 Randolph
181 Springfield
.

A.

Ave., Milton, Mass.
Ave., Summit,

N.

1209 Astor Se., Chicago,

....708 Broad Sr., Montoursville,
.

N. Y.

J.
Ill.
Pa.

931 W. Market Sr., Lima, Ohio
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J.

......... 503 Birch Ave., Westfield, N.

Little~ Barbara B.
.

Low, Marion L. ..

217 Wells Road, Wethersfield, Conn.
.

Low, Nancy E...

29 Lyme Road, Hanover, N. H.
.23849 Shaker Blvd., Shaker Heights, O.

Luff, Mary E.
.

Maislen, Ada D.

169 Ridgefield St., Hartford, Conn,

.

Manchin, Lillian F...

69 Kensington Lane, Swampscott, Mass.

.

Manning, Corinne ..

J.
324 E. Dudley Ave., Westfield, N. J.

262 Scotch Plains Ave., Westfield, N.
.

Marks, Sarah P..

Quarters H, Submarine Base,New London, Conn.

Marlowe, Elizabeth L.

......... 1205 First

Marshall, M. Barbara..

se.,

Huntington, W. Va.

Mathewson, Elizabeth B.

.

Quarters A, Navy Yard, Philadelphia, Pa.

McBride, Ann N ...

.

62 Taylor Place, South Orange, N.

J.

.:Box 235, North Conway, N. H.

McKey, Elizabeth C...
.

McMinn, Margaret E .

310 Beechwood, Orange, N.

J.

Mc1iutt, Patricia L. .

624 N. Foothill Road, Beverley Hills, Calif.

Mershon, Jeanne 5

.

Miller, Elainl R

.

27 Bedford Place, Stamford, Conn.
26 Olmsted Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.

.

....Box 20, River Road, Bound Brook, N. ].

Miller, Euge ia .." .

.......Church Hill Road, Box J5-C, R. F. D. 3, Bridgeport, Conn.

MOT Maryr'

.

Mur ta, TOlioe....

273 Ocean Ave., New London, Conn.

Mur [ock, JJephine.
Mur ay, Susr·

".·

Mus, Jane ,.

.

" .." ..""

Ridgefield, Conn.

300 College Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Sunset Road, Darien, Conn.

Ne ey, Nary.··,

260 Prospect Ave., Highland Park, 111,

NiCf.olS,Consuela.......

.517 Broadway, Long Branch, N.].

Nic enig, 9orothY M.

3 Pondfield Road, Bronxville, N. Y.

........]J

No es, Nancy............

1138 Judson Ave., Evanston, Ill.

Odtll, LouiSL..........,

1563 44th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Ogden, Amelia L.........
Ol4on, Norma J..........
OJlatek, Kilty...........

.

""

""

"

.....................,

OJis, Barbara .

160 Henry Se., Brooklyn, N. Y.
25 E. 86th Sr., New York, N. Y.

. "

P kef, Florence M .
Perry, Joan M

..2215 Genesee Sr., Utica, N. Y.

40 Harvard Ave., Meriden, Conn.

916 Farragut St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
.

Pe~ersen,Marian L. ..
PHillips,Ann ..
Pimm, Lorraine M...
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.

26 High Sr., Camden, Me.

... 222 Cumberland Ave., Kenilworth, Ill.
...... 13400 Shaker Blvd., Cleveland, O.
.36-26 205th St., Bayside, N.

J.

Pinks, Janet E ...

..72 Bradley Ave., Meriden, Conn.

Pond, Virginia ..

.

146 Mountain

Powers, Nancy ..

.

35 Park Place, Meriden, Conn.

Radovsky, Sally R.

492 June Sc., Fall River, Mass.

Vera L.

Raymond,

..

Remmers, N aocy E ...
Revaque,

.72 Sagamore Road, Bronxville, N. Y.
3300 Oriole Drive, Louisville, Ky.

..

Francisco

Riley, Ann E ..

Rosales 2, 2 Department
.

"Birchlea",

Joan B. .

Robinson,

Patricia S...

.

Loudonville Road, Albany, N. Y.

Anderson Road, Milbrook, Greenwich, Conn.

.

Delbarton

..........................................

Ronci, Lynette

.

Rosen, Joan.

.465 W. 2Jcd Sr., New York, N. Y.

72 Somerset St., Wethersfield, Conn.
150 Rockwood Place, Englewood, N.].

Rozen, Helen M ...

......... .7709 Club Drive, Clayton, Mo.

Louise ..

11 Gorton

Sapinsley, Jane F.

Seaman, Marna L..

..

11 Francis Court, New Britain, Conn.
.... 609 E. State Sr., Sharon, Pa .

Service, Julia ..

.. ...Ridge and Roxboro Ave., Roxboro, Philadelphia, Pa.

Shields, Ann H ...

478 Manor Lane, Pelham Manor, N. Y.

Slocum, Prudence D ...

3409 "0"

Smith, Margaret L. ..

Somach, Janice R ..
Somerby, Joan E .
Spencer, Mary B .

Stauffer, Virginia L. ..

Conn.

Lane, Lawrence, L. 1., N. Y.

.7 Auerbach

.... 20 Everell Road, Winchester,

Mass.

...... 635 W. Seventh St., Erie, Pa.

475 Madison Ave., York. Pa.
..... 9 Woodward

Stevens, Martha I.

Ave., Quincy, Mass.

..... 23 Lenox Sr., New London, Conn.

J. .

. .2409 N. Wahl Ave., Milwaukee. Wis.

Frances.
H.

Stolitzky, Zelda K..

..... 101 Englewood

Road. Longmeadow,

Mass.

....... 1070 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
. ...... 37 Villa St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Studner, Sue.
Swain. Joanna

.

D. C.

.116 E. 5lrd St., New York, N. Y.

Jean C.

Stir ton, Margaret

N. W., Washington,

100 Burlingame Road, Syracuse, N. Y.

Stanley, Dorothy.

Stimpson,

se.,

..... 71 Brownell Ave., Hartford,

Solomon, Mildred R ...

Stiefel, Jeanne

St., Providence, R. I.

................ Gilbert Road, Storrs, Conn.

Scott, Harriett ..

Stannard,

J.

Drive, Short Hills, N.

40 Stimson Road, New Haven, Conn.

Rowe, Barbara A. R ...

Rubinstein,

2, Mexico, D. F.

...48 Cleveland Road, New Haven, Conn,

Rippey, Susan G.
Roberts,

Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

c...

.... 90 Evergreen Place, East Orange, N.

J.
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........... 345 Hollywood Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

Taylor, DeLois M...
.

Thamer, Janet H.
Thomas, Patricia L.

R. F. D. 2, Wildwood Road, Stamford, Conn.
275 Springfield Ave., Hasbrouck Heights, N. ].

.

Tytla, Elsie M..

....R. F. D. 2, Station 12, New London, Conn.

Van Nostrand, Mary E.

21 Prospect St., Babylon, N. Y.

Vclles, Eftima ..

42 Lee Ave., New London, Conn.

Vinal, Helen F.

197 Columbian Sr., South Weymouth, Mass.

.

Vogel, Jean A ..

405 N. Fullerton Ave., Upper Montclair, N.

Waghorne, Anne L...
wllker,

.

H' Constance.......

WJnder, Elna M.............

\Veptholt,
Wetherald,

966 E. 24th

.

.714 Northridge

, ,.

letta..

.

1949 Foster Ave., Toledo, O.
.

.

1 Bon Mar Road, Pelham Manor, N. Y.
140 Remington

Wi1dell, Mlrilou].

19850 Marchmont

W1e, Eleanbr K.........

.2002

Wifey, Laur L.

Road, Manhasset, N. Y.
Road, Shaker Heights, O.

Scortwood, Ann Arbor, Mich.

.73 Bainbridge Road, West Hartford,

W~liams, June A.

Conn.

297 Summit Ave., Summit, N. J.

W"tman, J1an L. ..

..68 Scotland Road, South Orange, N. ].

W"'ttelshof9r, Norma..

1706 W. Boston Blvd., Detroit, Mich.

d, Mary B...

.

W 01, ChaJlotte
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Road, Rochester, N. Y.

502 Woodside Ave., Narberth, Pa.

.

WJitmore, Jean 0.......

Yager, Nancy L. ..

Brooklyn, N. Y.

...52 Oakwood Ave., Upper Montclair, N.].

nn E...

WJitmore, ~ancy F...

se.,

J.

Drive, West Lafayette, Ind.

.30 Tarrytown

Whalen, N. Joan....

\V

Pa.

...332 Redmond Road, South Orange, N.

\va~ren, Jar ice , ,..........

J.

33 Kenmore Road, Belmont, Mass.

.666 Philadelphia Ave., Chambersburg,

I
\'Valsh, Bar~ara L.

\'V1Is, Barb ra E

111.

......... 12 5 J Ridge, Wilmette,

Tudor, Madianne

920 Marietta Ave., Lancaster, Pa.

.65 Denison Ave., New London, Conn.
.

.79 Melrose Drive, New Rochelle, N. Y,

05 /948

CLaM
Alden,

Janet ..

.... 16 Linden Sr., \Vhitinsville,

Allen, Eleanor A ..
Amrein,

Polly ..

Amster,

Ellen C ...

Anderson,

.

Arline

.""

Barber,

R.

Eleanor

..

.

Bates, Barbara
Beardsley,

............................

Helen ]. ..

Benjamin,

Betty]'

..

.
.

V.

Brennan,

Beverly A ...
Elizabeth

Campbell,

Beverly A,

des Cognets,

Elaine R ..

Collins,

15 Governors

B.

.

Road, Hamden,

299 Salisbury St., Worcester,

.......... 85 Englewood

.

Mary M.

J ......

Pa.

Conn.

N. Y.

.

Mich.
N. Y.
Conn.

Grassy Hill Road, Milford, Conn.

...22 Homesdale

Helen.

Marjorie

Lane, Schenectady.

..32 Hemlock

Cohen,

Coleman,

.

..

Elaine L.

Colegrove,

..116 McLean Ave., Detroit,

80 Underhill

Cohen,

Ave., Bradford,

Point Road, Groton,

24 Sturgis Road, Bronxville,

L..

Elizabeth

N. Y.

.405 E. 58th Sr. New York, N, Y,

.

L...

Mary A".

355 Eastern

.......................

Sara S.

Clark,

l

.......... 98 S. Morris Lane, Scarsdale, N. Y.

Carl, Mary L. ..

Lois E.

N,

St., Grand Rapids, Mich.

..... 216 Jackson
..

L.

Md.

210 E, 90th St. New York, N, Y,
... 458 E. Fulton

R ...

Burroughs,

Conn.

.71 Kendall Ave" Maplewood,
20 Aldine Park, Nyack,

.

Elizabeth

Clark,

Conn.

100 West Belvedere Ave., Baltimore,

E...

Bowman,

Edith

Ave., Niantic,

Ave., Jersey City, N.].

.......... 165 Fiske St., Waterbury,
..

Barbara

Clark,

N. Y.

5406 Izard, Omaha, Neb.

..

Carolyn

Barbara

Road, Great Neck, N. Y.

Pennsylvania

Bloom, Ruth N, ..

Chope,

Conn.

.

Black, Jean K...

Carpenter,

Village, Box 106, \Vaterford,

..680 West End Ave., New York, N. Y .

Virginia].

Blackley,

Conn.
Conn.

.. .. 59 Crescent

Berlin, Jean F ...

Blocker,

Ave., West Hartford,

.4 Gilchrist

..

O.

N, Y,

20 Sixth Ave., Nyack,

Barbara A.

Bevans,

Drive, Shaker Heights,

Road, Windsor,

..

Belle Isle, Barbara A.

Park, New York, N. Y.

18 Ridgewood
. Jordan

J.

N.

.... 585 79th Sr., Brooklyn,

531 Prospect

Ann W.

Bennett,

44 Gramercy
17250 Parkland

Edith D ...

Barnard,

9-3 A English Village, Cranford,

.

Aschaffenburg,

Mass.

Road, Meriden, Conn.

Road, Longmeadow,

Mass.

Road, Bronxville,

N. Y.

1129 Wightman
Grassy

Mass.

Hill

St., Pittsburgh,
Road, Orange,

Pa.
Conn.
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.. 266 Elderwood Ave., Pelham, N. Y.

Conant, Carol 1...

..... 1528 Dcrwalt Parkway, Schenectady, N. Y.

Coons, Mary J ....
Cooper, Frrnces M

102 Kenyon Sr., Hartford,

.

.

14 Lincoln St., Portland, Me.

.

Corthell, Shirley H .

313 North East Ave., Vineland, N.

.

Creamer, Rosalie M...

Conn.

J.

.....P. O. Box 206, Cheshire, Conn.

Crumrine, Helen 1.
Davidson, Ashley.

..... 1710 Center Ave., Bay City, Mich.

Davis, Lucille B...

..145 Wyoming Ave., Maplewood, N.].
.

Doherty, Anne D.,.
.

Dole, Marilyn P..
DJyle, Virginia F

.86 Main Sr., Saugus, Mass.

.

.

EI~'.ott, An e E......

.

.

31 Brookside Blvd., West Hartford,

.

.

Ferruson, Jarbara

.

.

Ferris, FralceL

Fl

510 Grove Terrace, South Orange, N. J.

.

Frances P

.
.

.

agan, +atY-Louise

Fli r, M. Margaret

.

Sherman, P.O.,

.

Freedman, Barbara R .
Fried, Dorothy L..

.

18 Lakeside Drive, New Rochelle, N. Y.

63 03 Meadow Lane, Chevy Chase, Md.

GfmmiC' Barbara J

14 Tulip Drive, Great Neck, L. 1., N. Y.

E..........

.

G~rdner, Jane A............

82 Underhill Road, Ossining, N. Y.

.

3000 Beals Branch Road, Louisville, Ky.

J

17433 Shelbourne Road, Cleveland Heights, O.

GIesen, Virginia M........
...

105 Division Ave., Shelton, Conn.

.

.

32 Hillyer Sr., Orange, N. J.

Gilmore, M. Ann is .
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J

2237 Ohio Ave., Youngstown, O.

.

.

I h man, V···Ifg,ma A ..
FTC

Goes, June M.....

Gaylordsville, Conn.

34 W. Holly St., Cranford, N.

.

Fredrick, Jane ..

dffin, Anne M......

Conn.

411 W. 114th se., New York, N. Y.

Fr nk, Grace M ...

GrSkill, E,ily

4440 Lindell, St. Louis, Mo.

.... River Lane, Westport, Conn.

.

Fr nck, HI\en M .

Gantz, Bartra

13 3 Pondfield Road, Bronxville, N. Y.

55 Catherine St., Hartford,

.

.

Conn.

15 Wellesley Road, Belmont, Mass.

.

l , Jacqueline

53 Paine Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

900 Elmwood Ave., Wilmette, Il!.

.

.

Evans, Jan t ..

Fih

Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.

........ 2193 Ridgewood Road, Akron, O.

.

Es es, Emil
Evans, Hel n A

38-14 210th St., Bayside, N. Y.

4701 Connecticut

.

En art, M, y A

Farswort~

121 Inverness Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.

.

E1Ld' Jea\ne F

6 Charles St., Houlton, Me.

.
.

5208 Bass St., Omaha, Neb.
2943 N. Lake Drive, Milwaukee, Wis.

Gray, Shirley A ...

.

Greenbaum, Sally.
Greenfield,

61 Perkins St., Springfield,

Hotel Winthrop,

Charlotte

47th St. and Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.

.........................

Greenhall, Dorothy ..

.
····

Elizabeth ..
Jean M.

Hartman,

Marika R. E ...

Hobson,

.

...... 514 Merriman
.-

. ... 11 Brown Sr., Palmer, Mass.

Nancy..

.

Hulsapple,

Lesley C.

Rita V. .

Inglis,

Dorothy

..

Jacob,

Marjorie

A ...

Johnson,

Marilyn ..

Johnson,

Neva P.

Keating,

Lucy L. ..

Keifer,

.

17 E. 11 rh Ave., Gloversville,

100 Riverside

.
.

Kla uminzer,

-

Koenig,

....

33 Mansfield
.

Terrace,

108 Brewster

210 Gardner
.

La Croix,

Larkin,

Dorothy
Eleanor

Leith-Ross,
Lemanski,

..... Southbury

Training

.

Irene C ...

Conn.

Box 135, Waterford,

Conn.

Pa tricia R ..

St., Bristol, Conn.
Road, Ithaca, N. Y.

_..291 Ocean Ave., Lawrence,
.
.............................
.

N. Y.

Norwich,

524 Cayuga Heights

Elizabeth

N. Y.

N. Y.

1739 E. 26rh St., Brooklyn,

.

Pa.

. 1046 E. 22nd Sr., Brooklyn,

. 29 Harrison
.

Mass.

Conn.

.

L...

III.

School, Southbury,

. 2 Prunier Court,

R ...

A ...

Conn.

.406 Old York Road, Abington,

Ruth ..

Rita E ...

Dora, Fla.

Ave., New London,

1242 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago,

S...

Large,

Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.

..160 Valley Stream Road, Larchmont,

M ...

Pa .

Conn.

. South Yarmouth,

Jane A.

Kroll, Nathalie

Middletown,

Sylvan Shores, Mount
.

.

Florence

N. Y.

.423 Bryn Mawr Ave., Bala-Cynwyd,

J...

Klein, Saretta

N.].

Drive, New York, N. Y.

Virginia ..

Kite, Barbara

N. Y.

Place, Elizabeth,

34 Garden Ave., Bronxville,

Kessler, Anne ..

Leonard,

_

..1279 Clinton

Marceline..

Road, Akron, O.

28 Powelron Road, Boston, Mass.

Phyllis..

Horowitz,

J,

Conn.

238 Pleasant St., Laconia, N. H.

Barbara D...

Hursh,

Road, Manchester,

60 Fitch Ave., New London, Conn.

Pa tricia..

Hocking,
Hoge,

Lazrus,

29 Robert

.

Herbirs, Iris S.

J.

Terrace, West Orange, N.

1401 Pleasure Ave., Ocean City, N.
.

N arrey M.

Hemphill,

St., New London, Conn.

..741 Fair Oaks, Oak Park, Ill.

.

Handley,

Head,

85 Vauxhill

18 Collamore

Gregory, Jean M.
Hand,

Mass.

N. Y.

New Hope, Pa.

108 Rose St., Bridgeport,

Conn.

106 Eastern Ave., Lynn, Mass.
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Lewis, Elizabeth

....... 1238 Longfellow

B...

.... 376 Edgewood

Lewis. Sally B .....

Lieberman,
Longley,

Mich.

St., Hartford,

Conn.

.... 180 Ten Acre Road, New Britain,

Edith R.

Le Witt,

Ave., Detroit,

Hotel Pierre, 2 E. 61st Sr., New York, N. Y.

.

Janice ..

Conn.

Ave., Oak Park, Ill.

.... 234 Clinton

Patricia

Lucas, Margaret

W .

.... Holler

Hill, Winona,

Minn.

Lunn, Charlotte

E .

6 Walnut

St., Oneonta,

N. Y.

MacKenzie,
Mackey,

Shirley

Roberta

MacMahon,

219 Burtermere

A...

.

.

Maish, Elizabeth

.

a ..

McfOY, joa

ne

Mcfredie,

ary L..

82 Windsor
.

]v

elen M .

Mcbowan,

"atricia A ..

Mellen, Jan

t

MefJCill' Jean

.

12 Woods Lane, Scarsdale,

N. Y.

L...............

M.......

Burgundy,

.707 Goodrich

..

Lancaster

.

J.

Conn.
N. Y.

Milwaukee,

\X!is.
Conn.
Del.

P. O. Box 554, Westerly,

J.

R. 1.

292 Alfred St., Biddeford, Me.
Palisado Ave., \Vindsor,

Conn.

Abbott Road, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
19 Appleton

c.·...............

Place, Glen Ridge,

N. ].

..35 Elm Sc., Wellesley Hills, Mass.

M ers, DeI+ine L.

'.. 631 Main St., Olean, N. Y.

N wfield, ~enriette......

.
..

11 Vanderbilt

Hartford,

Conn.

95 Minor Ave., Stratford,

Conn.

Road. West

.... E. Wharf
B...
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Scarsdale,

Pike, R. F. D. 1, Wilmington,

"Farmholme",

M rrcw, Nancy L.

Mary

Wis.

82 Whitney Road, Shott Hills, N.

M rison, Jfanne......117

Paradise. Chrol..

Milwaukee,

R. F. D. 1, Uncasville,

.

Opper. Beverly M ...

Mass.

Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

. ....2714 E. Menlo Blvd.,

Mo gan, Alice R.

r tcn, Frdnces

Center,

.400 Park Ave., Leonia, N. J.

Mo re, Marr N.....

N cholsoo, Shirley A ...

Ave., Newton

Chateau
..

Mi chell, Mfry F.....

Patterson,

N. Y.

35 George St., Torrington,

Mil iken, M1rgaret A.......

yes, Katherine

Lane. Scarsdale.

5 Windsor

Mi iska, MJry...................

Meller, JeJn

Mass.

.

M.....................

Moore, Dorrhy

Mich.

700 Glen Ave., Westfield, N.

L...

ael, Ndncy

Mich .

Road, Waban,

1093 E. Circle Drive,

.

McCrossin,

Mi

.

8 Grant

Bert

Park, N. J.

1007 Bishop Road, Grosse Pointe,

H rricr B .

Marhall.

Asbury

2225 Seminole Ave., Detroit,

.

Minnie ..

Mandell, Judith

Marr,

Ave., Interlaken,

Road, Madison,

Conn,

.. 8 \'Villow St., Mystic,

Conn.

46 Westwood
........

Road, New Haven,

Hidden

...... .44 Payson

Conn.

Field, Andover.

Mass.

St., Attleboro.

Mass.

Paulson,

Helen M ...

Peek, Phyllis
Penfield,

... 21 Greenway

C ...

······

Dorothy

Quinlan,

..................

Dorothy

Quinn,

145 Camp St., Meriden, Conn.
.311 Laurel Ave., Providence,
.2152

J..

Grandin

..
.

Reese, Shirley ..

90 Lookout

E ..

... 234 Summit

Reid, Pa tricia H ...
Reinhart,

Joan M.

Reynolds,

Margaret

Richard,

Dorothy

.
W.

Richards,

Nancy ..
Roberta ..

.

.
.
.

Virginia

M ...

Rogers,

Dorothy

M.

Scott,

W.

Sharp, Marquita

..

Shattuck,
Shepatin,

.2522
M ...

..

32 Westwood

.

B.

Mich .

Road, Rye, N. Y.

Ave., Waterbury,
Hillview

Conn.

Ave., Dayton,

O.

Road, New Haven,

Conn.
Conn.

Ave., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

..

Conn.

. .. 120 Broad Sr., Norwich,

Conn.

.................
.

W .....

Ave., Detroit,

Mich.

6945 Oglesby Ave., Chicago, III.
__ College Park, Lewisburg,
.476

Stern, Marian A ...

Ave., New London, Conn.

__662 W. Hollywood

A ...

.

East Sr., New Britain,

2510 W. Grace Sr., Richmond,
.

J.

.74 Forest Sr.. Hartford,

229 Glenwood

Smi th, Gloria M.

Elizabeth

Conn.

Hill Ave., Middletown,

..

Smith, Alice V ...

Stuart,

R. 1.

111 High se., Leonia, N.

Sladek, Chella H.
Sloan, Patricia

Road, Harmony,

26 Academy

Natalie ..
Vivienne

Mass.

303 Berkeley Drive, Syracuse, N. Y.

..

E ...

Se., Cambridge,

.... Plymouth

............. 98 Hunting

V ...

N. J.

47 Axtell Drive, Scarsdale, N. Y.

.........

L.

Road, Ridgewood,

1415 Parker Ave., Detroit,

]. ..

Sharp, Frances

o.

Road, Wellesley Hil1s, Mass.

......... 617 Watertown

Virginia

Janet

N. Y.

88 Union Place, Ridgefield Park, N. ].

......................

Rogers, Joyce E ...

Sbona, Angela

Ave., Mt. Vernon,

199 Broad St., New London,

Eleanor ..

Sachs, Phyllis

N. Y.

Highland

15 Whiting

Roberts,
Rocke,

-

J.

Circle, Larchmont,

322 Harvard

.

Rit ti, Jean E ...

Rusterholtz,

Mass.

Sr., East Orange, N.

95 Glenwood

D ...

Annabel

O.

15907 Hazel Road, Cleveland,

Richards,

Romig,

Road, Winchester,

31 Chestnut

.

Margaret

R. 1.

Road, E. \0/. H., Cincinnati,

32 Calumet

Reade, Gloria F ...

Reichgott,

N. Y.

500 Orange St., New Haven, Conn.

B...

Olivia ..

Ray, Mary

Mich.

_.. .77 College Sr., Clinton,

Marcia C ...

Ramsey,

J.

N.

.... 384 Lake Park Drive, Birmingham,

Pope, Helen T.
Psathas,

Conn.

Sr., Montclair,

. ... 197 Christopher
B...

Eleanor

St., Hamden,

Pa.

Conn.
Va.

3124 Cottage Grove, Des Moines, Ia.
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...

......... 163 Maple St., Malden, Mass.

Sullivan, Marilyn B....
.

Sulzer, Helene M...

Wyckoff Place, Woodmere, L. L, N. Y.
75 Ridgefield St., Hartford,

Susman, Brrbara

..... 844 Ridge Road, Hamden, Conn.

Sweeney, Barbara M ...
.

Taic, Mary

_661 Neff Road, Grosse Pointe, Mich.
...... 103 E. 75th

Tallman, Prudence A ...

Thompson, Mary C

.... House-in-the-Woods,

.

............ 1223 E. Wayne St., South, South Bend, Ind.

Tilley, Ja eM ...

................. _10Colonial Court, Staten Island, New York, N. Y.

J. ..

67 S. Broad

.

.......

athryn R ...

Veleas, Bes ie

J...

Vosgian,

arjoric E.

Jadhams,

Sela..

~kefield,

Janet R.

._
.
.
.

Conn.

82 Forest St., Torrington,

Conn.

31 Agawam Road, Quincy, Mass.
2318 Selma Ave., Youngstown, O.

~ lardwell, Martha..

.

Wfarnken, retty S

Crescent Road, Concord, Mass.
601 Somerset Road, Baltimore, Md.

Weigl, Rita H........

.

86 Sheldrake Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.

Wells, Roberta 1.

2015 Lovers Lane, St. Joseph, Mo.

Wertheim, Ann..

..26 E. 93rd Se., New York, N. Y.

Wheldon, Gertrude A..

.

118 Merriweather Road, Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich.

Wier, JeanJC...

.
-.

.

270 Beach Road, Fairfield, Conn.

-

Sasco Hill Road, Southport, Conn.

'Tilliams, fonna M...

.

'filliams, Joan............
.

16 Robin Hood Road, White Plains, N. Y.

Joan D...

.

'Tilmor, Sally A

Barbara D. __.

Yale, Am,YiE
Youngman, Mary A...

85 Meadow Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
... Lake Avc., Greenwich, Conn.

Williford, Enid M.....
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14 King St., Hartford,

350 Iroquois Place, Beaver, Pa.

rd, Mirfam S

,itte,

St., New Britain, Conn.

115 Myrtle St., Shelron, Conn.

ard, Sallie P

tilmarth,

J.

2865 Brighton Road, Shaker Heights, O.

sa.lly A.....

"fillard, Marion J

N. Y.

.... 649 E. 25rh Sr., Paterson, N.

..... 184 Washington

Walker, L sbeth A..
lIace,

se., Norwich,

S. Dixie Highway, Monroe, Mich.

Ubjohn, D' ana M .
vlnstra,

Kennett Square, Pa.
Windham, Conn .

Thompso ,Mary L. ..

T~rner, L uric A

York, N. Y.

._Avenida Independencia 13, Ciudad Trujillo,
Dominican Republic, West Indies

Tavares, Julia 1...

Barbara

se., New

5119 38rh St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Tashof, Constance E ..

I
Tompkins,

Conn.

90 Beeclrtree Drive, Larchmont, N. Y.
201 N. Laurel St., Hazelton, Fa.
.

-

5674 N. Shore Drive, Milwaukee, Wis,

_

Box 146, Station A, Yale Ave., Meriden, Conn.

..

.4381 S. W. Fairview Blvd., Portland, Ore.

..
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*

The Sandwich Shop
::

236 State Street
,Now London, Conn.

:
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SHALETT'S

!I
;""""",

I

PERRY & STONE

~~

INCORPORA'l'ED

""~~"J":"'""

zss :::':"
,',

"

",

""""""'"

,""

",.,

,,','

"'"

"'"

""""

"

""'"
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*
STORAGE

NEW LONDON
'~"""""""""'II""IIIII"'"'''''I''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''lll''''llll'''''''~

II

MONTGOMERY WARD
AND COMPANY

~

1"""""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''',1

•

DOCS SERVICE
Opposite

Martom's

New London
GUARANTEED

;:,",,,,, '"'' '"''''''''''''

'"''',,'''''''''
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NEW LONDON,
Connecticut
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BOLTON-SMART
CO~PANY,
INC.
Wholesale Purveyors
Choice

I

BJEF,

I

Phone 4321

of
NEW LONDON

LAMB, VEAL,

PORK, POULTRY,

FISH,

BUTTER, CHEESE,
EGGS, and RELISHES

,'i""""""""""""""""""""""""",,,,,,""",""""""",,,,,,",,,,,,",,;
"""""""""",,,,,,,,"""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"""""""""""""""""",

DANTE'S RESTAURANT
ITALIAN

17-25 SOUTH MARKET STREE'r

AMERICAN

AND
FOODS

BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone:

LAFayette

1900

52 TRUMAN

STREET

New London, Connecticut
~""'" """"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""""""",,,,,,,,"""
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IT'S TIME TO TURN TO A & P FOR BIG VALUES
IN FRESH

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES,

MEATS AND GROCERIES
THE GREAT ATLANTIC and PACIFIC TEA CO.

~'::::::::::::::f::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~"'~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

I

I

ompliments

1. T.GR:NT
r",,,,,,,,,,,,,,

"."""""".

CO.

''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

THA~ ES LOBSTER

HOUSE

CENTRAL

II!!

N:~~kS::~E
New London, Conn.

""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,"""

j"""""""'j'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''j

~

!1

("'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"'"

~,
~

L. LEWIS
& COMPANY

ain Street
S ecializing
L bsters1ls0

o

en 11

in

Established

China, Glass, Silver, Lamps
and Fine Costume Jewelry

Oysters, Clams, and
Steaks and Chops

t.

M. to 12 P. M. Dally
Telephone 5275

""""",,,,,.,.,.,,,,.,.,.1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.""""""""."""""""",,;,
• '''",.""+""""""".""""""""""""",,,""""""""""""""""'"

I

1860

-

State and Green Streets
New London, Conn.
""""""",."."".""""""""""".""""."""",."""""""""""""""
"."""""""",.""""""".""""""""",""""".,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Your Mutual Savings Bank

~ ember ±he Savings Bank's Debsit Guaranty Fund of Conn., Inc.

5TARR BROS., INC.
The College Drug Store

The Savings Bank
of New London
3 Main

ONE

treet, New London, Conn.

",,,,,,,,,,11I,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,""."""".""".,.""""
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."".""""""'"""""""",

DELIVERY
TO DORMS
DAILY

..... """""."",,"""""""""""""",."""

*

Compliments of

Compliments

of

MALOOFS
ICE CREAM CO.
NEW LONDON,

CONN.

"The finest under the sun"

SHU - FIX
~;""""""""""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"""""""""""""".""""""

Play Suits
Tennis Togs
Dance Costumes
T

GERTRUDE GIBSON ROBINSON

*

146 Summer Street
Boston, Mass.

r"""""""""""""""""""""""""","""""""""""'·"""""'""",1

r,o""""""""""""""""""""""""",""""""""""",,,,

.. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1

.""""""""""""""""""""""""""'"""""""",'.""""""""",.""

Compliments

of the

SKIPPER'S DOCK

~:::~n~'
!

, ~hhea:~~i

NEW LONDON and
NOANK
=""""""""""""""""""""""",,,,,,,,"""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,"",,,,,
""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""",,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"

EMIL SEIFERT
BAKERY
Cakes and Pastries
for Parties
Phone 6808
"'11"""""""""""""""""""""""'"""""""""""'0"""""",",,

225 Bank St.

eM! ... J-ulUbe'c

*

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINT

*

258 Bank Street
New London, Conn.

~"""""'''''''''''"'''''''""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"''''''''''''''''''''."''''''"j
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Printed
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Co., Inc"

Fowler,

Indiana
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",,""'""""",""",,",

"''''''''''''''''''''''"''''''''''''''''''''''"",Io'''''';'''''';'''''''''',i",,;;",,,,,,,,;,,,

BATCHELDER & SNYDER COMPANY,

INC.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Producers and Distributors of Fine Foods
",",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,'''''''OlIo''"~

¥""''''''''''''''''''H''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

Established

."'''''''''''''''~'

""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''1

1897
Phone 3000

PETERSON

Closed Cars

~

THE

Restauranteur
and Caterer
Birthday Cakes
A Specialty

UNION-LYCEUM
TAXI CO.
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-,

,~""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""",.

"'",''''''''',''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''',,'''''

""'" ""''''''T

THE BLUE LINE

.."""""".,~.

""""""""""""",,""""""""""""""""""""""""'

THE UNION

BANK

AND TRUST
Direct Bus Service to
Stafford Springs

COMPANY

William antic

•

Norwich
New London

'"
SPRINGFIELD,
,~""""""',.,"',.,"""",.,""""""""'""""""""""""''''''''''''''''''''~

61 State Street

MASS.
""""""""""""",.""""".",.""""."""',""""',""""',",',"',"","
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""""""",.".",.,.""""""".",."".""","""""""""'."".""""""'~

Sport Oxfords
land Loafers

MARVEL SHOP

By

129 State Street

SPAULDING

Sava rd Brothers,
Inc.
134 State St.
""".,.""""",.",

Draperies, Spreads,
Rugs, and Piece Goods

New London

..,.""""",.",.,.,.,.".,.""""

..,."" ..""",.,.""""""

""""""".,."."""""""""",.,.",."""""""".",.",,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,;

!"""" ""''''','''' '''''''',,' ""'"'''' "''',,' "",,'"'''' "'''''' "'''' "'" """'''' ':, ''''','''''' '" ,,""'''''' '" '" '''''''' ",,',"" 1111 "'"

=

""""""""

",,'

- ~

Wholesale
Fruit and Vegetables
314 Bank Street
New London, Conn.
Tel. 4300-4309

,i"""""""",'"·,·,·,,, """"""""""""""""""""""""""",."",.".,';

FIfTH AVENUE

¥"""""",."",

•• """.",."".".,."""".,.,'.""."""",,,,,,"""""",,,,,,,,;

B. ALTMAN & CO.

NEWYORK

KEEP YOUR EYE OPEN FOR

We[1Ibe on onr way very soon with all the new spring
fashloll8 h,

8ults~ dre88es~ coats

and accessories.

And

whell ,"ou're In New York, do stop In and see us. We~re
on the

Page one hund'red ninety

third

floor.

"""""'~

~

GORRA BROS.

and Paints

.",

llHll (0) 'r liE l!L llr u liD) () ll~
Residential

and Transient

RATES
Single Rooms, with private bath
Double Rooms, with private bath

.from $2.50
from $3.50

Air-conditioned

Dining Room

Air-conditioned

Cocktail

Bar

GUY P. SEELEY, Manager
304 East 42nd Street

MUrray

Hill 4-3900

Page one hundred ninety~one
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"

CARROLL'S
CUT RATE
PERFUMER

NEW LONDON'S LARGEST
260A;~ O:I:S:~O;:~HS

152 State
"

fA La
Nited

.. ".'",."""."

New

London

.. ,., ... ,.""""""'"''''''''''''''''''''''''

L""""""""""""""""""""""""""",.""."

arte Rertaurnmt:

fo

.. ",.",."",.".""

St.,

•• """."".,.,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,

Food and Service

BRATER'S

Exeellent Banquet Faciliiies
C CKTAI LOUNGE AND TAP
ROOM

I

NCING SA'l'UIlDAY NIGHTS

1)

I

I

BALLROOM

"".""."".",.,.,."",.""".,."",.,.""".,."""""",

•• """, •• """,.""",

i"""","'."""""""""""'''''''''''''''''''',

"' •• ",,,,,,,,

.. ,.,,,,,,,,,,,

!l::~::,::::::H~:~
~

f

I~:~t

2~-~::a~:
Phone

.i:",

PEQUO~~~UNDRY

'

2-1688

-

.

~"""".'''''''''.'."'"'.'.'''''.''''.''"'''.''.'.'.'.',.,."

... "."" ... ".,."".""."i,

'''''''''"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""""""""""""""""'1

THE

•

DAY

JOUR GOOD
EVENING NEWSPAPER
New

Launderers

London

,'1"""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,".;;
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Since 1876

... "., ... ", ... ,.".",.", .. ".",,,.,,.,,,,,.,, .. ,," .. ",."",.""""""""""",,
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~"."""""""'""""""""".""""''''''''''"""""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''!

I

MALLOVE'S

4t

I

LIGHTHOUSE INN
NEW LONDON,

CONN.

on Long Island Sound

74 STATE STREET
"No more delightful spot on
~""'

""""

II """

"""""'"

"",,'"

'''"

"'"

!'"""'" """,' "''''"1111' '" """" """,,"

'"'"

"'"'

"'"

''''

"'"

"'""'''''

" .. , "'" '" "'" ""'" """"'"''

FLOVVERS
Bouquets and Coreaoes [or the
Most Discriminating

FELLMAN & CLARK, FLORIST

'''"~

'" '"

~

II

the Connecticut shore"
Spacious Rooms - Excellent
Food
Phone 4331

Crocker House Block
186 State St.

New London

Flower Phones 5588 and 7069

MEMBER

4t

OF FEDERAL DEPOSIT

INSURANCE

CORPORATION

Established

1852

Page one hundred ninety·thTee
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I

COMPLI MENTS
OF

ARONY

INC.

• • •
Photographers

For The 1945 KOINE

• • •

FIFTH AVENUE,

,~'"''''''"'''''''''"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''",,,''"''''''"'''''"'''''"'''''''""""'"
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NEW YORK
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'f"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~'

BEST WISHES

Sullivan Printing
Company

OF

THE G. M. WILLIAMS CO.

The Old Fashion
Up-to-Date
Hardware Store

17 Masonic Street

NEW LONDON

'~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"'''''';'II''''''''''"'"''''
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""""~

~""""""""""'"''I'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''I"""""""""""""""",,,,,,,·,

~11""I""""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~

That Place on the Hill
Compliments

Howard

of

Johnson's
Pepsi-Cola Bottling

Satisfying Food
and
Pleasant Surroundings

Company

-I

,;'= ,'.',':,'.'::::::::,',',','.',','::,':,'.',','.':,':,':,'::,',':,',',':,':,','::,':,',':::,':,'::,',',':,'::,',',':,':,:::
:::""".,,,' """,." "~'1 ~::::::::::::::::::
'
If You're Looking for
1. Miller Shoes
Our Exclusive I'Markettes"
Beautiful

Handbags

, '
~,

of New London, Inc.

':,':::::::::::::::,','::::,',':,':::::,':,':,',':::::::::::::::::::::"::""":"":::""::",:_,,:~,'

MacArthurls
226 State Street
Specializing

in SLIP COVERS

, ::';i~'~;l~~::
I i ;:"~::E!,:,

,L""",~,~,~",~~,~~~",~~::",~~~~",~~~,~~~,:"~~~~:"""",,,L"""""""""""""""""""",,""""""""""""""""""""""""
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1

~

BOSTON CANDY
I\lTCHEN

THE SPORT SHOP

1

EXCLUSIVE

!

APPAREL
T

T

NEW LONDON

:
:
:

~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",,)

::
::
::

Dewart Buiidinq
NEW LONDON

,t"""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""",,,,,,,,,::,

r····:;:~~:=::~:;················!
I················::;;·~=~~::
,

Box Co.
I

~,

234 State Street

.

Prmters

NEW LONDON

II

T

SPORTSWEAR

;,,,,,, "" "'"'''''''''''' " ""'" " "'""" '""" '"'''' " '""" " ""'""'" "" "",,,~ ~,"'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''."",,,,,,,;,,
':!'" ".",,, "" """ '" " ""'''''' '" '" '" "" " " " .. ", " '" """""'"
""" "" " " "~ 'J'"'' ""'" ,,""" ," '" ,'" '" ," " ," ," ,'" '" ," " ,,,,'" ,'" " '" ,'"'''''',,',,'''''''''

FISHER
I

s MORIARITY

PENDLETON'S ESSO
SERVICENTER

CJothiers - Furnishers

CHURCH AND HUNTINGTON
STREETS

i

174 State Street

Opposite

Phone 2-1986

r"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""".,.""""""""""""",,;

'1""""""""'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

COMPLIMENTS

OF

I
Gardner

Storage

Company
.",."""""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,.""""""",.""""""",."
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COUTt

House

NEW LONDON, CONN.
f""""""""",

""""""""""""""""."""""""""",""',.,"""""",.~,

"'''''"",,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""

THE AGNES ROGERS
SHOP
MILLINERY AND
ACCESSORIES
311 State Street
New London, Conn.
Telephone 6193
,.,"',.""""""."""""""""""""""",,,""""""""",""""",'"''''

'

""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"'"

BOOKS - STATIONERY
GREETING CARDS

EDWIN

KEENEY CO.

15 Main Street
"""""""""",.,."""""."."""",,,,,,,,,"""".""."""""".""""""

~"'"'''''''''''''''''''''''''"''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"""'''''';

;

JAMES DRUG
STORE
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
of New London, Inc.

Prescriptions
Biologicals
Chemicals

951 Bank Street
New London, Conn.

Bank at Pearl Street
New London, Conn.
'~""""""""""""""""""""""""""",.",.".",."".",.",,,.,,,,,.,,.,.,;,
"""""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

,,,,,,,,,, , ''',,',,'

SENIORS!

BUILD UP YOUR

~"""""'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""""""""""""""""""""~
""""""".".".,."""""",.""".,',.,',.,'""""""""",.""",.,,,,,,,,,.,

BUY
WAR BONDS

LIBRARY
Buy a book a month
and order from us
No Mailing

Charge

COLLEGE NEWS
College Bookshop
,.,."",.""."."",,,.,,,,,,.,.,.,"""",.,',.,""".""""",."""""""",,,'"''
"""".""""""""."."""""",.""."",.,"",."."""",.""."""""",,,.-,
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I

SHOP AT

THE CASLON PRESS
Printers of "Quarterly"
23 Union $t.

�

AND

New London

I

SAVE

�

;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::':::::::::::::::::d':::::::::::~:'~.::~:~:~~~::~::~~:~:~~~~~

At. Aflchfl!
PO TRAITS
100 ~tate Street
N W LONDON, CONN.
Telephone 7351
'~."""""'''''''''''''.''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""""""""'I""""I""""'I""'~.
:"""""""""""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"""""""""""""""""""!

WALK - OVER
SHOE STORE

II

II

STATE

STREET,

NEW LONDON, CONN.

CAMPUS

CLOTHES

Dresses - Coats - Suieaiere
Skirts - Braemars - Liruierie
Linens

RUGS

;:"",.",.".,.", """"""""""""""""""""","""",",,"""",."""""
'-""""""""""."""""""""""",.",.",""""."""""""""""","',,,

•

LANZ
• JUDY 'N JILL
•

231 State Street
New London,

Conn.

HI - DEE

BERNARDS
253 State Street

""",,,,, '''''''''''''' ,,,'''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''' "'" """" ",,"", "",,,,,,,; ~,,'''''' ",' ".", "',' ",,'" '''''''' ", '" '" "'", ,,,,It '" '" '''''''''''' '" """""""
""',.",.""""""""""."""""""""""."""""""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Aflchaflt~
Palty
EW LONDON, CONN.
""""""""""",1"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""",;
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We Buy Our
BLAZERS
from

SYLVIA

PUTZIGER

53 W. 57th Street
New York City
.,""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""".""",.',,,,,,,

--,

